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Tuesday, 19 September 1995

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT - PRESIDENT
Diver, The Late Sir Leslie, Kt - Letter of Appreciation from Family

THE PRESIDENT: I have received the following letter addressed to me -
Dear Clive,
Your attendance in Kellerberrn for Dad's funeral was very much appreciated by
myself, Peter and the family in general.
We were so pleased you came that we regretted, afterwards, that we did not spend
some time with you at the luncheon following the actual funeral.
Thank you also for your letter dated August 30th 1995 enclosing transcripts of the
Motion of Condolence and of the supporting comments made by yourself and
other members in the house. We would deem it a pleasure if it could be made
known to the members of the Legislative Council that all the members of the
family of Sir Leslie greatly appreciate their expression of sympathy.
With kind personal regards.
Yours sincerely
Doreen Langoulant

BILLS (5) - ASSENT
Messages from the Governor received and read notifying assent to the following Bills -
1. Legal Practitioners Amendment Bill
2. Corporations (Western Australia) Amendment Bill
3. Agricultural Legislation Amendment Bill
4. Occupational Safety and Health Legislation Amendment Bill
5. Swan. Valley Planning Bill

PETITION.- SCHOOL ENTRY AGE
Hon John Halden (Leader of the Opposition) presented a petition, by delivery to the
Clerk - Standing Order No 130(a) - from 15 residents of Western Australia opposing the
changes to the school entry age to be implemented by the year 2000 and requesting the
Legislative Council to ask the Minister for Education to delay the implementation of the
proposal until further consultation with the wider community has occurred.
[See paper No 6 10.]
A similar petition was presented in like manner by Hon Bob Thomas (261 signatures).
[See paper No 611.1

PETITION - YAKAMIA PRIMARY SCHOOL, ALBANY
Hon Bob Thomas presented a petition, by delivery to the Clerkc - Standing Order
No 130(a) - from 113 residents of Western Australia urging the Legislative Council to
request the Government to take urgent action to rectify all of the problems existing at
Yakamia Primary School in Albany.
[See paper No 612.]



MOTION - URGENCY
Ausstralian Medical Enterprises Ltd - Quality of Health Care in Hospitals

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the following letter dated
19 September 1995 -

Dear Mr President
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under SO 72 that the House, at its
rising adjourn until 9.00 am on December 25, 1995 for the purpose of discussing
the treatment of patients at the Mount Hospital and other Hospitals who operate
under the umbrella of Australian Medical Enterprises and the need for
mechanisms to be put into place to ensure that the standard of healthcare provided
in the private hospitals meets both community and Australia Medical
Associations expectations and standards.
Yours sincerely
Sam Piantadosi, M.L.C.

In order for this matter to be discussed, it will be necessary for at least four members to
indicate their support by rising in their places.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [3.40 pm]: I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December.
Last November I raised a serious issue about an incident in one of the hospitals that come
under the umbrella of Australian Medical Enterprises Limited. I was concerned about the
lack of action by the then Minister for Health in responding to the matters I had raised. I
was mistaken when I stated in November 1994 that the Minister for Health had taken
36 days to provide me with an answer. I apologise. I was wrong. It has taken probably
365 days. During that debate, as Hansard records, the Minister promised to take certain
actions about the problems I had raised with him. To this day I have not received a
response from the Minister about those matters.
Hon Peter Foss: Has Hon Sam Piantadosi noticed that I am no longer the Minister for
Health?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes, I have noticed. This is the Minister's way out. I am
glad Hon Peter Foss interjected. I was desperately trying to restrain myself from
expressing the anger I feel because a person has died. The best the Minister for the
Environment, this excuse for a Minister and for a man, can come up with now is that
although he was interested when I raised the issue - he got on his high horse at the time
and said that I had chosen to smear and malign people - he is no longer the Minister for
Health. The Minister made his promise to look into the matter in November, and the
ministerial changeover did not occur until probably March of this year.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us start the week off by reaffirming the rules: The
Minister does not interject; and the honourable member, firstly, will address his
comments to me and, secondly, will keep his comments to the words in his motion and
forget about the Minister.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: I am doing that, Mr President. My comments concern the
Mount Hospital. I am not sure that the words would do Mr Taddei, or other people who
are in similar circumstances, any good. Some people in government and the Minister for
the Environment, who was the Minister for Health for two years, were aware that
changes needed to be made. In March 1993 it was put to the former Minister for Health
that the Health Act did not have the structure to handle organisations like Australian
Medical Enterprises. Did the Minister finish his duties as Minister for Health in March
1995?
Hon Peter Foss: In February.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: Hon Peter Foss had two years in the job and he did nothing.
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In that time, rather than getting to the root of the problem and deciding how it could be
fixed, the Minister publicly supported the AME in the newspapers, and he still does.
Hon Peter Foss accused me of smearing and maligning that company. However, the facts
are that the only Minister for Health in Australia who supported and tried to foster the
AME by bringing it into the public health system was Mr Foss. He stated that publicly.
The Health Ministers in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria - two of those States
have Liberal Governments - held inquiries into the operations of AME and would not
give that company any concessions. They were honourable and decided there was
sufficient information to cause them concern, so they held inquiries. They would not
issue the AME with licences. They decided to look into this company. Mr Foss not only
reacted by publicly supporting this company but also did not intend to look into the
fitness of this organisation to hold a licence in Western Australia. Mr Foss publicly
supported that organisation. I can cope with being accused of smearing and maligning a
company. However, Mr Foss also accused Hon Kim Chance, who followed me in the
debate, of doing the same. Mr Foss should take up the suggestion that Mr Chance made
at the time about reading his own rhetoric. Mr Foss was the only Health Minister in four
States who did not seek to look at whether the AME met the criteria for a licence.
Hon Peter Foss: That is wrong.
Hon SAM PJANTADOSI: The only statement that the Minister made was that he
supported the AME. Is the Minister saying that he did not make the statement?
Hon Peter Foss: No.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It was reported in the Press that the Minister made that
statement.
Hon Peter Foss: It resulted from Hon Sam Piantadosi's smear. I do not like anybody to
be smeared wrongly and Hon Sam Piantadosi was wrong.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I am not wrong. Again it is obvious that this Minister has not
learnt anything at all. A newspaper article stated that Mr Foss defended the AME on
2 November 1994. Mr Foss also said that the AME had been taken over by a bigger
health company. It is the same company, you fraud.

Withdrawal of Remark
The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Sam Piantadosi knows that he cannot use that language
in this place. If he wants to address the Chamber he must to do so in accordance with the
standing orders. The rules are that he cannot make that sort of comment about another
member in this place. He must withdraw that comment.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I withdraw.

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: The whole tone of this member's speech is directed at me rather
than the motion. I am doing my best to restrain myself within the standing orders, but I
ask that Hon Sam Piantadosi direct his remarks to the Chair and to the motion.
The PRESIDENT: I have already told him to do that.

Motion Resumed
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will refer to the way that Australian Medical Enterprises is
operating within the private health system in Australia, and particularly in Western
Australia. I will draw some similarities between incidents that occurred in Singapore and
what happened to Mr Taddei in Western Australia. In Singapore a person was admitted
to hospital, and the doctor did not see him for 11I hours.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister can have his say later.
The PRESIDENT: I do not know whether honourable members have forgotten during
the week's recess how this place works. It is totally unacceptable to start an argument
across the Chamber. The Minister should cease his interjections and the honourable
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member should direct his comments to the motion. If he does not I will stop him from
addressing anyone because the rules are that if a member does not stick to the words of
the motion he will not be permitted to continue to speak. I ask the member again to
direct his comments to me and to the motion before the Chair.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: I am happy to read the motion again -

The PRESIDENT: Order! The member does not need to the read the motion. I know
what the motion is. I read it to the Chamber. I am the one who is putting the motion. If
the member wants an argument with me, I suggest that he will be doing himself a
disservice.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I have been addressing my remarks to you, Mr President, and
to the mechanisms that need to be set in place to protect people so that we do not see a
repeat of past occurrences. I was making the example of an associated company in
Singapore. The same thing happened to an individual there as happened at the Mount
Hospital. The Minister stated publicly that the name of the company has been taken over
by another company. It has not. It is the same company. Gamnes are being played with
respect to the proposal. The financial pages of the newspaper say that the directors told
the shareholders of Australian Medical Enterprises that they should not consider the
move by Healthcare Australia because another proposal has been made by Parkway
Holdings. Parkway is part of National Medical Enterprises in America which changed its
name to Tenet Healthcare Corporation. It is the same group. Nothing has changed. It is
the same bunch of crooks who operated under NME who are now operating under Tenet.
The chief executive of the company admitted that the company was being investigated.
Mr Dennis Brown stated that the company was being investigated in three States in the
United States. That was part of the truth. The fact is that the company has been
investigated in no fewer than 14 States. It has been investigated by the federal authorities
including the taxation department, the FBI and the federal Attorney General. Janet Reno
made a damming statement against that organisation. That is a far cry from being
investigated in only three States. The name of the company has been changed. It is not
as stated in the newspaper - and the Minister supported that; and one can only conclude
that there may be some vested interest. The Minister made a statement in support of it.

Points of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: I ask for that remark to be withdrawn. It is outrageous.
The PRESIDENT: Order! If the honourable member is suggesting that the Minister had
some vested interest, he must withdraw the statement
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I did not say that the Minister had a vested interest. I said
that there may have been some vested interest. My remarks can be checked. It is ironical
that the Minister has been very choosy about what he wants to listen to. For two years
the Minister was aware that the current Act faced some difficulties, and that the
mechanisms of the current Act -

Hon PETER FOSS: Will the member please address the motion? He keeps addressing
me.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am keeping the member on track. There is no need for the
Minister to tell me what to do.

Debate Reswned
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I have enough proof to substantiate, and the proof was
available to the Minister, that the mechanisms in the Health Act to cater for the chain
store or chequebook medicine - as many Americans refer to it because a chequebook is
necessary - are inadequate. That is a matter of fact. Currently, the provisions of the
Health Act designed to protect Western Australians from the likes of NME and its
cohorts need to be changed. That proposition is part and parcel of my motion.
Unfortunately I must refer to some of the events of last November. The matter was
raised some 12 months ago. These matters were also raised more than two years ago
during the last months of the labor Government. Of course, a change in government
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occurred. To whom must I address my comments if not the person who has been
responsible for health for the past two years?
I ask members opposite why they do not ask the current Minister for Health to consider
bringing about the changes to the Act so that Western Australians can be protected by
legislation. The only contribution by Mr Foss was to accuse me of making outrageous
statements. He promised to get to the bottom of the problem. His comments in that
regard appear in Hansard. The truth is that to this day the Minister has not responded.
He has not bothered to get to the bottom of it. He has not bothered to send a message to
his successor, Mr Kierath, so that he can get to the bottom of it. I have correspondence
which confirms that when Mr Foss took over from the previous Minister he made certain
remarks indicating that he would follow through the actions by the previous Minister.
When it is convenient, the Minister for the Environment can point to past occurrences.
He also makes remarks like he had only just taken over the portfolio. However, he
promised that he would get to the bottom of the situation, that he would find out what had
been occurring. He said that if the mechanisms were not adequate he would report to the
House.
I apologise to the House for saying that it was 36 days before an answer was received
from the Minister! It is longer than that. The Minister for the Environment served for
two years as Minister for Health. He was informed. He knew that changes were
necessary but he did nothing - apart from supporting the NME group through AME,
through the public hospital system, as well as winding down the public hospital system.
He fostered the company's interests in this State, when other Ministers had completely
denied that.
[The member's time expired.]
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [3.58 pm]:
Hon Sam Piantadosi seems to have forgotten how wrong he got his last statement. Most
of the accusations he made last time regarding the Mount Hospital were matters which
were within the province of the doctor in whose care the person lay. The point that
Mr Piantadosi refuses to acknowledge - to this day he refuses to acknowledge it - is that
he was wrong. I think I have shown any reasonable person that he was wrong. Further,
his remarks were directed to complaints about the wrong person. It is a question of a
delay in time. He forgets his own story; that is, a complaint about a person being sent to
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. The complaint at that time was a complaint about Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital, not the Mount Hospital.
The member seems to have a down on AME. I do not carry a torch for AME. However,
I do not like people to unfairly smear. Mr Piantadosi has a thing about AME, and he will
smear it. He has not added one bit of evidence today. He was wrong last time, -and I
showed him that he was wrong, but still he has not apologised to AME for the dreadful
remarks he made which were directed to the quality of medical care not the quality of
hospital care. Not one thing he said about AME related to hospital care. I am aware of
the association between NME and AME. AME was originally Markalinga trust, a very
respected and well-known operator of hospitals in this State. It was then bought out by
NME, and there is no doubt that in America NME had serious problems related to its
running of mental hospitals. It was a matter of concern among many people in Australia.
A judicial inquiry was held in New South Wales by Mr Justice Yeldham, and we
requested to be advised of the result because it appeared the matters being examined were
the matters about which we should be concerned in Western Australia. Hon Sam
Piantadosi does not mention that NME was cleared by the inquiry.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: No it was not. Tell the full story.
Hon PETER FOSS: In New South Wales NME was permitted to continue with its
licence.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What did Justice Yeldham have to say about them? Do you want a
copy of his report?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
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Hon PETER FOSS: Interestingly, the Mount Hospital has been accredited by the
Australian Council on Health Care Standards, and also has certification under
International Standards Organisation standards. That accreditation is sought by hospitals
throughout Australia. It is a guarantee of the quality of service provided, and it is very
difficult to obtain. It is interesting that not all state public hospitals have that
accreditation, and it is certainly a matter of' some satisfaction to know that Mount
Hospital has that accreditation because it is a very good way of determining whether the
standards observed in that hospital are correct. Hon Kimi Chance will know from his
electorate that not every hospital can achieve that accreditation, and it is a matter of
chagrin when they cannot do so. On the other hand, when they obtain that accreditation
it is a matter for considerable congratulation and massive satisfaction because if a
hospital achieves that, it indicates a quality of service and teamwork by the people in the
hospital which is quite remarkable. Some public hospitals in Western Australia have had
that accreditation on many occasions, and some have it for lengthy periods because they
have done so well. They are to be congratulated and, in the same way, the Mount
Hospital must be congratulated. I hold no candle for NME, AME or any of those people
but I do not deal in smear.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Nor do 1.
Hon PETER FOSS: I insist on people getting their facts right. Hon Sam Piantadosi got it
wrong last time because most of the things about which he complained related to medical
care and not hospital care.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: It shows what a fraud you are.

Withdrawal of Remarks
The PRESIDENT: Order! I have asked the member once to withdraw that statement.
He has used the same term again. It was out of order the first time, and it is out of order
now.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I withdraw, but the Minister said I smeared people and I took
offence to that.
The PRESIDENT: Order! It does not matter what the member said.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: He can say whatever he likes.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Does the honourable member want to defy me and have an
argument? Nobody is allowed to do what he wants in this place, including me, unless it
is within the realms of our standing orders. To suggest I am allowing the Minister to do
something beyond the provisions of the standing orders is a reflection on this Chair. I ask
the member to withdraw that.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: It is important to be fair and to not use this Parliament to be unfair
to people. I am sure every single hospital in this State at some stage has done things it
would prefer had not been done. That applies to public and private hospitals. They are
large organisations in which mistakes are sometimes made. I am not saying AME does
not make mistakes; I do not go into that detail. Humans make mistakes. However, the
example raised by Hon Sam Piantadosi indicates the problem of takting one case and
extending it generally, and to the trouble which NM.E had in the United States. I do not
doubt that it had some problems in the United States.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: It still has trouble in the United States.
Hon PETER FOSS: It has not got rid of the corporate vehicle. NME was bought into by
another organisation.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: They just changed names.
Hon PETER FOSS: A substantial new shareholder bought into the organisation. I agree
it is the same corporate body and some of the same people are involved. On the other
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hand, Markalinga was an excellent organisation which was bought by somebody and then
changed its name. Is the member suggesting that overnight Markalinga became a
disreputable organisation or that the people involved in it suddenly changed?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Do you know about this Parkway deal? Of course you do not.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member also said that I did not take any action. However, I did
determine whether the local body, AME, was being appropriately run by appropriate
Australian directors. I found one director and proved he -
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That was following a letter from me. It is on record.
Hon PETER FOSS: I ask Hon Sam Piantadosi to listen. I did take action and asked the
group to remove the director. In light of the findings in Sydney by Mr Justice Yeldham,
and the change made to the directorship, I believed the group was being competently
managed under the terms of the Act.
Hon John Halden: Was that two directors?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Yes, there were two.
Hon PETER FOSS: At that stage I required the organisation to remove certain directors,
which it did. The important thing is that with a corporation one can go only so far back
in the corporate veil. We must determine under the legislation whether it is being
appropriately run by the people in Western Australia. We camne to the conclusion that the
managers and directors in Western Australia met the requirements of the Act, and that the
requirements are appropriate.
Hon John Halden: Are they required only to be of good character?
Hon PETER FOSS: They are of good character.
Hon John Halden: That is the only requirement.
Hon PETER FOSS: The reason the member raised NME is that an allegation has been
made against it. However, the hospital is accredited under the Australian standards and
we are certain the people in the organisation in Western Australia are of good character.
That is the appropriate test. The member has not raised a single allegation against the
local corporate body which justifies reaching the conclusion that they are not fit and
proper people to hold a licence. He can make all sorts of allegations about NME in
America, and about circumstances involving Mr Taddei, which I clearly demonstrated
last time were in no way allegations against the Mount Hospital. I stood Up for that
group because I will always stand up for anyone who I believe is unfairly smeared. I
believe the comments of Hon Sam Piantadosi last time were a most unfair attack on a
hospital -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: Speak to the family.
Hon PETER FOSS: I know what they said; the member told us what the family said. It
does not alter the fact that the doctor is responsible for the health care. It is a different
situation in public hospitals, because the doctors are employed by the public system and
those doctors and the medical care are provided by the hospital. The member must
understand that if a patient chooses a private hospital and a private doctor, the person
responsible for his health care is the doctor and he cannot hold against the hospital the
things done by the private doctor. Hon Sam Piantadosi did that last time and he is doing
it again today. It was unfair then and it continues to be unfair. I will stand up for the
hospital when I believe the member makes an unfair accusation about it.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Are all the letters in my hand accusing the AME unfairly?
Hon PETER FOSS: Is that the AME or the NME?
Hon Sam Piantadosi: AME.
Hon PETER FOSS: The conduct of the hospitals in this State is model, and when I was
Minister for Health I was required to deal with that.
[The member's time expired.]
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HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [4.09 pm]: If a waste disposal company sought to
operate on the Government's behalf - whether state, federal or local government - and it
was established that its parent company in the United States had links to organised crime,
we would be appalled if a contract were given to that company. Equally, before anyone
is given the right to establish a legal gambling facility, such as a casino, in Western
Australia, the Government makes very sure that it checks the parentage of the owners of
the company. Even more important than waste disposal and gambling facilities are
health facilities.
Hon Peter Foss: You granted the licence.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is appropriate that we are aware of the status of parent
companies of any business which reaches the public in Western Australia. It is far more
important with a hospital. The Government has the facility to ensure the proper
management of any company which operates a hospital in Western Australia. That is
provided for in the Hospitals Act. The responsibility under that Act is held by the
Commissioner of Health: The responsibility for the actions of the Commissioner of
Health and the responsibility under the Hospitals Act lies firmly with the Minister for
Health.
I support Hon Sam Piantadosi's raising this question. Australian Medical Enterprises
Ltd, which is sometimes known as AME-Markalinga, operates four hospitals in New
South Wales and four, so far, in Western Australia. We should pre-empt the outcome of
the tender for the operation of Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. The majority ownership of
AME is by National Medical Enterprises - a Californian based company. National
Medical Enterprises - a firm which Hon Peter Foss acknowledges has in the past had a
few difficulties - has had more than a few difficulties. As a result of allegations brought
against NME, it has had to make a payment to the United States justice department of
$500m. These are serious problems. Hon Sam Piantadosi said that problems existed
through, I think, 14 States in the United States of America; I thought it was 17.
Regardless of the precise figure, this company, which the Government is allowing to
operate hospitals on behalf of the public, has experienced major difficulties in its own
country. The responsibility for this situation lies with the Minister for Health and,
ultimately, with the Parliament, because it is the Parliament which grants the licence.
Given the time restriction I will not have the chance to read to the House all of my
material, but I will seek leave to table these documents. I have two reports, both of
which were written by Andrew G. Penman, the Assistant Commissioner of Public Health
and Statewide Services, and which are addressed to Peter J. Brennan, the Commissioner
of Health. These documents are dated I1I February 1993 and 15 March 1993.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Who was the Minister?
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister at that stage was the now Minister for the
Environment.
Hon Peter Foss: Not on 2 February. We had not even had the election at that stage.
Hon KIM CHANCE: In drawing to the attention of the Commissioner of Health these
matters, Mr Penman effectively says that AME is not a fit company, or he certainly raises
doubts about the fitness of its capacity, to be the licensed operator of hospitals in Western
Australia. In the letter dated 11I February he states in part -

In the AME-Markalinga case, the questions which were raised arising from
previous experience overseas related to:

(1) The involvement of the Chairman in alleged serious impropriety
with the parent company in the US.

(2) The concern of a number of state health administrations in the
USA relating to alleged incentives/kick backs to doctors providing
business to the hospital.

(3) The effectiveness and authority as opposed to the forms of quality
assurance and clinical audit.
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(4) The alleged exploitation of patients on their insurance status for
financial gain.

He goes on to say -

This potentially places us at risk for any number of abuses ranging from
systematic milking of health insurance funds at the margin, to a scandal such as
Chelmsford. If such practices eventuate, the Commissioner of Health is likely to
be held accountable for not exercising adequate control over the licence, in spite
of the inadequacies of our current legislation.

That is a stem warning.
Hon Peter Foss: Are you saying that has happened?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not believe anything has happened as a result of these letters.
Just over a month later on 15 March 1993 Mr Penman wrote again to the Commissioner
of Health as follows -

Following my earlier memorandum I have done additional work on the
background of National Medical Enterprises and their fitness to hold a hospital
licence.

In reference to Dr Michael Wynne he states -

His investigations have been very thorough and the documentation he has
provided has been sufficient to convince me that there is a very serious threat to
the Australian Hospital system through the introduction of NME as the major
shareholder in the private hospital system.

Mr Penman is a senior health bureaucrat; a man of great talent and wisdom.
Hon Peter Foss: Have you asked him whether he thinks he is right?
Hon KIM CHANCE: No, I have not.
Hon Peter Foss: You should.
Hon KIM CHANCE: He obviously thought he was right when he wrote this. He goes on
to document the deficiencies of the NME. One of the cases to which he refers is as
follows -

Payment of Bounties for referral of "business"
to physicians/psychiatrists in the form of practice establishment costs,
practice cost subsidies, appointments to sinecures as unit heads within
hospitals, payments of up to $15,000 per admission, referral of patients
admitted through other "intake" avenues
to others - particularly agents in their extensive outreach network set up
for "marketing", a euphemism for scalping and solicitation of patients.

I will go through the headings, because I am running out of time. Questions are raised of
insurance fraud. He states -

Testimony before Congressional Committee reveals the NME routinely engage in
the following practices - item inflation, billing for services not provided, services
provided by non physicians under false certification by physicians ...

Under the heading "Abuse of Patients" he states -
NME actively promoted the use of demonstrably ineffective treatments and
experimental treatment such as rage reduction therapy, -

Where have we heard that before? I think it arose in the Chelmsford incident.
- and engaged in various forms of patient abuse including imprisonment, placing
patients in double bind situations, unacceptable use of restraints, extraction of
contractual commitments under drugs.

It refers further to a suspect accounting practice and the dominance of an "intake
mentality".
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Hon Peter Foss asked me whether Mr Penman stood by those comments. The fact is thatMr Penman was quoting facts which existed at the time. I seek leave to table these
documents.
Leave granted.
[See paper No 613.]
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [4.19 pm]: Isupport the comments of both Hon Sam Piantadosi and Hon Kim Chance. No doubtexists that the matter before the House - health care in this State - is of the gravest nature.It is a matter that goes to the very core of our health system as it is run in this State, andmore so when we know what is coming down the road of health care; that is, theprivatisation of the health care system in this State. Who is likely to be a major player?It is AME-Markalinga. Will AME-Markalinga get the contract to run Sir CharlesGairdner Hospital? Does it have it already? Will it be able to dominate the wholelaboratory system of our public health service? Will it be in that position? Based on thetrack record of that company - admittedly, in the United States, but it is the parent body -it is like putting Dracula in charge of the blood bank.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Just like your mob being in charge of the finances of the State.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Like the Minister being in charge of Transport and his remarks
about Aborigines.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us forget everything other than the motion moved by
Hon Sam Piantadosi.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Let me continue with the comments of Andrew Penman, then theAssistant Commissioner of Public Health, now the Commissioner of Public Health. He
said -

As assertions have been made that the excesses displayed by NME in the Statescannot occur in Australia, it is important to examine some of the contributoryfactors identified by officials in the USA and others who have provided
testimony. These include:

Lack of adequate quality assurance. .. .
Lack of commitment by physician staff to the culture of the hospital and
of the quality of its outputs.
The involvement of health insurance companies in shareholding, board
membership and other interests within NME -

Exactly what is already happening in this State and in New South Wales -
- leading effectively to a conflict of interest and inadequate review of the
organisation by the payers.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Will you stand by that statement?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will not listen to the Minister. He does not want to listen to
this. Mr Penman went on to state -

Corporate culture dominated -

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am sorry, Mr President, I did not hear you; I was yelling.
The PRESIDENT: The honourable member is making too much noise; that is why hecannot hear me. I do not want Ministers to inteiject. Honourable members do not have
to like or believe what somebody says, but they must listen to it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Mr Penman went on to state -

Corporate culture dominated by business and management rather than by
health provider values.
Weak medical staff structures.
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The peculiar vulnerability of psychiatric patients and the difficulties in
verifying diagnosis, treatments and outcomes.

Implications for Australia
It has been asserted that such practices could not occur here because of the
fundamentally different nature of the health care industry.
I would make the point that this is an irrelevant question under the Act. I would
have thought that fitness and propriety needs to be established by the behaviour of
an organisation in any relevant jurisdiction and that includes the USA.
However, I believe that Australia could experience very similar outcomes, if not
in the short term, within a few years of NME dominance.
The following features of our system make it susceptible to corruption by a strong
corporate culture like NM1E's -

The weakness of medical staff in private hospitals.
The demonstrated lack of commitment of medical staff to quality
assurance in private hospitals.
Legal barriers to quality assurance in private hospitals.
The competition for influence between different health professions. This
will enable NME to play off one health profession e.g. nurses or clinical
psychologists against others e.g. doctors.
The continuing problem of kickbacks in under-the-table payments in
pathology, demonstrates a system ready to participate in such schemes if
they are actively and cleverly promoted.
The involvement of insurance companies as shareholders in private
hospitals and representatives on Board of Managements.
The increasing trend towards differentiation of insurance benefits.

In my view, the following scenarios are not unrealistic.
Hospitals will solicit direct referrals from GPs ...
Payment of emergency room saf...
Multiplication of programs run by clinical psychologists.

At the end of the day, Andrew Penman recommends that there be grave concern in regard
to AME-NME's involvement in our health system. A local, well known, well respected
professional carves out an argument for grave concern, but we do not have grave
concern, we have a Minister who supports AME-NME. He said that in the Press. I
understand his qualifications. He supports them. Our system is being taken over by
AME. Our own public health service is potentially being taken over by AMvE to varying
degrees, if we could ever find out the truth.

Point of Order
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The honourable member is making an accusation about what the
Government will do with the public health system, when the Labor Government gave
him that licence. The honourable member is out of order.
The PRESIDENT: Order! That is not a point of order.

Debate Resumed
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That was a good try, but it will not work. I now highlight exactly
the problem that we face. It was enunciated by the Minister. In our public-private
system, the doctor, not the hospital, is responsible, as in the public system. That
company's reputation stinks in the United States. There is no other way to describe it.
Hon Kim Chance: And it has no legal responsibility.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is correct. Where does that place the average Western
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Australian who seeks health care? It places him in an enormously vulnerable position.
The matter must be thoroughly investigated by the Government. We cannot have a
system that has such damaging evidence behind it. We cannot build a health care system
that guarantees people effective health care when parent companies have behaved in such
a way. We need an open inquiry.
Hon Peter Foss is very good at drawing up terms of reference for royal commissions and
at spending $3m of taxpayers' money. He might try his hand at this one, because it is
more important. His handling, as the Minister, knowing full well what had been written
to him by Mr Penman on two occasions, was to do nothing but to play into the hands ofhis multinational mates so that he could put our health care system in jeopardy. The facts
need to be established and we need the Government to come clean. This is not a matter
in which we can say that we have had an incidental look at it. We and the people ofWestern Australia will demand to see where the system will be guaranteed. We demand
an Act, not one written in 1927 but a contemporary Act, that can accommodate the pathsthat the Government will take us down. If we do not have such an Act, those and other
companies will rort the health care system for every cent it is worth.
Hon E.J. Charlton: We won't be going down the path you would take us down.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The only thing we want to see is the back of you.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Mr Lightfoot will not get that.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I have been very tolerant this afternoon, but I am becoming
fed up to the back teeth with honourable members constantly interjecting and shouting atthe tops of their voices. They will have an opportunity in due course to put their point ofview, I hope, without being subjected to such interjections. Hon John Halden shouldrefrain from being provocative, address the motion that was moved by Hon SamPiantadosi, and address his comments to me; I will not interject on him.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We are faced with a problem that needs to be investigated
thoroughly, and that investigation should be on the public record. We cannot allow ourhealth care system to fall into the hands of any group with a reputation such as that parentbody's. We cannot allow doctors to be responsible, not the parent body, not AME, NMEor anybody else. We must have a health care system in which responsibility is clear andis enunciated so that people who believe that they have not received adequate care can
directly trace that linkage.
We cannot have a system that is controlled by one company, be it our laboratory services,
one of our major hospitals, or any part of our hospital systemn. We must have confidence
in that system. I have no confidence in the privatisation proposals in respect of our
health care system because they are ultimately all about saving dollars, not about healthcare. However, the record of Australian Medical Enterprises in the United States isworse than that; it is one of enormous rorts. If AME is to be able to fund and operatehealth care in this country it must be cleared. The Minister for Transport can ask any day
of the week if that is why we let in AME.
[Motion lapsed, pursuant to Standing Order No 72.]

SELECT COMMITTEE OF PRIVILEGE INTO DOCUMENTS OBTAINED
AND RETAINED BY THE ROYAL COMMISSION

Report Tabling, Extension of Time
Hon Kim Chance reported that he had been directed to present a report of the Select
Committee of Privilege Inquiring into Documents Obtained and Retained by the Royal
Commission seeking an extension of time in which to report be extended from Tuesday,
19 September to Thursday, 19 October 1995, and on his motion it was resolved -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be adopted and agreed to.
[See paper No 615A.]
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MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
North West Corridor (and City of Nedlands) Omnibus Amendment

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [4.31 pm] - by
leave: Earlier today the North West Corrdor (and City of Nedlands) Omnibus
Amendment was tabled, proposing the protection of a substantial area of land near
Wanneroo with conservation values. The omnibus amendment is part of the
Metropolitan Region Scheme major amendment program which was introduced by the
Court Government in 1993 to maintain the supply of affordable housing land and to bring
the MRS up to date as the regional plan for Perth. Importantly the program has also
benefited the environment by providing an opportunity to protect areas of land from
future development.
The amendment proposes that 880 hectares of rural land at Lake Pinjar, located north of
the Wanneroo townsite, be reserved for parks and recreation. Intensive studies of the
region have located core conservation areas which warrant preservation as part of the
proposed Gnangara regional park. Lake Pinjar is also within a priority 1 ground water
resource area. The amendment also includes various extensions to the Yellagonga
Regional Park, at Joondalup, and regional open space at Lake Neerabup. In total the
amendment reserves 906 hectares of land for parks and recreation, which is additional to
14 850 ha already set aside by the coalition Government in the major amendment
program. In addition the amendment sets aside 127 ha for urban use which is capable of
providing more than 1 200 home sites. Nearly 10 000 ha of land have been zoned urban
or urban deferred since the Government initiated the major amendment program which is
a significant achievement and honours the Government's commitment to provide 90 000
home sites as part of the initiative.
Proposals for 31 changes to zones and reservations in the cities of Stirling, Wanneroo and
Nedlands are contained in the North West Corridor (and City of Nedlands) Omnibus
Amendment. The Western Australian Planning Commission received 40 submissions in
relation to the proposals after they were advertised in the Government Gazette and
released for public comment in February. Following careful consideration of the
comments and a round of public hearings, seven of the proposals have been modified.
The Government has now presented 13 major amendments to Parliament, a further five
have been advertised for public comment and another seven are in the pipeline. This
demonstrates the Government's ongoing commitment to thorough and thoughtful
planning for the growth of the metropolitan area. I trust members opposite will support
us in our efforts to plan for Perth's growth.
[See papers Nos 607 and 609.]

LAND TAX AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for
Finance), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [4.33 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to amend the Land Tax Act to lessen the impact of the tax
scale by increasing the valuation thresholds at which the rates of tax apply. The proposed
new scale will apply from the 1995-96 year of assessment and beyond. Notwithstanding
the new tax scale, those who have examined the Budget papers will be aware that land
tax collections are expected to rise in 1995-96. This rise is a direct result of new land
becoming taxable and existing taxable land increasing in value, both of which increase
the size of the tax base.
The proposed scale has been designed to benefit as many taxpayers as possible,
particularly those who own land with an aggregate unimproved value in the lower to mid-
value ranges of the scale. These taxpayers receive sharper increases in their land tax bills
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because of the progressivity of the tax scale compounding the effect of any valuationincrease. The proposed tax scale will ameliorate the effect of the progressivity of thecurrent scale for such taxpayers and in some cases will reduce the liability they wouldotherwise face by up to 14 per cent. The total benefit to taxpayers of these amendments
is estimated to be $8m per annum. The 1995-96 Budget estimate for land tax of $155malready reflects the expected revenue to be raised under the new tax scale. This isbecause although it was decided during the Budget process to provide land tax relief ofthis magnitude, it was not possible to finalise the design of the new scale until after theBudget. A number of alternative scales had to be modelled on the basis of the new
annual values before the proposed scale could be finalised.
This is the second time that this Government has moved to reduce land tax rates to ensurethat Western Australian landowners are not unduly impacted upon by rising land values.Moreover, this taxation relief is additional to the payroll tax concessions and the 50 percent reduction of the stamp duty rate applicable to transfers of listed marketablesecurities included in the 1995-96 Budget. This illustrates the Government'scommitment to minimise the general burden of taxes on the community, subject tomaintaining government services and infrastructure at the level expected by thecommunity. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens.

LAND TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BELL (No 2)
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister forFinance), read a first time.
Second Reading

HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [4.36 pm]: I move -
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill seeks to amend the Land Tax Assessment Act with effect from the 1995-96
assessment year -

to extend the land tax residential exemption to persons who have been granted theright to occupy land under the terms of a will; and
to clarify the method of assessment of jointly owned land.

Under the Land Tax Assessment Act, a residential exemption is provided for an owner'sprincipal place of residence. The Act defines an "w"to include every person entitledto any estate of freehold in possession of land. This includes a person who has beengranted a life estate in land under the terms of a will. However, where under the terms ofa will a person has been granted a right only to occupy the land, that right does not conferon that person an estate of freehold in possession of the land. In more simple terms, thismeans that while the person may live on the property as a tenant, he does not have theright to sell or otherwise deal in the land.
In many cases, there is only a minor distinction between a life estate and a right ofoccupancy. Nonetheless, this distinction requires that a residential exemption be deniedto those who are granted a right only to occupy. This can lead to an inequitable situationwhere the home of the family members of the deceased becomes subject to land tax.
For example, a case has arisen where a widow has been denied a residential exemption inrespect of a property which was owned by her husband and which had been their familyhome for 20 years. Under the terms of her husband's will, the property is held by atrustee to permit the widow to reside on the property during her lifetime or for so long asshe chooses. Upon her death or ceasing occupancy, the will provided that the propertywould be dealt with by the executor in the same way as the residue of the estate anddistributed according to the terms of the will. The will also provided that the widow wasresponsible for maintaining the property and paying all rates and charges. Because the
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widow was granted a right only of occupancy rather than a life estate of freehold in
possession, she was denied a residential exemption. It is considered inequitable for land
tax to be charged on the family home in these circumstances.
To overcome this inequity, this Bill seeks to extend the residential exemption to apply
where a person has been granted the right to occupy land under the terms of a will. This
exemption will be granted only if three conditions are satisfied, namely that -

the will specified that the tenant may occupy the property for life or for so long as
he or she may choose;
the will specifies that on the death of the tenant or earlier vacation of the property,
the property reverts to the residue of the estate and is dealt with accordingly; and
the property is occupied by the tenant as his or her principal place of residence.

The cost to the revenue of this initiative is expected to be negligible. This B ill also seeks
to clarify how jointly owned land should be assessed where the interest of a co-owner in
land is used for an exempt purpose. The land tax scheme is based on the concept of a
"single" ownership regime. That is, where land is jointly owned, the interest of each co-
owner is ignored for assessment purpose and is treated as if it were owned by a single
person. For example, if A and B jointly own a property, the land tax scheme treats A and
B together as if they were a single owner. If A also owns land in his or her own right,
that would be viewed as a separate ownership. Where the same owner owns more than
one taxable property, the unimproved value of those properties is aggregated for
assessment purposes.
The exemptions provided by the Bill are based on the use of land by an owner, such uses
include an owner's residence, primary production and charitable purposes. Where land is
used only partly for an exempt purpose, a proportionate exemption is allowed. The
Commissioner of State Taxation has advised that joint owners of land have always been
assessed in this manner. This practice has also applied in circumstances where one of the
co-owners uses the land for an exempt purpose.
This may be best illustrated by an example. Let us suppose A and B jointly own in equal
shares five properties each having a value of $100 000 and A occupies the first property
as his principal place of residence. As A uses the first property for an exempt purpose,
the unimproved value of that property would be reduced by $50 000, representing his
proportionate interest in the property. Having excluded the value of the property that is
used for an exempt purpose, a joint assessment is then issued to A and B based on
$450 000. This value represents the aggregate of the taxable component of each
property. However, it is important to recognise that because A and B are treated as one
owner, both are equally liable for payment of the tax on the $450 000. This is
notwithstanding that the $50 000 exemption arose solely as a result of A using one of the
properties for an exempt purpose.
The Commissioner of State Taxation has recently received legal advice casting doubt on
this assessment practice. The Crown Solicitor has advised that on a strict interpretation
of the legislation, he believes a joint assessment cannot be issued to a co-owner where
that person uses that land for an exempt purpose. If this interpretation were to be applied
to all jointly owned land, significant problems would arise in the administration of the
land tax scheme and potential avoidance opportunities could be opened. In particular, if
the interest of a co-owner in one of the properties is used for an exempt purpose, other
land owned by the same joint owners cannot be aggregated for assessment purposes. The
consequences of such an interpretation on the administration of the land tax scheme
would be quite severe. For example, it would change the concept upon which land tax is
charged from a "single" ownership scheme to a scheme where the individual interests of
joint owners must be separately recognised and assessed. This in turn would require
major modifications to the land tax computing system to recognise individual interests in
land. This would involve considerable time and cost. More importantly, treating joint
owners in this manner would adversely impact upon the electronic receipt of data from
other government agencies concerning land ownership particulars and usage. Such
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information take-up is essential in the automated process of issuing land tax assessments.
In its absence, serious consideration would need to be given to reinstituting information
returns by all landowners. This would be a regressive step which would significantly
increase both the administrative and compliance costs of this tax.
Finally, treating joint owners in this manner could have the effect of subverting the
aggregation provisions upon which the land tax scheme is based. In this regard, due to
the progressive land tax rate scale, the splitting of the value of multiple lots of jointly
owned land would impact on revenue collections. For these reasons, it is essential that
the Act be amended to confirm the current assessment practice with respect to jointly
owned land. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.

STATE SUPPLY COMMISSION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 5 September.
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [4.44 pm]: The Opposition agrees with this Bill,
although some of my colleagues do so with some reluctance. I suggested to the Minister
for Finance that we should debate the Hire-Purchase Amendment Bill prior to this one, or
at least cognately with it. The second reading speeches show that these Bills have much
to do with each other. I reiterate: We do agree with this legislation, but we have some
reluctance about the way in which this process is being done.
This second reading speech is short - Hon Peter Foss has often told us that a second
reading speech does not tell us everything - and basically says that this is yet another step
towards privatisation of all Western Australian government departments. I do not have a
major problem with that concept. When I worked with the Telecom organisation, I
thought the Commonwealth Government vehicles should have been purchased locally;
the only way that could have occurred was through privatisation. However, the powers
that be from the magnificent city of Canberra were determined that their empire would
not be depleted in any way. This Bill will allow for the appointment of a funder to take
over the leasing and provision of vehicles. I am not sure of the extent to which the list of
vehicles will go; but, as I read the Bill, it seems to apply to standard cars only. I
understand that another Bill will be introduced into this House later to cover heavy duty
vehicles. I ask the Minister whether that is correct.
Hon Max Evans: Yes.
Hon DOUG WENN: In that case, we will go through this debate again. I cannot
understand why both pieces of legislation cannot be dealt with cognately.
Hon Max Evans: I do not know whether this changes the legislation. This legislation
relates to light vehicles only. This is for financing vehicles; it has nothing to do with
buying vehicles.
Hon DOUG WENN: This Government has stated that it is fair and open. However, I
must wonder about that given the lack of detail provided in many Bills that have come
into this place. This legislation will make for fair and open tendering procedures. The
member for Thornlie expressed considerable concern in the other place. She said -

... there is a particular group of funders or investors who are prepared to put
together this kind of arrangement. We are effectively clearing the way for that
group to put in its bid. When expressions of interest were called there were other
options - this was not the only arrangement put forward. However, this
arrngement depends upon a change in the legislation.

From my reading of the Bill, I understand that there will be a 1 per cent saving. I do not
see how the Government can expect to gain great savings from this legislation. I
estimate - I stand to be corrected if I am wrong - the value of the 12 000 vehicles used by
State Government bodies is worth about $250m. By entering into this new arrangement
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with providers to fund and lease the vehicles, the Government will save 1 per cent of
$250m which equates to $2.5m. That is not a large saving, given the massive amount of
money for which the State Government has responsibility on a daily basis. I hope the
saving will be more than 1 per cent.
If the Parliament does pass this Bill, the matter will have to go to the Commissioner of
Taxation for a ruling, but I am advised that the Commissioner of Taxation can withdraw
that ruling at any time. I am concerned that the group could exit from the contract if it
could demonstrate that because of the withdrawal of that ruling, 60 per cent of the
advantage that it had when it entered into the contract had disappeared. The Minister for
Finance knows probably better than anyone else in this place that a smart accountant in a
good company could show on the books that the advantage had gone down to 60 per cent,
or less, so that it was not a viable contract, and the group could pull out at any time. The
Government could also pull out of the contract under those conditions. However,
someone would still have to provide the vehicles.
Hon Max Evans: It is the best of both worlds.
Hon DOUG WENN: Yes; there is no doubt about that.
I am not sure that the State needs to have so many vehicles in its fleet when I see bow
some public servants treat their vehicles. I asked a question in this place some time ago
about people who worked for the Department of Conservation and Land Management
and lived in Pemberton but who each drove to Manjimup in a separate vehicle to do a
day's work. The answer I received was that they did some other work in between. I
found out later that one person was driving from Manjimup to Pemberton to do a day's
work. I do not want to detract from a right which public servants have probably earned
over many years, but that matter should be looked at.
I have made the point previously that the people of Western Australia want to see an
open tender process. They do not want to see, as has happened in the past, a good friend
of the Liberal Party have a foot in the door. I know the Minister for Finance is an honest
Minister and would not allow that to happen -

Hon N.D. Griffiths: He might have no choice.
Hon DOUG WENN: No.
I stated earlier in the debate that I have no idea why the second reading speech refers to
the Sydney Water Board. I suggest the Bunbury Water Board is doing a similar thing in
leasing its vehicles.
Hon Max Evans: It is the way in which the leasing deal is entered into and the taxation
benefit which makes it more profitable for the Government.
Hon DOUG WENN: Basically, all the Sydney Water Board has done is adopt the
approach taken by the Western Australian Government.
Hon Max Evans: That is right, and other States are also looking at it. I think someone
has worked out how to get an extra legal advantage out of the Australian Taxation Offi ce.
Hon DOUG WENN: Has the Commrissioner of Taxation handled this matter in a similar
way in the other States in regard to giving a taxation concession?
Hon Max Evans: I understand the Australian Taxation Office will not give a ruling until
it is in possession of the facts. The New South Wales Government and the Sydney Water
Board expect the ruling to come through. In our case, if the ruling does not come
through, we will be able to choose whether to go ahead with the deal. Thbe ATO will not
give a hypothetical ruling.
Hon DOUG WENN: The Commissioner of Taxation has made the point clearly that he
will not give the necessary ruling until this legislation is passed.
Hon Max Evans: That is right.
Hon DOUG WENN: Thierefore, whoever was providing the finance for the vehicles
could lose that taxation advantage. I am still concerned about who could tender for this
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contract. Lease Plan Australia Ltd handles the leasing of motor vehicles for members of
Parliament. I do not know whether they read Hansard - it should take second place in
their bedtime reading - but I place on record that Lease Plan is a very good organisation.
I have had a number of vehicles from Lease Plan, as have other people in this place,
including my counterpart in the south west, Hon Barry House, and -

Hon Tom Helm: Pick me!
Hon DOUG WENN: Yes. Hon Tom Helm in particular turns vehicles -

Hon Max Evans: Over!
Hon DOUG WENN: I was not about to say that; I thought the Minister for Finance.
would say that for me! Hon Tom Helm is a very good driver. Lease Plan is only a
telephone call away at any time and will go out of its way to help people.
Hon Max Evans: We have about three fleet managers for our vehicles.
Hon DOUG WENN: Yes. Nothing in this Bill will prevent a major banking
organisation, or any other organisation, from tendering so long as it is able to provide the
finance.
Hon Max Evans: It will have to be able to borrow the money at the right rate.
Hon DOUG WENN: Yes. That is the crux of the matter. I am concerned that in this
Bill, the Minister is giving himself increasing power to direct a department. I have
noticed that trend in just about every Bill that comes before this House.
Hon Max Evans: I am not the Minister responsible for this Bill. I only have the carriage
of the Bill in this House.
Hon DOUG WENN: Who is the Minister responsible?
Hon Max Evans: Kevin Minson, Minister for Services.
Hon DOUG WENN: I would be much happier if it were the Minister for Finance; he is a
nice Minister.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Do you think we should move an amendment to put in Hon Max
Evans rather than Kevin Minson?
Hon DOUG WENN: That would be a good idea; we could write that amendment before
5.30 pm.
I am concerned that under proposed section 5A(3), the Minister may make a
determination that the commission enter into a contract or contracts for the sale of goods.
It certainly appears that Ministers are giving themselves, almost on a daily basis,
increasing power to direct their departments.
Hon Max Evans: I wish I had as much power as those in the last Government had.
Hon DOUG WENN: We are looking at five inisters in this House. We had only three.
The commission has to respond to someone, but I am concerned that the Minister can
determine and direct the commission's operations in relation to these vehicles.

[Questions without notice taken.)
Hon DOUG WENN: I said at the outset that the Opposition supports this Bill with some
reservations. My colleagues will refer to those reservations in their contribution to this
debate. I am sure that the saving of I per cent to which the Minister referred is not
correct.
Hon Max Evans: You have taken that out of context.
Hon DOUG WENN: It must be better than I per cent to make it worthwhile.
Hon Max Evans: You have referred to the figure raised by another member and she took
it out of context.
Hon DOUG WENN: I am sure the Minister will make his point in his reply to the second
reading debate.
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I am also concerned that it is too easy for either party to get out of this lease agreement.
If the Government feels it can do better it can say, "Thanks very much, we are going back
into the business of providing our own vehicles." If the companies feel they are getting
down to approximately 60 per cent they will have the right, under this legislation, to pull
out of the agreement. I wonder whether the lease arrangements will be adjustable
according to the fluctuation in interest rates, particularly if the finance is obtained
through a banking institution. As soon as the parties are locked into the leasing
arrangement is it possible for the companies, if they consider they will be in a better
position, to increase the rates without giving notice to the Government? The Minister
will have the power to direct the commissioner responsible for administering this
legislation. The member for Thomlie made it clear in the other place that the Opposition
has grave concerns about this aspect of the Bill. In not only this Bill, but also other Bills
which have been introduced into this place, the powers of Ministers are being increased.
If this Bill is passed, and no doubt it will be because the Government has the numbers,
the Opposition would prefer an open tendering system. Perhaps there is a company
waiting in the wings to take up this tender. Will a simnilar situation to that which occurred
when this House was debating the Department of Conservation and Land Management
legislation arise; that is, an American pharmaceutical company was waiting in the wings
to implement the proposal outlined in the legislation for the north of the State. it took
some time for the Opposition to realise what was happening on that occasion. I leave the
points I have raised with the Minister and my colleagues will raise other matters of
concern to the Opposition.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [5.35 pm]: The State Supply
Commission Amendment Bill has, as Hon Doug Wenn pointed out, the support of the
Labor Party. However, there are some aspects of the Bill which I regret. It facilitates
privatisation which is a dangerous thing insofar as the community of Western Australia is
concerned, given the current nature of this Government.
Hon Max Evans: Peter Dowding gave vehicles to the backbenchers on a private lease.
Hon Graham Edwards: Now you are going crook about backbenchers having a few
resources. They keep you blokes propped up. You should give them a few more
resources.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: On one level the Bill widens the role of the State Supply
Commission, but on another, it reduces its position by enhancing the role of the relevant
Minister who, as Hon Max Evans correctly pointed out, is in the other place. The
motivation of this Bill is said to be the desire to facilitate the sale and leaseback of the
Government's motor vehicle fleet. Other Australian Governments have engaged in that
practice and they covered the spectrum according to their political complexion. When
they have done so, they have often been subject to critical comments with respect to the
proposition that the practice, although it creates savings in the short term with respect toimmediate budget outlays, has the capacity to increase the cost to government in the
medium to long term. I ask the Minister to note the word "capacity". The capacity arises
out of the fact that those who engage in the practice with government are private
enterprise operators who are, quite properly, engaged in the arrangements for profit. The
increased cost is a reflection of that profit; it is a product of how the profit is arrived at.
It concerns me that it has been said this Bill is the result of the McCarrey report - the so-
called independent commission which reviewed public sector finances and refers to its
documents as an agenda for reform. Although some parts of the McCarrey report are
good, I find other parts of it to be offensive and they have the potential to be detrimental
to the people of Western Australia. I will not engage in a broad dissection of theMcCarrey report, but I will refer to its relevance to this particular Bill which is about
facilitating privatisation. One of the things that concerns me about the McCarrey
privatisation process, as reflected in this Bill, is that the McCarrey commission consulted,in a sense, with the who's who of the proponents of private enterprise. There is a greatdeal of logic in their doing that, but I will address my concern about that. The preface to
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volume 2 of the McCarrey commission report lists a large number of people engaged as
consultants, committee members or contributors. It is a fact that some of those persons
are from public enterprise, but the overwhelming majority are from private enterprise.
The McCarrey commnission document is a private enterprise charter which impinges on
the public sector.
My first area of concern about this process and how it has evolved to this measure is that
we have at no time been informed as to what each of these consultants, committee
members and contributors have been paid for their contribution. In fact, on page (iv) of
the preface the commissioners; state, among other things -

..a number of consultants provided their services for no fee other than recoup of
direct expenses, and many others charged minimal fees. The value of private
sector input to this inquiry was many times the amount spent and reflects a
widespread interest on the part of the business and professional community in
helping to achieve a more efficient and effective public sector.

I applaud people who engage in public service, and I have no doubt that much of the
work that was carried out with regard to assisting the McCarrey commission was done
out of a sense of public service, even though in many instances I disagree with the
conclusions arrived at and the process. It concerns me greatly that the process has not
been above board. It is a process which has led, among other things, to the Bill that we
are discussing this evening.
Hon Max Evans: There is no relationship one to the other.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: If the Minister for Finance disagrees with me, he should reread
his second reading speech, and more to the point he should read the Bill before the
House.
The next thing that concerns me about the process that has led us to this Bill is that, with
the notable exception of the Deputy Premier, every Minister in this House - whether
acting 1 in his own capacity or acting in a representative capacity - has failed to be
accountable by informing the House about whether and to what extent those persons,
whom I referred to in the McCarrey commission report as advisers or engaging in the
consultative process, and who for the most part or collectively recommended
privatisation, benefited from their advice. It is my view that each of those Ministers
should disclose that. In failing to disclose that they have failed the test of accountability.
There is no good nor proper reason that they should not advise that. I have asked each
and every Minister a question about that, and by way of example, I refer to Hansard of
23 May 1995 at page 3691.
Hon AJ.G. MacTieman: Did you put it on notice, because the Minister only answers
questions on notice?
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: It was a question on notice, and I did receive a reply. I will
point this out briefly. I do not intend to speak for long on this because Hon Doug Wenn
has adequately covered the matter.
Hon Max Evans: Yes, he did a good job. He agreed with me.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: As Hon Max Evans correctly interjects, Hon Doug Wenn did a
good job in dealing with the Bill. As the Minister for Finance knows it is not my role to
hold up matters unnecessarily, although I will still point these matters out. I asked the
Minister for Finance -

Since 16 February 1993, with respect to the Minister's department and each of the
bodies administered within that department -

(1) Has any contract been entered into with Ernst & Young?
(2) If yes, in each case -

(a) what is the date of the contract;
(b) what is the cost to the Government of the contract;
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(c) what goods and/or services are to be provided pursuant to the
contract;

(d) were the matters, the subject of the contract, put out to tender
before the contract was awarded and if so when, what process was
employed and if not, why not;

(e) had the matters, the subject of the contract, been formerly carried
out by someone else, who was that person and why was that
former arrangement discontinued,

These matters would in some respect be seen to by the State Supply Commission. The
question continues -

(f) were the matters, the subject of the contract, formerly carried out
in part, or in whole, by the public sector, and

(g) how many full time equivalents have left the public sector as a
result of the awarding of the contract?

In common with the answers given by each and every one of his colleagues - save for
when one of the Minister's colleagues was representing the Deputy Premier who has a
very proper sense of duty when it comes to these matters - and I am not saying that others
do not, I am saying that he does - the answer was -

(1)-(2) I am not prepared to devote the considerable resources which would be
required to provide the information sought. If the member has a specific
question about a particular consultancy I will endeavour to provide the
information. In addition, the Government recently released its report on
consultants engaged by government for the six months ended
31 December 1994. This report will now be prepared on a six monthly
basis and will provide the member with the readily available information
on consultancies.

That answer fails the test of accountability. I would have thought that in 1995 this
Government, which preaches to the community about efficiency, had heard of computer
systems and would be able to provide the information reasonably quickly, but it chose
not to do so. Because it chose not to do so one must infer either that it has something to
hide or it is bloody minded. I am a charitable person and I do not like the latter words,
and I would not accuse the Government of that. I would not accuse the Ministers
opposite of that, because that would be unparliamentary and I have no desire to do that.
The other aspect which concerns me about this process is the obvious links to the
government side of politics on the part of many of the organisations which contributed to
this private enterprise charter which has been used on a supposed intellectual basis to
dismember the public sector in Western Australia.
Hon Max Evans: It was highly intellectual, and very profitable too.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I would have thought that it was lowly intellectual. It was
profitable for whom - the Minister and his colleagues?
Hon Max Evans: We are running the Government better.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The Minister is running out of steam. A reference is made in the
The Australian Financial Review of 29 June 1993 to a $1.6m donation to the coalition.
In the context of this Bill it is time that the House be reminded of the lack of
accountability and the concerns that proper thinking people in the community have about
the processes entered into which have given rise to measures such as this. In the article
reference is made to a donation of $1.6m worth of service to the federal coalition by
Australia's major accounting firms. Reference is made to the massive value of work
performed free for the coalition by experts developing the practical detail of the
coalition's proposed goods and services tax, and that it probably amounts to the biggest
practical contribution made by business to a political party. A number of firms are
referred to in the article. The names are in common -
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Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRUIFTHS: The article does not refer to Mr Burke.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Cheryl Davenport): Order!
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: A number of the firms referred to in this article also are
mentioned in the list of persons I referred to earlier in volume H1 of the McCarrey report.
This Bill is of concern because it has the capacity to cut across each and every part of the
public sector - and so it is intended. Of course that aspect is dealt with only in general
terms by the Minister in his second reading speech because the Minister was referring to
the genesis of the McCarrey commission.
I refer briefly to the State Supply Commission Act, section 3 - the definition of public
authority - which means a department of the Public Service of the State established or
deemed to have been established under the Public Service Act 1978 and be an agency,
authority or instrumentality of the Crown in right of the State. I note the subsequent
passing of the amendment to the Public Sector Management Act 1994, and the 1994
amendments to the State Supply Commission Act. Referrng back to the original Act and
the role of the State Supply Commission, as the Minister well knows it is very wide in its
terms in respect of the use of goods and services by each and every -

Hon Max Evans: You could not run a business with an Act like that.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: One problem is that this Government treats the business of
government as if it were purely business, and government is more than business.
Hon Tom Helm: Not for that crowd!
Hon N.D. GRIFFiTHS: It is a pity Hon Max Evans is not running the Government
because he would do a better job.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: We are a people government.
Several members interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I have been invited to make an unparliamentary comment about
the Government. I refuse the invitation. Every time I am nice, someone interjects. Hon
Max Evans wants me to complete the sentence but I will not. I was being nice to him. I
was about to say that he would go downstairs and become the next member in a suburb
bordering the river but it seems that his backbenchers have dissuaded him from that -
more's the pity.
The Minister is well aware of the width of function of the State Supply Commission. It
cuts across the public sector generally. When one considers the wording of this measure,
particularly that dealing with the enhanced powers of the relevant Minister, not the
representative Minister, one must be aware of the immediate dangers to this State. As
Hon Doug Wenn eloquently pointed out, the measure may be all right. It may be
worthwhile; but in the hands of this Government which has among other things damaged
the viability of Westr-ail by getting rid of the Westrail workshops at Midland; recently
privatised public transport in Midland; undermined the efficient functioning of the Water
Authority of Western Australia; undermined the efficient functioning of schools by
taking out of the public sector gardeners, in some instances, and cleaners; threatened to
privatise many aspects of the hospital system; privatised many functions formerly carried
on by government to do with health; privatised in almost every department of the State a
number of functions; and made wholesale use of outsourcing, Western Australians such
as ourselves, members of the Australian Labor Party who value the worthwhile role of
the public sector, are obliged to point out that we hold this measure with something
which approaches more than a degree of scepticism. We are concerned that the
Government may misuse it -

Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The Bill goes beyond the particular transaction to which the
Minister refers. We are concerned that the Government will use the powers provided in
this Bill to further dismantle the public sector.
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Hon Max Evans: In what way?
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I will deal with that in Committee. One need only pick up the
Bill and read it clause by clause, in particular that clause dealing with the Minister's
enhanced powers, to see what the Government is able to do. I am sure that has occurred
to the Minister's colleagues in another place, if it has not occurred to him. With some
great misgiving, I join Hon Doug Wenn in supporting this Bill.
HON A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [5.57 pm]: I want to add a few
comments to those made by my colleagues, particularly Hon Nick Griffiths. He has
articulated very well the concerns we have about much of the privatisation process, and
our concerns about the economic value of privatisation given that the private sector will
clearly be required to take profit from each such transaction. In many ways it is a cop out
to simply privatise. It is failing to put in place adequate, efficient management strategies
within the public sector. There is in principle no reason why the public sector could not
be made as efficient as the private sector.
Hon Max Evans: How does privatisation affect the pubic sector?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We are talking about general principles that are permitted -
Hon Max Evans: I am just buying some vehicles with a lease agreement.
Hon A.J.G. MacTERNAN: The Minister is not just buying some vehicles. I suggest
that the Minister start reading the information. Who owns the vehicles?
Hon Max Evans: The Government.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Is the Minister selling the vehicles?
Hon Max Evans: Yes.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: So the word "buy" now includes "sell"! The Minister is just
buying a few vehicles, and that is the same thing as selling a few vehicles - 12 000 to be
precise.
Hon Max Evans: That is right.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Here we have a clear movement of assets that are currently
owned and managed by the public sector into the private sector. If that is not
privatisation I do not know what is. It is quite proper for us, in this context, to talk about
some of the general principles of privatisation and some of our concerns.
Hon Max Evans: What about the $20m for the Westrail stock? It was not sold or leased
back.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We are not opposed to all outside funding.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They agreed with what we did with Stateships!

Sitting suspended from 6 .00 pmn to 7.30 pm
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Before the dinner suspension I was having an interesting
discussion with the Minister about whether the word "buy" includes the word "sell". Ithink we concluded that it does and, therefore, it is not correct to say this legislation is
simply about financing the purchase of new vehicles. The major thrust of the Bill is to
enable the sale of public assets and a leaseback of those assets. The Minister has
expressed puzzlement as to why the Opposition should think selling and leasing back
goods amounts to any privatisation. It is very important to understand the structure of the
transaction proposed.
I realise the Minister for Finance is not responsible for the second reading speech, but I
hope he will convey to the appropriate person that the second reading speech, which
purportedly explained the operation of this legislation, was woefully inadequate and did
little to set out the full nature of this proposal. It is quite clear from the diagram provided
by the State Supply Commission that this arrangement is not simply one of selling
government assets and leasing them back, and that part of the transaction is justified in
order to take advantage of certain tax concessions that the State Government not being a
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taxpayer, cannot access. The vehicles will be sold to a private operator who is able to use
some very generous depreciation provisions in the Income Tax Assessment Act, thereby
enabling the State Government to share the federal tax dollar with the private operator.
There is an additional component, with the introduction of the fleet managers - a quite
separate agency - who are private operators contracted to manage the fleet. They are
separate and distinct from the financing contractor, who will be the purchaser of the
government assets and the financier for future acquisitions of vehicles. I understand that
not only is it a question of government ideology to contract out as many services as
possible - I am talking about fleet management rather than the financing area, which are
separate aspects that have not been adequately discussed in relation to this Bill - but also,
it is quite likely the Government could not attract depreciation benefits if it were a sale
and leaseback arrangement with a government agency. Certain provisions of the Income
Tax Assessment Act may preclude the private financier from taking advantage of that
income tax assessment. Arguably, it is necessary to have a separate fleet manager. It
must be understood that two separate types of transactions are involved and,
consequently, the comments made by my colleagues in their critique generally of
privatisation, very much apply because this is not simply an arrangement about financing.
There are some broader ramifications of this total arrangement and the exploitation of the
depreciation allowance. Effectively, it will reduce the tax net to the Federal Government.
Some may think that is not our problem.
Hon Max Evans: It will also reduce sales tax, and that is the biggest benefit.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Either way, it will reduce quite substantially the tax revenue
to the Federal Government. Of course, if it were simply a case of reducing the tax
revenue to the Federal Government for the benefit of the State Government, the
Opposition would not have a particular problem with that. However, it may well be that
part of the tax benefits to the Federal Government, which are then distributed to the
States for various expenditure, will be diverted into the hands of private financiers. It is
not necessarily an unmitigated good, and it may well be that broader issues should be
considered.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: If you feel so badly about it, you can make up the gap yourself.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: After the member's mate, Lenny, has finished with me, I
will not have enough to do it. Lenny's spies are everywhere.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I wish you would not keep making offers to the member.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It was a suggestion rather than an offer.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: While Len likes to fund some of us, others he likes to have
fund him. I am not sure I would be in a position to make up the gap. I simply make the
point that in considering this issue broadly, the mere fact that we are able to exploit a tax
exemption is not necessarily the best thing for the Australian community overall. To
some extent that is a large conceptual issue - perhaps a little beyond what we are
discussing tonight.
Having pointed out the nature of this transaction, I am concerned about the detail of the
transaction and what I see to be a somewhat Byzantine structure. This relates to a
concern I have about many of the privatisation measures. I wonder whether at the end of
the day any enhancement of efficiency will occur. Instead of the State Supply
Commission supervising the acquisition and sale of the vehicles, the six fleet managers
will do that. However, the State Supply Commission must be in continual contact with
those fleet managers to ensure that standards are kept. Likewise, government agencies
which formerly had to deal with the State Supply Commission will now have to go
through the commission, which in turn feeds back to the six fleet managers. We are
getting a far more elaborate structure. I wonder whether so many people will be involved
in liaison and contract supervision that on any analysis it will be cheaper to operate than
having the commission administer these matters itself.
Many of these concerns will be raised in the public health system in particular. With
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institutions such as Royal Perth Hospital there might be as many as 40 separateproviders, and a squad of people will be required to liaise between each of these agenciesand supervise their contracts. Aside from that is the issue raised by Hon Nick Griffithsthat the Government must provide for profit taking. It also will set up far more elaborateand, in many instances, Byzantine structures, which will hold out the prospect ofreducing efficiency. I am intrigued by the nature of the contracts the six fleet managersmight have. The second reading speech contains no elucidation on that, partly becausethis is a slightly broader issue than that touched on by the legislation. However, seeing asthough this legislation is being put into place in order to facilitate this transaction, moredetail is required on how this might work.
I understand - I seek clarification on this- - that these fleet managers will initially beappointed by the State Supply Commission, and there will be a tripartite contract betweenthe financier, the commission and the fleet managers. I am unsure of who will be the risktaker in this situation. We are told that this transaction is designed to take risk from theGovernment and place it elsewhere. However, as I understand it, if the fleet managersfail in the discharge of their duty, the State Supply Commission will proceed againstthem rather than against the finance contractors. I am not sure how that is moving the
risk.
Another concern I have - I do not understand the situation fully because I have not seenthe document - is that over time the finance contractor will be responsible for appointingthe six fleet managers. I ask the Minister to elucidate on that process, whereby a gradualtransferral of power from the State Supply Commission to the finance contractor willoccur. Although I understand that the fleet managers will in their contract have anobligation for regionalised supply, I am unsure whether anything over time wouldprevent the financier from consolidating those six separate fleet managers into a singlefleet manager. That is an important consideration because one of the concerns which washighlighted in the comprehensive report prepared by Homeswest following its trial ofprivatisation of fleet was the idea that some diversity be kept in the system. That reportrecommended that the Government not move to an arrangement like this in one step. Infact, it advocated that it be done at a more gentle pace to ensure that the range ofoperators that were currently provided for were not disadvantaged. It may be that theregionalisation provision the Government has included in the fleet managers' contractmight address that problem. However, I remain concerned about the sorts of power thefinance contractor might have in the appointment of the fleet managers. Given that theState Supply Commission will have to deal with these people and will be dependent ontheir performance, what say will the commission have in the reappointment of the fleetmanagers at the end of each two year period?

I have a general concern about the privatisation of services; that is, given theelaborateness of arrangements that must be set up and the degree of contract managementthat will be required, whether any gains will be evident, and whether it is necessarily agood thing for the Government to preside over a system which sees the diminution of thefederal tax dollar, given that the State Government is dependent on the grants from theFederal Government. I have a particular concern about the relationship of the fleetmanagers with the finance contractors and the State Supply Commission, and the sorts ofcontrols the State Supply Commission will have over their appointment throughout the10 year period.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [7.47 pmn]: Before the Minister closes the debate Iwill make a short contribution. It does not relate to the Bill itself, but rather to its secondreading speech. The second reading speech defines the Bill as a means to broaden theState Supply Commission's powers and functions. The reason given for that is to pursuethe Government's public sector management reform program. Even allowing for thedifferent views that are held by the Government and the Opposition about the way theGovernment has set about that reform process, both sides would agree broadly on theneed for the public sector to be as effective as possible and of the highest possibleintegrity. The reason I add my voice to the Opposition's view on this occasion is becausethe State Supply Commission is an important vehicle in our desire to achieve thateffectiveness and integrity and, indeed, trust.
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Hon E.J. Charlton: Excuse the pun.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I missed the pun. I will have to look that up in Hansard.

Legislative reform is appropriate for the State Supply Commission. I do not know
whether this reform is one to which I would allocate a terribly high priority, nonetheless I
am quite happy to concede that there are aspects of and indeed limitations on the
operation of the State Supply Commission that I would like addressed in an
administrative and legislative sense. One of those shortfalls which seems to me to be
critical and indeed appropriate to consider given the reform process in the public sector is
that the statutory marketing authorities, which are important components of state
legislation are not, for some inexplicable reason, subject to the scrutiny of the State
Supply Commission. Whether that was by design or whether it was simply an oversight
by past legislators - I do not know when the oversight occurred, and it is not all that
important - the functions of statutory marketing authorities do not fall within the scope of
the State Supply Commission. I view that as an oversight. The Minister for Transport
might even agree that it is unfortunate that we are not able to scrutinise the actions of the
statutory marketing authorities because of that oversight. I should very much like that
matter to be addressed in the near future. Consideration of an amendment Bill would
have been an opportunity to do that, but I understand that these amendments affect
another subject. At some time in the future we must consider that shortfall.
I completely concur with the view that the broadening of the State Supply Commission's
powers is needed. As the Government moves towards privatisation, and particularly as
we allow private corporations to provide those services of government for which the
Government retains some responsibility, frankly, we do not have the administrative
power to facilitate an overview of the provision of those public functions. That is a very
serious matter. Its importance is demonstrated by this afternoon's urgency motion
debate. The State retains residual responsibility for health services provided by private
operators. Whatever the private operator does in providing services, at some point along
the line the Minister, the Commissioner for Health and indeed the Parliament are
responsible for those actions. That applies to any public function provided by private
enterprise, whether it be in respect of transport, agriculture, health or even education.
We could live with the old pre-bureaucratic management systems. We had a line
management public service with a clearly defined role all the way along the line,
terminating at the top in the CEO's hands, and ultimate responsibility was carried by the
Minister. It was a relatively simple matter and it did not need terribly complicated rules
to make it run properly. But, in the post-bureaucratic era, we have done away with the
principles that were modelled on the Prussian Army of the mid-eighteenth century and
fractured line management, with public services being provided by people who are not
answerable to the public except under a set of obsolete and inadequate rules. We must be
very serious about changing and modernising those rules if we are at all interested in
privatising public functions.
Whether one opposes the concept of privatisation on ideological grounds, as I do, or
whether one supports the policy of privatisation, as many members of the Government
do, it is equally important that we are satisfied that we have those processes in place. I
believe we do not have those processes in place. I have put that point to the Premier's
people from the Public Sector Standards Commission, and I was somewhat disappointed
with their response. It seems they believe that all those checks, balances and tests of
integrity are available from the drafting and oversight of the contract system.
Hon Peter Foss: It depends on what you are talking about. If I were buying a paper, you
would not expect to have the same probity with expenditure.

Hon KIM CHANCE: No. One can be flexible; but if one were printing words on that
paper, that would be another matter altogether. The words that one printed might be such
that their content had a value, and that value might put a test on integrity. I am not
saying that the private sector cannot have high integrity in the management of the
printing process or in the sale of State Print. The private sector can certainly have the
highest standards of integrity, but how do we provide oversight of those standards?
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In the public sector, in that simple line management system, there are what I described assimple rules, but they are quite comprehensive rules, and they are what is essentiallycontained in the Public Sector Management Act, in particular in section 9 of that Act,which deals with the behaviour of public servants. I anm working on a case in whichpeople were identified as having prima facie cases of offences against section 9 of thePublic Sector Management Act laid against them as charges. In some cases they were
laid as charges and in some cases they were merely advised.
Hon Peter Foss: If a doctor stole from the Royal Flying Doctor Service, would that be of
national public concern?
Hon KIM CHANCE: If he stole a safety item and caused an aircraft to malfunction, itwould most certainly be a matter of public concern.
Hon Peter Foss: It would, but is it a matter for which the Government is responsible?
Hon KIM CHANCE: That test is not for me to decide. The test of whether theGovernment is responsible lies within the existing rules, and the Minister does not needto ask me what they are. He knows, for example as Minister for the Environment, whichlevels of responsibility remain with him. He most certainly knew as Minister for Healthwhere his responsibility lay at those various levels. He knew where he had ultimateresponsibility. If I were Minister for Health and I knew I had responsibility for theprovision of a service, if that service were provided by a proper provider and I did notfeel I had sufficient power except to the extent of a contract I had with that provider norsufficient power to have oversight of the way in which services were delivered -
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I did not want to be specific, because the movement of patients hasbeen private for a long time, anyway. The Minister should think of something such asthe mobile mammography service which is provided by the Health Department undernormal line management rules. If we decided we could deliver that service mareeffectively and efficiently by contracting to a firm of private radiographers such Bridles,the only control the Minister for Health would have over the manner in which thatservice was provided would be bound up in the contract. The only legal remedy forfailure to provide those services would lie within commercial law of breach of contract.If it were so simple and we required so little in guarantees of integrity, why do we have aPublic Sector Management Act in which section 9 demands all the precisely definedstandards of integrity? All we would need based on that argument would be a contract of
performance with public servants.
Hon Peter Foss: Because the contractors you deal with, as part of prudent management,have their own standards. There is no reason to distinguish between mammography and
the Royal Flying Doctor Service. That is history.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I did not want to talk about the movement of patients. Thisargument involves a fair amount of perception. However, I invite people to be objectiveabout it. Why do we need something as comprehensive as the Public SectorManagement Act to guarantee the provision of services; yet we can rely on the law of
breach of contract -
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I have let this go on, but it is getting out of hand.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is all the fault of the Minister for the Environment, on whose
behalf I apologise.
The PRESIDENT: I knew it would be his fault!
Hon KIM CHANCE: I appreciate your allowing me that degree of latitude,Mr President. As I said from the start, I did not intend talking about the whole Bill, onlythe first paragraph of the second reading speech.
The PRESIDENT: At least you stuck to your word!
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Hon KIM CHANCE: I am truthful, if nothing else, Mr President! It is important to take
something from this, even if members opposite do not necessarily agree with me.. We
need to beef up the State Supply Commission as we do the Parliamentary Commissioner,
the Auditor General and a number of other oversight agencies. I am happy enough to
support this change to the powers of the State Supply Commission. However, it is only a
very small step in the right direction. I hope the Government at least listened very
carefully to what has been identified as a need for guarantees of integrity, as functions are
devolved to the private sector. Government members have a collective responsibility to
ensure those functions are of the highest order.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.04 pm]: We on
this side of the House worried because we received full support when the Bill was first
debated, but the support did not seem to last for long! Nonetheless, we appreciate the
support from members opposite. Changes to legislation covering leasing arrangements
could have been anticipated when the Supply Commission Bill was first brought down.
When the coalition first came into government I proposed that we should have fleet
managers. FleetWest was being set up within Government to manage all the fleets and it
was to put on computer all the data covering those fleets, but that data was already
available on computer. To repeat that exercise would be to reinvent the wheel. The data
on costs of repairs and the various types of vehicles was already set up. That data
enables a regular check to be kept on the amount of fuel an individual uses. A friend of
mine who once worked with a stock firm maintained that a carton of cigarettes was worth
the same as a headlamp bulb for his car and he would charge up a carton of cigarettes as
a headlamp bulb. Fleet management is one way of overcoming those rorts. In the end
we contracted to six fleet managers. It was necessary to have more than one manager in
order to compare standards, etc. The fleet managers work directly with the agencies or
authority. One or two of those bodies might have been in the business of financing the
cars.
When the coalition obtained government I was initially given a report indicating the
number of cars was 7 500. Evidence from the previous year showed the number of cars
was 9 000. The Government did not know how many cars it had. It tried to use the
motor vehicle licences as a guide. When those figures did not match it was thought it
was because the cars in the auction yard were still on the motor vehicle licence register.
Even in recent weeks a few hundred more cars have been found than it was thought were
owned. Now we have them tied up with companies dealing with far larger fleets than
what the Government had.
Rather than every agency make its own financial arrangement with the fleet managers,
the State Supply Commission has acted as the middleman and sought information. The
Government has arranged a good deal. The member for Thomnlie in the other place said
that the private sector would benefit from the interest rates by 1 per cent. However, the
reverse is the case; we can borrow money cheaper than the private sector. The biggest
advantage to the private sector is in depreciation of the vehicles. Both the Government
and the lessor benefit from the sales tax advantage. Hon Alannah MacTiernan was
concerned about the rate of depreciation on vehicles, which is probably about 22.5 per
cent or 25 per cent. They pay interest for their money and receive a tax deduction for
depreciation. At the end of the day, no loss is made.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: That is the whole advantage.
Hon MAX EVANS: There is no doubt about that. I thank the former Labor Government
from which we learned that policy. It undertook a financing arrangement for all the
diesel railcars. It benefited the private sector more than the Government because of
depreciation. It is a pity we did not learn from the Labor Party how to deal with
Stateships!
Hon E.J. Charlton: We have learnt now.
Hon MAX EVANS: Of course we have! The lease of the railcars involved foreign
dealers for which Westpac was a middleman. I think most of the financing of the rolling
stock was foreign. Arrangements which are called cross-border leases can be set up from
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places such as the United States and Germany and further depreciation benefits can bereceived. If we wanted to do these complicated deals, we could earn $1 6m. That is donein many spheres around Australia. Hon Alannab MacTiernan was critical of the fact thatwe were taking advantage of a lower cost rate because of depreciation. I could not careless about the Federal Government -
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: I was not critical; I was just saying that it is not necessarily anunmitigated good.
Hon MAX EVANS: I just said that I think Hon Alannah MacTiernan wears a halo whenshe talks about this idea involving the Federal Government. Members should rememberthat the Federal Government takes $14m annually from us through the fringe benefit tax.Originally it took $6m; however, the rate has now doubled and it takes about $14m, forwhich it gives us no compensation. Therefore, I will take as much advantage as I can getfrom the Federal Government in respect of depreciation and sales tax.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: One would think it is your own money, the way you are carrying on.
Hon MAX EVANS: My wife says that I should not talk about state finance as though itwere my money, but I do think of it as my money. I must do that if I am to adopt aresponsible attitude.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us get back to the Bill.
Hon MAX EVANS: We are talking about $270m involved in the sale and leasing back.Because the leases for cars and light vehicles are only short term, covering a couple ofyears, our borrowing powers are not affected. This change will bring about a reductionin debt of about $270m. Reduction of debt is an important factor. Debt went up by over$3b in the last years of the previous Government. The credit rating agencies look at netdebt; that is, gross debt less cash on hand. Our net debt last year was about $8.5b, over agross state product of $46b. Currently it is about 19.3 per cent. For New South Wales itis about 15 per cent and for Queensland about 8 per cent. New South Wales has a AAAcredit rating. We must bring back our debt to regain our AAA credit rating. By bringingour debt back by $270m, as is the case here, we will obtain a financial advantage.
Originally [ looked at this proposition as a straight financing deal. I asked how someoneelse, perhaps one of the banks, could do a better deal than we could. We checked it outwith Treasury. I do not know the rates Treasury Corporation was paying for money. Ialso do not know what the private sector pays for money, although it probably pays alittle more than we do. The basis of my proposition came back to depreciation. We aretaking this measure to get a major reduction in debt.
In response to some of the issues raised, I advise that open tenders were called throughthe State Supply Commission and innovative offers were encouraged. The impact of thehire-purchase legislation was incidental. The State Supply Commission issued tenderNo 677A 1994 entitled, "Request for Tender for the funding of: Passenger and LightCommercial Vehicles for the Western Australian Government on the Operating LeaseBasis". It was advertised in the newspaper and stated that tenders must be enclosed in aplain envelope and it gave other details for the lodgment of the tender. Theadvertisement stated -

Tenders are invited to provide funding on an operating lease basis for up to12,000 passenger and light commercial vehicles of various government agencies(estimated value over $270m). Tenders will be accepted up to 10.OOAM onThursday, 20th October 1994.
That is what started the whole process -

Separate tenders are being called on a progressive basis for the provision of fleetmanagement services, under umbrella contracts of approximately 1,500 vehicles.It will be the responsibility of the fleet manager and the financier to present aseamless fully maintained operating lease to the government agencies concerned.
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That was part of the open tender process. Separate legislation will not be required for
heavy vehicles, although they are not involved at this stage. Generally speaking, a
different financing deal will cover heavy vehicles because heavy equipment, like
backhoes, have a life of more than two years. A sales tax factor is not attached to that
equipment; it will merely be covered on the basis of a straight financing deal. That
equipment will be looked at in a different light than are light vehicles and motor vehicles,
which are turned over at 40 000 kilometres or two years.

In about 1987 1 put up a proposition to the previous Government. In 1989, 39 members
of Parliament, chairmen of committees and Ministers had cars. The rest did not; they had
rust buckets in the back car park.
Hon J.A. Cowdell: Never you!

Hon MAX EVANS: I was trying to help members of Parliament. I did not have a
government car then, and I still do not have a government car; I use my own car.
Aluminium does not rust! We were getting only $1 500 per annumn by way of a
replacement of vehicle allowance. That was taxed at 500 in the dollar. At that rate, no
member could replace a motor vehicle. That is why many people drove rust buckets.
The wise people kept their rust buckets because they knew if they bought a new car, they
would go further into debt. The replacement of vehicle allowance was then lifted to
$3 000. That amount was reduced by tax to $1 500. At that rate, no-one could ever
afford to replace a motor vehicle.

I put up a proposition that the Government should keep the $3 000, buy the cars free of
sales tax, and enter into a financing deal. In the first year the Government made a profit
of about $500 000. It kept members happy and it worked out very well. Members were
quite lucky because the petrol and other costs associated with the vehicle were paid for
them. Under tax legislation, if an employer provided a vehicle, the employee could not
obtain a tax deduction for the running costs.

Hon Peter Foss: I had to sell my rust bucket.

Hon MAX EVANS: That would have been sold as a collector's item!

Hon N.D. Griffiths interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask members not to interject. They can see that the Minister
is trying to wind up his comments.
Hon MAX EVANS: I am just trying to explain how much I have been involved in this
issue. I have taken an active interest in the leasing of vehicles, as was mentioned by
Hon Doug Wenn.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Can you tell us about the responsibility for appointing the fleet
managers?
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Didn't you hear?

Hon MAX EVANS: I have about another 10 or 15 pages of notes to go through; I am
only up to page 3.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I will not allow this conversation to go on across the floor.
The Minister is addressing the Chamber. He should not talk to those members who
interject; he should just speak to me.

Hon MAX EVANS: The savings are much greater than one per cent. The comments of
the member for Thomnlie, to which Hon Doug Wenn alluded, have been taken out of
context. We see the savings as being between $3.5m and $6m per annum, not $2.5m as
mentioned by Hon Doug Wenn. The deal with the Australian Taxation Office provides a
slightly better arrangement than that which occurred previously. Although it is a good
deal, it will be even better if the Australian Taxation Office agrees to the proposition
which has been put to the financiers and which is the basis of the Hire-Purchase Act.

The contract has been awarded to the Matrix finance group from the Eastern States. In
response to the suggestion of Hon Nick Griffiths, it was not a consultant to the previous
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Government. It will be contracted to deliver savings of X per cent below the TreasuryCorporation's benchmark figure over the life of the facility; that is, at least 10 years.
Neither party wants to walk away unnecessarily. However, unlike the Stateships' leasingarrangement, watertight existing clauses are being carefully developed by the CrownSolicitor's Office to cover all contingencies to ensure that the State is not exposed orexploited in the future. I refer to the comments of Hon Alannah MacTiernan that if thereis one financier, the ATO will be able to lock into a very unfavourable rate. Although therate is fixed, we will be able to break it. Lease Plan Australia Ltd is the lessor and fleetmanager for the 51 vehicles for members of Parliament. However, it cannot offer asophisticated financial structure with such long term savings at a rate that is X per centbelow the WA Treasury Corporation benchmark. It has been appointed as fleet managersto oversee about 25 per cent of our total fleet, and is one of six organisations involved.As Hon Doug Wenn said, everybody finds that to be very satisfactory. Some memberswere concerned that Lease Plan would take cards for only Caltex and BP service stations.Many people said that they needed a Shell card to overcome that problem.
Hon Doug Wenn: I want all four.
Hon MAX EVANS: As I was saying, with six fleet managers, the risk will beminimised. They will help us to buy cars free from sales tax and then to sell them.Members like Hon Doug Wenn get a new car quite regularly. The fleet managers willmake a good deal out of them. Members who want to change their car every eightmronths should do so. The Government does well out of it because the fleet managersgive us a guaranteed price, and that is a big advantage. It will take other members twoyears to turn over their vehicles. The financial managers, the people providing themoney, will have a say about the pricing of the cars. However, overall responsibilitymnust rest with the State Supply Commission in regard to what it buys, from where it buysit and the price at which it buys it. We believe we will have greater control over the fleetby having the fleet manager and the financier locked together, and with theirsophisticated financial records. In the old days, we did not have an asset register. Eachdepartment bought cars when it wanted to, free of sales tax, and sold cars when it wantedto, and that money was brought in as profit. That changed in 1991 when the Governmentbought all the cars and capitalised them, but the money from the sale of cars still wentinto consolidated revenue to help balance the books.
I was interested in the comment about ministerial responsibility because there has been alot of discussion over the years about whether Ministers should have the power to direct.A Minister cannot be held fully responsible if he does not have the power to direct. Thereport of the Burt Commission on Accountability in 1989 said with regard to the State
Energy Commission that -

In the Commission's opinion ministerial responsibility is fundamental to the ideaof political accountability and the Minister's authority to exercise control over theactivities including the investment activities of any government agency and, inthis case of the Board, is fundamental to the idea of ministerial responsibility.Furthermore, access by the Minister to the decision making authority of the Boardand all information relevant to the decisions made and to be made by the Boardmust be available to the Minister so as to enable him to exercise his power ofultimate control in an informed way. The Commission is also of the opinion thatpublic scrutiny of the activities of the Board is best secured by answers given bythe Minister to questions asked in Parliament. The ambit and the particularity ofsuch questions will, of course, be subject to the control of the Speaker or of the
President, as the case might be.

That refers to the time when the Western Australian Development Corporation, whichcontrolled Exim Ltd, had an investment of about $49m but there was no accountabilitybecause it was not responsible to the Minister and the Minister did not have to answerquestions about it. Members were not too happy about that. We believe a Ministershoul 'd have the power to direct
I do not know what decisions the financiers want from the Australian Taxation Office;
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that is their business. Thbey can do a deal, and if it does not come off, we can choose
whether to go ahead with them. Sale and leaseback started in New South Wales with
Neville Wran in 1983 or 1984 when he sold $200m of cars, trucks and trains each year to
give him cash flow. In those days, that money was brought into ordinary revenue to meet
running costs. In 1985, the Victorian Government organised the sale and leaseback of its
tramns, ferries and trains for $625m. That deal was done in foreign currency. However,
because of the drop in the Australian dollar, within a few months the Victorian
Government was $lb in debt, and I think it is still paying $200m a year on that deal.
Many other people were also caught on those overseas borrowings. Our deal is in
Australian currency, and the financiers are getting a better deal than the others who
tendered, and we are meeting them along the way.

Hon Nick Griffiths asked why we did not answer his question about the contracts entered
into by certain departments. I am responsible for four very large and successful
operations. The Totalisator Agency Board has a turnover of $620m a year, the Lotteries
Commission has a turnover of $350m a year, the State Superannuation Board has
investments of $900m, and the State Government Insurance Commission has investments
of $500m. They enter into contracts all the time and are exempt from going through the
State Supply Commission for each contract, but they must use the terms of reference
which are laid down by the commission.

Hon Nick Griffiths referred to gifts of $1 .4m. That fades into insignificance when
compared with the figures I have seen. I happened to be in the Royal Commidssion into
Commercial Activities of Governiment and Other Matters when reference was made to
the gifts of $6.5m that Brian Burke received in 1985-86.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I was not talking about gifts of $1 .4m.

Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Nick Griffiths said donations.

Hon N.D. Griffiths: Yes; donations to the Liberal Party.

Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Nick Griffiths implied that some people received an
advantage. I am talking about $6.5m. Laurie Connell gave $300 000 in cash.

Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: People on your side got money from Laurie.

Hon MAX EVANS: I will tell members opposite an interesting story. Brenda Brush
went along with two black cases to get $300 000. She left one case behind, so we now
know she got $300 000 in one case.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: What is the relevance of that?

Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Nick Griffiths tried to imply that we received a benefit. I am
saying members opposite did.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Minister, I do not think this has anything to do with the Bill.

Hon MAX EVANS: I just wanted to answer the questions.

The PRESIDENT: Question time is at 5.00 pm.

Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Kim Chance said the State Supply Commission Act might
require further changes; however, we are not looking at that today. There has been a lot
of talk about privatisation. Privatisation is the last thing I would call it. I think it is good
business management if we can save money.

Hon N.D. Griffiths: That is why I want you in the Legislative Assembly. I think you are
doing a good job in managing the State.

Hon MAX EVANS: It is not a privatisation deal. It is a good financing deal. We have
got the fleet management under control, with tighter control of vehicle repairs and
maintenance. We come now to the last leg of the double, if I might say so as Minister for
Racing and Gaming, which is to finance the vehicles at the best rate.

Hon A.J.G. MacTiernian: Did Laurie teach you about racing? You were very close to
Laurie.
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Hon MAX EVANS: No. I have raced a few horses in my day. I could run faster than
most of his horses.
Hon Kim Chance philosophised about the privatisation of hospitals, but that has no
relevance to this Bill. He also talked about malking changes to the State Supply
Commission Act.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time, proceeded through remaining stages and passed.

SELECT COMMITTEE OF PRIVILEGE INTO DOCUMENTS OBTAINED
AND RETAINED BY THE ROYAL COMMISSION

Interim Report Tabling
Hon Kim Chance reported that he had been directed to present an interim report of the
Select Committee of Privilege into Documents Obtained and Retained by the Royal
Commission in relation to part (1)(c) of the committee's terms of reference, and on his
motion it was resolved -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed.
[See paper No 615B.]

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (WESTERN AUSTRALIA) AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for the
Environment), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for the Environment) [8.33 pm]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill repeals section 13 of the Financial Institutions (Western Australia) Act 1992.
This will ensure that appeals from the Australian Financial Institutions Appeals Tribunal
will be heard by the Supreme Court of Western Australia rather than the Supreme Court
of Queensland as is presently provided.
On 22 November 1991 the States and Territories entered an agreement to establish the
financial institutions scheme. The Commonwealth Government is not a party to the
financial institutions agreement though it supports the establishment and implementation
of the scheme. In 1992 Parliament passed a package of three Acts effectively
transferring supervision of financial institutions - that is, permanent building societies
and credit unions - from the Registrar of Cooperative and Financial Institutions to a
national uniform legislative scheme. The three Acts passed were the Financial
Institutions (Western Australia) Act 1992, the Western Australian Financial Institutions
Authority Act 1992 and the Financial Institutions (Taxing) Act 1992.
The new uniform scheme commenced in all Australian States and Territories on I July
1992. The scheme attempted to overcome the disparate laws of the States and Territories
whi6h until then had regulated permanent building societies and credit unions in
Australia. The scheme introduced uniformity of principle and objective in the regulation
of financial institutions and uniform and standard practices for their supervision and the
conduct of their supervisors across Australia. The scheme was put in place by the
Queensland Parliament's passing the initial legislation. This legislation comprised the
Financial Institutions (Queensland) Act 1992 and the Australian Financial Institutions
Commission Act 1992. The major parts of these Queensland Acts included legislation
entitled "The Financial Institutions Code' and "The Australian Financial Institutions
Commission Code", respectively.
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These codes have been applied as laws of Western Australia. Section 5 of the Financial
Institutions (Western Australia) Act 1992 provides that the Australian Financial
Institutions Commission Code set out in section 21 of the Australian Financial
Institutions Commission Act 1992 of Queensland applies as a law of Western Australia.
Section 8 similarly provides that the Financial Institutions Code set out in section 30 of
the Financial Institutions (Queensland) Act 1992 is a law of Western Australia. The need
for increased coordination of prudential standards was identified by state registrars in the
1980s.
The collapse of the Pyramid Building Society in Victoria in 1990 following problems in
other States, including the Teachers Credit Society in Western Australia, lent greater
urgency to the need for uniformity. Legislation was developed and introduced into the
Legislative Assembly by the previous Government on 14 May 1992 and had its second
reading on 26 May 1992. The three Bills in the package were passed through both
Houses on 4 June 1992, the last day of the autumn session. Concern was expressed at the
apparent haste with which the legislation was developed and the lack of time available,
following its introduction, for members of Parliament and the community to come to
terms with its contents in view of the 1 July 1992 deadline for implementation.
Accordingly, on 4 June 1992, the same day the legislation was passed, the Legislative
Assembly created a select committee to report on the processes whereby uniform national
cooperative legislation schemes are initiated, prepared and maintained. The select
committee prepared a report on parliamentary procedures for uniform legislation
agreements.
In the process of preparing the report, the committee wrote to a number of parties
including His Honour the Chief Justice. His Honour noted that under section 13 of the
Financial Institutions (Western Australia) Act 1992 jurisdiction was conferred on the
Supreme Court of Queensland in respect of the scheme legislation of Western Australia.
His Honour observed that the provisions of section 13 were "extraordinary to the extent
that they represent a departure from the basic constitutional arrangements in Western
Australia under which the function of interpreting and applying legislation enacted by the
Parliament of the State is given to the Supreme Court of the State'. The select committee
recommended that section 13 of the Financial Institutions (Western Australia) Act 1992
be amended to confer jurisdiction in appeals on the Supreme Court of Western Australia
rather than the Supreme Court of Queensland. Sections 96, 97 and 98 of the Australian
Financial Institutions Commission Code provided that appeals from decisions of the
Australian Financial Institutions Appeals Tribunal were to be heard by the Supreme
Court of Queensland. Of course, as the code was applied as a law of Western Australia
this was also the law of Western Australia.
The Ministerial Council for Financial Institutions which administers the scheme resolved
in 1994 that appeals should be heard by the Supreme Courts of the relevant States rather
than the Supreme Court of Queensland. The code has been amended to provide that
appeals are to be heard by 'the court" rather than the Supreme Court of Queensland. As
the code is applied as a law of Western Australia, the term "the court' means the
Supreme Court of Western Australia. The Crown Solicitor has provided advice to the
effect that amendments had to be made to section 13 of the Financial Institutions
(Western Australia) Act if the Supreme Court of Western Australia was to be granted
appellate jurisdiction under the Act Further advice was obtained from the Crown
Solicitor's office to the effect that repeal of section 13 was "clearly necessary because it
is now inconsistent with the AFIC (Western Australia) Code which, under sections 96, 97
and 98, confers jurisdiction on the Supreme Court of Western Australia in respect of
matters arising under the Western Australian legislation".
This Bill repeals section 13 of the Financial Institutions (Western Australia) Act 1992
with the effect that appeals from the Australian Financial Institutions Appeals Tribunal in
respect of matters arising under the Western Australian legislation will now be heard by
the Supreme Court of Western Australia. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Bob Thomas.
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STAMP AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for
Finance), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.36 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill seeks to amend the Stamp Act to -

Allow a document which is not duly stamped to be admissible as evidence in a
court or in civil proceedings by a person who is not liable to pay the duty;
counter an avoidance arrangement involving undocumented transfers or statutory
licences;
exclude from the calculation of duty on motor vehicle licences and transfers, the
value of specialised equipment transferred by an owner from one vehicle to
another; and
provide a concessional stamp duty charge of $5 for transfer of a motor vehicle
licence that does not pass a beneficial interest in the licence transferred.

I now turn to each of these proposals in detail. Except in the case of criminal
proceedings, the Stamp Act currently prevents a court from receiving as evidence a
document which is liable to stamp duty unless that document has been duly stamped.
This requirement serves to protect the revenue by ensuring that the terms of the document
are not legally enforceable by the court unless duty has been paid. Although effective in
this regard, this requirement can also give rise to unintended inequities. For example,
cases have arisen where a person who is not liable for the stamp duty has needed to use
the unstamped document in a court case, but has been prevented from doing so because
the liable party had not paid the duty. This inequity is compounded if that person was
seeking to rely on the document in an action against the person who is liable for the
stamp duty. Although the non-liable party can make the document admissible by paying
the stamp duty, this places an unfair financial burden on that person. Moreover, in the
case of large amounts of stamp duty, the requirement to pay the duty in the first instance
can be an insurmountable obstacle to the pursuit of justice in the courts.
It is proposed to address this problem by amending the Act to allow a document to be
admissible in a court by the non-liable party'subject to two conditions. Specifically, to
use an unstamped document in the court, the non-liable party will be required to lodge
the document or a copy of it with the Commissioner of State Taxation and to disclose the
name of the party liable for the stamp duty. These conditions are the same as those of a
similar provision already operating successfully in New South Wales. It is intended that
the proposed amendment will apply to all documents that are unstamped, not just those
that are executed after these amendments come into operation.
The second measure contained in the Bill seeks to counter a stamp duty avoidance
practice which has emerged in recent years. Currently, a fully documented transfer of a
statutory licence is subject to the conveyance rate of duty on the value of the licence.
However, if the transaction is not documented, the Act provides no requirement for the
payment of duty. In the case of limited entry licences, such as in the rock lobster
industry, the value of the licence can be substantial, at times exceeding $lm. Thbe fact
that these types of licences constitute property for the purposes of the Stamp Act was
confirmed by the courts in 1989.
At that time, a number of assessments were issued by the Commissioner of State
Taxation. These related to fully documented transfers of licences which were impounded
by the commissioner as they had not been lodged for stamping as required by the Act.
Since that time, the commissioner has observed a notable trend towards undocumented
transfers of statutory licences, a trend clearly motivated by the desire to avoid stamp duty
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rather than for any other commercial reason. For example, it is understood that the
parties to these "oral" transactions will sometimes arrange for third parties to witness the
transaction and to provide statutory declarations that the transaction took place. This
ensures that there is a legally binding contract, but not a dutiable document.
Section 31B of the Act, which contains what are commonly known as the "Claytons
contract" provisions, already ensures that less than fully documented transfers of land and
buildings, mining tenements, shares, and business goodwill are subject to duty. The
measures provided in this Bill seek to extend the scope of section 31B by adding
statutory licences prescribed by regulation to the other property types already covered by
those provisions. Under the proposed arrangements, if a transfer of a prescribed statutory
licence is effected without being fully documented, the transferee will be obliged to detail
the transaction in a statement to the Commissioner of State Taxation. This statement will
then become dutiable as if it were a fully documented transfer. The range of statutory
licences to be prescribed is quite specific and will comprise limited entry transferable
fishing licences; taxi plate licences; liquor licences; egg producer licences; and radio and
television licences applicable to Western Australia. The State Taxation Department has
advised that avoidance is most prevalent, or the revenue is most at risk, in respect of
these types of licences. Moreover, by limiting the scope of these amendments to
prescribed classes of statutory licences, we will ensure that there will be no unintended
consequences.
The amendments also seek to counter the next progression in the avoidance scheme
whereby a person agrees to relinquish, or not to renew, a licence so that it or an
equivalent licence can be issued to a purchaser. Currently, such an arrangement is not
subject to stamp duty even if the transaction were to be fully documented as there is no
transfer from one party to another. The Bill provides that any arrangement whereby a
person disposes of a licence to another person will be subject to stamp duty. It must be
emphasised that the stamp duty will arise only when a licence is disposed of. It is not a
recurrent charge on existing licences. What this amendment will do, however, is remove
the incentive for undocumented transfers to take place in respect of this type of property.
The reduction in duty avoidance as a result of these amendments is difficult to estimate,
but it could be in the order of $5m per annumn. Around three-quarters of this is expected
to relate to the fishing industry, primarily the rock lobster fishery.
The third measure contained in the Bill seeks to remove an inequity in relation to stamp
duty on the issue of motor vehicle licences and their transfer. Under the Stamp Act, duty
is collected by the licensing authority, at a rate of 3 per cent of the market value of the
vehicle at the time the licence is issued or transferred. Under the Road Traffic Act, only
complete vehicle configurations can be licensed. For example, a cab chassis vehicle
cannot be licensed until it is fitted with relevant specialised equipment such as a
refrigeration unit, concrete agitator or mobile crane. A problem exists currently in that a
person may incur stamp duty for a second time in respect of specialised equipment if it is
transferred from his old vehicle to a new one. This may be best illustrated by an
example. The proprietor of a food distribution business may need to replace his old cab
chassis vehicle with a new one, but the refrigeration unit attached to the old cab chassis is
still in good order. In transferring the refrigeration unit to the new cab chassis for the
purpose of licensing, stamp duty will be calculated on the value of the vehicle inclusive
of the unit. This will be despite the owner's having previously paid stamp duty on the
value of the refrigeration unit when the licence for the old vehicle was issued or
transferred into his name. To overcome this problem, the Bill seeks to exclude the value
of the specialised equipment attached to a cab chassis from the calculation of stamp duty
on a motor vehicle licence or transfer. However, three conditions must first be met -

(1) The equipment must have been transferred from another cab chassis vehicle
licensed in the name of the same person.

(2) The value of the equipment must have been included in the calculation of the
stamnp duty when the licence for the old vehicle was issued or transferred to that
person.
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(3) The person intends to use the same equipment in the ongoing operation of the
new vehicle.

The Bill also provides for refunds of stamp duty to be claimed within a 12 month period
if the concession was not claimed at the time the licence was issued or transferred. This
concession will operate in respect of licences issued or transferred from the date that
these amendments come into effect. The cost of this concession is expected to be no
more than $200 000 per annum.
The relatively small cost reflects that the useful life of specialised detachable equipment
seldom extends longer than that of the cab chassis. Nevertheless, the concession should
be of benefit to a number of vehicle owners, including those in the small business sector.
The final measure contained in the Bill also seeks to remove an inequity involving
transfers of motor vehicle licences. Transfers of motor vehicle licences which do not
convey a beneficial interest to another party are currently subject to stamp duty at the
3 per cent ad valorem rate. Such transfers of motor vehicle licences include -

a transfer made upon the appointment of a new trustee;
a transfer made by a trustee to a beneficiary of a fixed trust;
a transfer made by a discretionary trustee to a natural person beneficiary of the
discretionary trust; and
a transfer made by a unit trustee to a unit holder subject to the transfer not
affecting the rights of the other unit holders in the trust property.

In contrast, the general conveyancing provisions of the Act applicable to transfers of
property such as land and mining tenements, provide a concessional duty charge of $5 for
transfers which do not pass a beneficial interest in the property being conveyed. It is
considered inequitable that the Act provides differing treatment for transfers of motor
vehicle licences and other types of property in similar circumstances. The measures
contained in this Bill seek to remedy this anomaly. It is intended that the same
concessional duty charge of $5 will apply to transfers of motor vehicle licences in the
same circumstances as the concession is applied under the general conveyancing
provisions of the Act. Under the proposal contained in this Bill, a person must first
obtain a certificate from the Commissioner of State Taxation confirming that a transfer
will not pass a beneficial interest in the licence. Upon production of the certificate to the
licensing authority, effect will be given to the transfer upon payment of the $5 stamp duty
charge.
This Bill also provides for refunds of stamp duty to be claimed within a 12 month period
if the concession was not claimed at the time the licence was transferred. As with the cab
chassis concession, this concession will operate in respect of licences transferred from
the date that these amendments come into effect. Again, the cost to revenue of this
initiative is difficult to estimate. However, it is not expected to exceed $100 000 per
annum. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.

HIRE-PURCHASE AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from 5 September.
HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [8.48 pm]: The Bill amends the Hire-
Purchase Act 1959, which I will refer to as the principal Act. We have been told that the
amendments to the Act are designed to facilitate an arrangement proposed by the Sydney
based group Matrix Finance. That arrangement would allow the group to finance the
purchase of the Government's passenger and light vehicle fleet.
The Opposition has two quite distinct concerns about this legislation. First, this is a post
facto change of legislation. It is arguable that this allows one of the tenderers for this
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finance deal effectively to have a significant advantage over the other tenderers. It is
certainly true that the tender document encouraged a broad range of submissions. It
allowed a great deal of flexibility in relation to the sorts of deals that could be constructed
by the various tenderers. One could say that generally tenderers would presume that they
were operating within the current legislative framework. They would look at what the
current legislation permitted.
Hon Max Evans: I hope they get better legal advice than you are giving at the moment.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I presume that it would be quite reasonable for someone to
say that the principal legislation would restrict them in a particular way and therefore that
this was not an arrangement they would find attractive. It may well be that a few
operators were well aware of the ease with which this Minister and the Treasurer are
prepared to change legislation to suit certain small interest groups. We have certainly
seen that happen in this place over the past two years.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: This is relevant to the electoral donations and the failure to disclose
them.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is right. It is quite reasonable to argue that it could be
the case that the tenderers looked at the current legislative framework and presumed they
needed to construct their best possible offer within that fr-amework.
What is being proposed here is a change to the legislation that other tenderers would not
have been aware the Government was prepared to entertain. These changes will enable
the Executive Council of the Government - effectively the Cabinet - to exempt Matrix
Finance from the requirement to complete individual hire-purchase contracts for each
vehicle. The Opposition is not saying that that of itself is a bad thing.
Hon Max Evans: Thank you very much; I appreciate that.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: There is no point in requiring people to complete 12 000
separate hire-purchase contracts. We are not arguing that at all. Our concern is that if
the Government is prepared to enter into such a legislative change then that information
should be made available to all eight tenderers so that they can take that into account in
framing their tenders. It is quite reasonable to presume that the other tenderers would
have taken the legislative fr-amework of the State more or less as given. The importance
of this facilitating legislation is that without that exemption it would be logistically
impossible or impractical.
Hon Max Evans: Not really.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Minister may have said that during the second reading
explanation.
Hon Max Evans: I said it was administratively unworkable but not impossible.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I do not know what 'unworkable' means if it is not
something that would not work. Again, we have these problems of definition with the
Minister. However, whether one calls it logistically unworkable or impossible I do not
think there is a great deal of difference. Certainly, the cost of complying with that
legislation may well militate against that arrangement being entered into.
We were told in the briefing that approximately 20 per cent of the overall package could
be said to be a hire-purchase component. The introduction of that component appears to
allow the financier to produce a package at a price that is much more attractive than any
of its competitors can offer. Apparently this arises from an additional income tax benefit
that is available through the involvement of hire-purchase. The Opposition was told by
the officers undertaking the briefing that they were not able, for reasons of commercial
confidentiality, to provide information about what sorts of income tax deductions might
be attributable to this arrangement. The officers said that it was not a question of a
deductability of lease payments but some other income tax advantage accrued from the
use of a hire-purchase component. It is unsatisfactory to ask us to support a piece of
legislation that enables the Government to grant an exemption of this nature when we
have not been given a proper explanation as to why this exemption is important. As I
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said, we are aware that it is because of the 20 per cent hire-purchase component and we
are also aware that this component is supposed to deliver some great income tax
advantage. However, we were not given any way of knowing what sort of income tax
advantage is involved. To some extent that is a side issue. The important concern is the
fact that effectively we are moving the goal posts after the tender has closed. We are
changing the legislative fr-amework under which the tenderers operated to the advantage
of one particular operator.
We have another quite separate and distinct concern and, indeed, an objection to the
legislation. I refer to the range of power of exemption provided. The Minister stated in
the second reading speech and in debate in the other place that this has been introduced
only in order for the Government to facilitate a particular arrangement and a variety of
other arrangements relating to the disposal of, sale of, leaseback or dealing with
government assets. However, this legislation goes well beyond that.
This legislation was drawn up by Crown Law on the instructions of the inistry of Fair
Trading and it gives incredibly wide powers to executive government. Virtually every
consumer protection contained in the principal Act can be overridden by executive
government without any parliamentary scrutiny whatsoever. It goes far beyond what is
necessary to give effect to the exemption that the Government says it wants or to give
effect to a range of transactions that the Government might want to enter into in relation
to refinancing of government assets. Every consumer protection in this legislation can be
overridden, even if it has nothing whatsoever to do with government assets. It is a
complete undermining of the principal Act. When these concerns were raised in the
Legislative Assembly they were simply brushed off with a remark by the Minister
concerned saying that the Hire-Purchase Act was not very important anyway and there is
other legislation to cover this. That is completely unacceptable. If it is the Government's
intention to repeal the Hire-Purchase Act it must establish whether it believes that it has
no effective role to play. Members know that there are certain provisions in the trade
practices and the fair trading legislation that cover some of the areas protected by the
Hire-Purchase Act; however, there has been no detailed examination of whether that
legislation encompasses -

Hon Max Evans: It is all right. We are having a little chat. I am listening to you.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am quite happy to wait until the Minister has finished.
Hon Max Evans: I have.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: To say it does not matter that it is effectively undermining
this legislation because it is not important, is not an adequate response by this
Government. I reiterate there has been no detailed study on whether the legislation I
mentioned will cover the provisions of the Hire-Purchase Act which is quite frequently
relied upon in litigation in consumer actions.
Hon Max Evans: In what way is it relied upon in other consumer actions?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am referring to people who have entered into hire-
purchase agreements which do not conform to the requirements set down by this
legislation. This legislation was implemented to provide consumer protection. When a
consumer finds that the circumstances surrounding his contract do not conform with the
provisions of this legislation he has the right to take action by having the contract
modified or overturned. There is nothing surprising about that. That is the whole point
of any consumer legislation. The degree of reliance that might have been needed on the
Hire-Purchase Act in 1959 has been reduced by the introduction of the trade practices
and fair trading legislation as well as the consumer credit legislation. It does not mean
that there are still not areas in that legislation that are important protections. It is
unreasonable for the Government to expect the Opposition to support a grant of power to
Executive Government which would enable it to exclude, by way of decree, any, or all,
of these particular protections granted in that Act in relation to any person, anything or
any transaction and not be in any way confined, as the Government claims its intention
is, to transactions which relate to the disposal, dealing and financing of governiment
assets.
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I have outlined the Opposition's two principal objections to this legislation. The first
objection is not an objection in principle to the idea that one can have multiple numbers
of vehicles covered by the one contract. The Opposition would have no difficulty with
that. However, it has a difficulty in that it believes it is possible that the other seven
tenderers have been unfairly disadvantaged by this late change to the legislation. I
understand that none of the others asked for a change to the legislation and if it were the
case that the Government was prepared to contemplate that change, that advice should
have been included in the tender document. It is very likely the other tenderers sought to
operate within the existing legislative framework, thinking it was the only basis on which
they could make a submission and then found they had been counted out on that basis.
The Opposition's second objection is that the range of powers which will be given to the
Executive Government are far in excess of those that could reasonably be required by the
Government to give effect to this or any related transaction which it may want to enter
into with reference to the disposal or refinancing of government assets.
HON B.K. DONALDSON (Agricultural) [9.05 pm]: I support the principle of the Bill,
but it would be remiss of me not to comment on the way in which the exemptions will be
applied; that is, by a ministerial order. The Minister in the other place says that this
action must be taken by the Governor, it is is not a ministerial action. From that point of
view, I regard it as a Henry VIII clause. The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation has always had a problem with the delegation of power by the use of a notice
or an order.
I question why this ministerial order could not have been provided for in a more defined
form. I have heard the argument that there may be circumstances in the future which
would require broad ranging powers rather than bringing legislation to the Parliament to
be amended.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: You could confine it even so.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I agree with the member, but I would have preferred, in the
case of multiple agreements under the Hire-Purchase Act, that the necessary
documentation be prepared for each item. I am sure there could be some exemption by
way of an amendment to the Act.
I acknowledge that Victoria has already dealt with this situation and New South Wales
and South Australia are contemplating it. They say that there is no abuse of powers in
the legislation and that it does not remove the right and protection that exists under the
Hire-Purchase Act. The consumer credit legislation which has been adopted by all the
States adds weight to protecting consumers. Proposed section 2A(4) states -

An order made under this section, including an order that is varied under this
section, is to be taken to be a regulation for the purposes of section 42 of the
Interpretation Act 1984 and that section applies accordingly.

I make that point because the terms of reference of the Joint Standing Committee on
Delegated Legislation prohibits it from scrutinising ministerial orders and notices. It
only has the power to scrutinise rules, regulations and by-laws.
Hon Max Evans: You have answered your question. You cannot amend it.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I ask the Minister to clarify proposed section 2A(4).
Proposed section 2A refers in some proposed subsections to "The Governor may by
order" - an order means that the Parliament does not have the power to scrutinise it.
Proposed subsection (4) states that "An order made under this section" and it really
comes down to section 42 of the Interpretation Act which gives the Parliament the power,
on behalf of the people of Western Australia, to disallow a regulation, rule or by-law
after it has been tabled in this House.
The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation would refer to proposed
subsection (4) as a Henry VIII subsection and it appears that a great deal of legislation is
heading down that path. I have seen some Bills come into this place that have been
specific in the delegation of powers, but this Bill is extremely broad ranging.
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Hon A.J.G. MacTieman: It relates to every protection.

Hon B.K. DONALDSON: It will not remove the protection for which the Hire-Purchase
Act was set up. Section 3 of the Act provides that protection. I am not so concerned
about the normal hire-purchase agreement or the consumer dealing in a single item; my
concern is the way that this amendment has been framed.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Why would it not apply to the section 3 protections?

Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I ask the Minister in his summing up of this Bill to explain
the reasons that the Bill has taken the pathway of Henry VIII clauses. It could be more
specific in dealing with multiple items; that could be stated clearly by way of
amendment. The Minister must have reasons for that, and I ami interested to hear them.
It would be remiss of me, if this is not subject to scrutiny, to let this pass.

The Delegated Legislation Committee will table a report at a later stage of this sitting
dealing with many examples of Henry VIII clauses in which the delegation of powers has
been excessive. Although I support the intent of the Bill because it will bave
considerable savings to the taxpayers of Western Australia, I am comforted to know that
there has been no abuse in Victoria of the exemptions that will be applied by the
amendment before House. Will the Minister clarify whether those orders are subject to
disallowance under section 42 of the Interpretation Act or is it treated like other
ministerial orders and notices?
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [9.13 pm]: I felt sure the Minister would want to
hear a few words from a member of the Legislation Committee as well as a member of
the Delegated Legislation Committee. Members will be aware that on 29 June Hon Peter
Foss moved to refer to the Legislation Committee the Consumer Credit (Western
Australia) Bill to including consideration of whether the Hire-Purchase Act 1959 should
be repealed. The principal Act is before the Legislation Committee at the moment in a
particular form, while we are repealing parts of that Act here this evening. That seems to
be a bit of a problem. Given that the Legislation Committee will report within the next
week on the principal Act, obviously we may have to consider it after this evening as the
principal Act amended.
I also express my concerns in a bipartisan fashion, as Hon Alannah MacTiernan and
Hon Bruce Donaldson have done, on the Bill per se and its passage at this time - that is,
with its being before the Legislation Committee. I read intently the Minister's second
reading speech and noted the relevant arguments.
Hon Max Evans: It is very simple and clearly written.

Hon J.A. COWDELL: Yes, it is remarkably concise. Obviously there are concerns
about the disadvantage in the Hire-Purchase Act in that each agreement requires a
separate contract, and the paperwork required for 12 000 vehicles would be monumental.
I also note the concerns of the Minister for Services elsewhere about the savings that may
be made in financial terms to the Government of Western Australia taking into account
various tax advantages. I noted these concerns and the model that was proposed. The
Minister stated that an exemption power is required. He said that it would be possible to
obtain an exemption for the purpose of this proposal only, leaving the controls imposed
by the Act in place and operative for all other hire-purchase transactions. He said that the
Act's existing consumer protection would not be displaced. That is a particular
intimation of a model by which something may be achieved, but the particular course we
have taken is to use, as Hon Bruce Donaldson commented upon, a Henry VIEI clause
which is so broad that it may be used to abolish the principal Act. We have regulations
that could lead to the abolition of the Act itself. They may be a little broad, given what is
contained in proposed section 2A -

(1) The Governor may, by order published in the Government Gazette,
declare that provisions of this Act, or such of those provisions as are
specified in the order
(a) do not have effect ...
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(b) have effect ...
(c) do not have effect ...

(d) have effect...
(e) do not have effect..
(f) have effect...

That is in relation to almost every aspect of the Hire-Purchase Act. It is certainly a farranging enabling clause. I note the concerns that were expressed by the DelegatedLegislation Committee on Henry VIEI clauses. The use of the clause in this Bill is hardlyin keeping with the relevant Minister's - not this Minister's - previous comments aboutthe rights and privilege of this House of knights and burgesses. I fear that the personconcerned has been won over to the Henry VIII view of the world rather than remaining aloyal defender of this House of knights and burgesses.
Members would be aware of the argument that was put forward in the eleventh report ofJoint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation's review of operations in December1992. That committee brought to our attention Professor Denis Pearce's comments inDelegated Legislation in Australia and New Zealand to the effect that it is tempting forGovernments to find reasons that such a situation exists and to make out an argument forthe Parliament to be bypassed. It reads -

This is an approach to legislating that should be resisted. Parliamentarians pay toolittle heed to the regulation-making sections of Acts. If "Henry VIEI' clauses areallowed to pass by default, the parliamentary institution is placed in jeopardy.
Unfortunately our champion in that regard, Hon Peter Foss, does not appear to be here to
defend us on this matter.
Comments have been made about the abuse of these clauses - more recently the keynoteaddress to the third conference of Australasian Delegated Legislation Committees inPerth in May 1991 by the Chief Justice Hon David Malcolm. He commented on theproblems in continuing to use these sorts of Henry VIII clauses. Delegates at that
conference passed a resolution -

While noting that there may be a rare, justifiable use -
Hardly rare when one takes a look at the Consumer Credit (Western Australia) Bill
because it is littered with Henry VIII clauses -as well as the major use of it here.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You have a preoccupation with the British.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Only particular attributes of Executive power.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: I suppose Hon John Cowdell stayed at St James.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Would he like to see the London Privy Council?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I have never managed to be upgraded to first class, as Sir Philip
has on many occasion by the use of title -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! We are digressing.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The delegates at the conference, supported by the Chief Justice ofWestern Australia, passed the following resolution -

WhiMle noting that there may be a rare, justifiable use of a Henry VII clause where
such use would be subject to tabling and disallowance, this Conference believes
that Henry VIEI clauses have no legitimate general application in the legislative
process.

We are about to have a welter of those clauses. The Bill before us has one remarkableexample of the use of that clause, a clause that would allow the Governor on the advice
of the Minister, for all practical purposes, to repeal the principal Act. It must be a matterof concern to members of this House that the object the Minister wants to achieve canhave a whole range of other consequences. I trust that the Minister is able to give us
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appropriate assurances that this carte blanche clause will be used for the stated intention
and will not be put to other uses.
Hon Max Evans: I cannot think of one. Only your mind could. You think of extraneous
matters.
Hon A.M. MacTiernan: That is what one is supposed to do when framing legislation.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Nevertheless we would take some comfort - scant comfort though
it may be - from assurances by the Minister.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: It will never happen! The RAC defence.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: He is prevaricating on even the modest assurance we seek that he
will not abuse this award of power. It might be that we would wish to repeal the 1959
Act, but that should be on the recommendation of the Legislation Committee, not on a
ministerial whim.
I am glad to see that the defender of the House of knights and burgesses has returned in
our hour of need to appreciate my few comments. I fear His Lordship may have been
tempted by the Royal power, the Henry VIII power, to abandon his traditional defence of
the privileges of the House and the role that Parliament should perform with respect to
amending legislation rather than allowing the amendment by virtue of ministerial whim.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Discretion is a better term.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indiscretion, yes.
I conclude my comments by reminding members of the very justifiable concerns
expressed by Hon Bruce Donaldson, the concerns of his Delegated Legislation
Committee, noting that the Bill before us gives a very substantial grant of power, far
more than is necessary for the purported purpose, which is presumably a consequential
amendment to the State Supply Commnission Act. I am sure that could be achieved far
more modestly than this vehicle -

Hon Peter Foss: You hold the secret that that Bill is being repealed!
Hon J.A. COWVDELL: I somehow think that we do not hold that secret, given the fate of
previous unanimous reports in this Chamber, that it may lie elsewhere in the hands of
various Henry VITls who have control of things.
I conclude by expressing those concerns with respect to the device that is used in this
Bill, and also seeking assurances for the record that it will be used for the purpose, and
only that purpose, enunciated in the Minister's second reading speech.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [9.27 pm]: My concern about this Bill
has been stated most eloquently by Hon John Cowdell, Hon Bruce Donaldson and
Hon Alannah MacTiernan. I was particularly concerned about the use of the Henry VIII
provision. I understand why members opposite are fond of it. They like the monarchy,
past and present and those to come - but I do not think they will have their dream.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You flourished under the umbrella of the monarchy.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The umbrella is leaking but I am still flourishing. If the Minister
says that this Bill replicates section 19 of the Credit Act he is correct, but that is no
defence for the proposition that we should carry on the Henry VIII tradition.
My final remark is that the Bill, like the previous Bill, has its economics based on a
degree of paper shuffling. As a matter of principle that is not the right way to go. The
government sector should be lending an example to the rest of the community, and it
should be concerned about the real economy rather than the paper shuffling economy.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [9.30 pm]: I make no apology for stepping
in to speak before the Minister replies to the second reading debate.
Hon Max Evans: Hon Peter Foss will get up if you are not careful.
Hon TOM HELM: The reason I am on my feet is to invite Hon Peter Foss to contribute
to this debate, because in the past he has raised the issue of Henry VII clauses. I have
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brought this to the attention of the House on a number of occasions, as former Chairmanof the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation. That committee came acrossthese clauses many times and was very concerned about them. As Hon Bruce Donaldsonsaid, this is a matter for debate. The committee has looked at proposals which mayalleviate the difficulties of Henry VIII clauses and he suggested that we may perhaps beconvinced of reasons that they should be included in some legislation. I must say, havinglistened to the contributions to the second reading debate, I have yet to be convinced ofthe need for Henry VIII clauses in this amending Bill. These clauses are a sign of lazy orsloppy draftsmanship, or lazy instructions from the Executive to the draftsman. There isno other reason for including a clause which allows the Act to become inoperable. Thewhole legislation can be undermined by Executive will.
Hon Peter Foss: I am the Minister. You can trust me.
Hon TOM HELM: I remember in the dark distant past when Hon Peter Foss kept us inthis Chamrber until three or four o'clock in the morning talking to Hon Joe Berinsonabout being trusted. As a matter of fact, at that time he gave a convincing argument,
even for those on this side of the House.
Hon Graham Edwards: Not to me; he never once fooled me.
Hon TOM HELM: I am only young and naive.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The member is straying from the subject of Bill.
Hon TOM HELM: The heading of proposed new section 2A is "Ordlers making Actinapplicable". I am speaking to that and I am trying to remind Hon Peter Foss of hisearlier comments. Hon Derrick Tomlinson did the same thing and told us ad nauseamthat members in this place had a duty to ensure that the legislation clearly set out itsintent. He said that the Bill should be clear and the people of Western Australia shouldbe clear about its intent. If it is proposed that we should legislate by second readingspeech, that is fine. An amendment should be made to the standing orders to provide forthat. Perhaps members opposite think we should legislate by press release. They want todo anything but present legislation in this place for proper scrutiny by members or by theappropriate committees set up for that purpose. Hon Bruce Donaldson and I aremembers of the Delegated Legislation Committee, which scrutinises legislationintroduced under Acts which allow for regulations to be made. The use of Henry VIIIclauses undermines the democratic system of which we are all part and under which wein this House were elected. I am sure I am paraphrasing the comments made by HonPeter Foss when he was in opposition.
Hon Peter Foss: You should quote me directly, because you may be wrong.
Hon TOM HELM: I would like to do so, but I do not have the Minister's speech in front
of me.
Hon Peter Foss: You should get the full flavour.
Hon TOM HELM: Hon Peter Foss is pretty smart when sitting on his bum interjecting,but he'should be on his feet supporting our views. There is no need for Henry VIIIprovisions in this Bill. I invite Hon Peter Foss to defend proposed new section 2A, rather
than to keep interjecting.
I have advised Caucus that, although I take membership of Caucus and the DelegatedLegislation Committee very seriously, on occasions I may have to cross the floor and notagree to support Bills which contain Henry VIII clauses. They defeat the object of ourbeing in this place because they effectively hand the authority of members electedthrough the ballot box to chief executive officers, who may choose to use the clause toundermine or turn around the whole purpose of the legislation. We should not supportthis and I have no problem with crossing the floor if members on my side are notprepared to support me. This Bill is the straw that broke the camel's back. It hashappened so many times before. The Labor Party generally supports this type of Bill, asit supports the Bill before us, but the clause should not be used to undermine theauthority of elected members in this place. If people do not wish to be members of
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Parliament, they should get out. If they do wish to be members of Parliament, they
should defend their position because if they do not do so, no-one else will. Members of
Parliament are under attack and that will continue if they give the strength of the ballot
box to the unelected chief executive officers of various departments. That could happen
in this case unless we believe that the second reading speech can be used in court, in the
case of a CEO who is found to be in breach of the provisions by turning around or
ordering someone else to turn around the intent of the Bill. It is not a matter of party
political practices or a philosophical position; the committee has been consistently
pressing this point. In my view Henry VIII clauses have no place in this Bill and we
should vote against the second reading unless the Minister will direct the Bill to the
Legislation Committee for a second opinion.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [9.37 pm]: I thank
Hon Bruce Donaldson for raising this matter, with friends like him, who needs enemies?
I thought this was the most simple legislation I have ever seen, but it is certainly far more
fun to handle than the legislation for which I am responsible, dealing with stamp duty,
payroll tax and land tax. They are dull and boring. Does the M inister have any more of
these Bills he would like me to handle? The Bill is introduced simply to try to make the
paperwork easier. The second reading speech stated -

However, the Hire-Purchase Act imposes significant obligations on the parties to
a hire purchase agreement. The compliance requirements of the Act were
established to deal primarily with consumer transactions for single items or small
groups of items. They were not developed with large commuercial transactions, of
the nature of that proposed, in mind. The financier advises that the application of
the Hire-Purchase Act to the transaction will render it administratively
unworkable. Advice obtained from the Ministry of Fair Trading confirms this
view.

I do not believe any of them. I compare that with the speed at which questions are
churned out in this House on a word processor. It is necessary only to feed in the details
of the 12 000 vehicles together with the hire-purchase agreement and interpolate them,
and within three or four hours the 12 000 agreements would be printed out.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: This is government by word processor.
Hon MAX EVANS: I am saying it can be done. Years ago when everybody bought
radios and the like on hire-purchase, finance companies would do 12 000 of these
agreements a week and they were all written by hand. It is a piece of cake using a word
processor.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Is your second reading speech misleading?
Hon MAX EVANS: They are saying it is unworkable and this Bill will make it much
easier for them.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiemnan: Have you changed your mind since you made that speech?
Hon MAX EVANS: It can be done just as well without the changes, but with the
vehicles being turned over every two years, that means 18 000 agreements would have to
be signed in the first 12 months. Someone must sign them all, or perhaps put a seal on
them.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: We do not object to that part of it.
Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Alannah MacTiernan was just complaining about this being
the simplest piece of legislation she had seen in her life.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Why don't you define in the Bill the transaction for clarity, rather
than give this general clause?
Hon MAX EVANS: Mr Deputy President, who is making this speech?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order!
Hon MAX EVANS: I am pointing out the primary function of what the Government is
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trying to do. It could have been done without this Bill, but this legislation makes it much
easier. There are more savings for the Government. It cannot sign 18 000 agreements in
12 months by word processor: It can print them all by word processor, but it cannot sign
them by word processor. That is where the main savings will come. The purpose of this
legislation for hire-purchase is to make it purely administrative; there is nothing fancy
about it. The Hire-Purchase Act is structured around single transactions. This legislation
is to make it easier for both sides.
I cannot believe that a lawyer of great standing in this city such as Hon Alannah
MacTiernan says that some person has found a special benefit; now we should throw it
out to all others and ignore commercial confidentiality and the person should let all the
others know that he has a smarter idea than they have. One would never get ahead in this
world if one did that. How Hon Alannah MacTieman earned a living if she gave advice
like that to clients, I do not know; it is an obscure statement. If the parties have an
agreement on the leasing, and the hire-purchase is not dependent on the whole deal going
through, to say that they should tell the other parties how something like this could be
done is ridiculous - particularly from a lawyer of her standing.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: I said let them know.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Government has changed the legislation for an administrative
fact - nothing else. I will come to that in a minute.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: You do not have to tell them all the secret tricks.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Will the Minister repeat what he said then?
Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Nick Griffiths can read it in Hansard tomorrow.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I thought you said that changing the legislation was an
administrative step.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Perhaps it would help if the Minister directed his
comments through the Chair.
Hon MAX EVANS: I said the change in the legislation would make it far easier to
administer the hire-purchase agreements; that is, easier to handle 12 000 agreements.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I think you would be better off accepting the invitation I gave you a
few minutes ago, as did Hon Bruce Donaldson, to make this Bill clear and define that.
Hon MAX EVANS: I will give Hon Nick Griffiths an answer on that. If they work out
the income tax advantages, that is up to them. The Government does not want to pass
those on to the other persons. The Hire-Purchase Act has had many changes to it. Many
years ago my firm was involved in the case of Mayfair Trading versus Eastern
Acceptance. The lawyers found that Eastern Acceptance did not have to repay the debt
to Mayfair Trading. It breached the money lenders Act because it exceeded the 12 per
cent interest that could be charged. The agreement was voidable with respect 'to the
principal and interest. A monumental decision was made at that time, because the way
the interest calculation for hire-purchase was computed, it came to a lot more than 12 per
cent. The legislation had to be changed.
Hon Bruce Donaldson referred to section 42 of the Interpretation Act. Any order made
under the hire-purchase provision will be laid before each House as provided by section
42 of the Interpretation Act. Any variation must be handled in the same way.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Will the order then be subject to parliamentary scrutiny?
Hon MAX EVANS: Yes, it will be published in the Governinent Gazette. The Credit
Act states -

The Governor may, by order published in the Governent Gazette, declare that
the provisions of this Act, or such of those provisions as are specified in the
order -

(a) do not have effect in relation to a specified person or to a specified
class of persons;
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(b) have effect in relation to a specified person or to a specified class
of persons to such extent as is specified;

(c) do not have effect in relation to a specified transaction or matter or
class of transactions or matters;

What is in the Hire-Purchase Act is repeated in the credit provisions Act.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I thought I had saved you time. I also pointed out that that was no
defence.
Hon MAX EVANS: A sample of the order that will be tabled is as follows -

HIRE-PURCHASE ACT 1959
Order under Section 2A

Made by His Excellency the Governor in Executive Council.
Citation
1 . This Order may be cited as Hire Purchase Order No. 1 - Vehicle Fleet.
Commencement
2. This Order shall take effect on and from xx September l9xx.
Exemption
3. The provisions of Section Y of the Hire-Purchase Act 1959 do not apply

to a Hire Purchase agreement entered into between AB Pty Ltd and CD
Pty Ltd and dated xx September 1 9xx for the purchase of zzz Motor
Vehicles described in the schedule to the agreement.

By His Excellency's command,
Clerk of the Council.

That is the same as the present order under the Credit Act which states -

CREDIT ACT 1984
ORDER UNDER SECTION 19

Made by His Excellency the Governor in Executive Council.
Citation
1. This Order may be cited as the Credit (Rental Purchase Contracts) Order No.
89 of 1992.

Hon Peter Foss: I read them all the time.
Hon MAX EVANS: Hon Peter Foss and Hon Bruce Donaldson read them all the time.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: Those are the ones I do not know. That is the point I am trying to
raise.
Hon MAX EVANS: The wording is the same under the hire-purchase order. These
orders will be tabled and laid before each House under section 42 of the Interpretation
Act. The orders will be simple. They will come before the House and will be reviewed.
Members opposite have raised the thought that terrible things could happen under the
legislation. I assure them that will not occur. The legislation is for the simple purpose of
expediting these hire-purchase agreements into which the State Supply Commission will
enter with Matrix Finance.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: If that is the case, will you move an amendment in Committee to
provide for a sunset clause in this Bill?
Hon MAX EVANS: No. On what basis does Hon Nick Griffiths suggest that?
Hon N.D. Griffiths: If you look at Hansard tomorrow and read the words you have just
expressed, you will understand what I have just said to you. You said that this is for one
transaction only. If you are not going to define the transaction, have a sunset clause.
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Hon MAX EVANS: It is not for only one transaction. Many of the cars have been
owned for one year and I11 months. After one month there will probably be 500 cars;
therefore, there will be virtually 500 cars a month for 24 months.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: In that event you should define what you are talking about, rather
than have it in these general terms. You just want life easier for yourselves.
Hon MAX EVANS: No, we want to makce life easy when preparing and signing the
documents. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Murray Montgomery) in the Chair; Hon Max
Evans (Minister for Finance) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 2A inserted -

Hon A.J.G. MacT[ERNAN: We did not divide on the second reading because of
proposed subsection (4), which appears to give some capacity for parliamentary scrtiny
of any orders that might be made by the Governor through the Executive Council.
I wish to repeat a comment because the Minister does not appear to be capable of
understanding the line of argument that was put forward by myself, Hon John Cowdell,
Hon Nick Griffiths and Hon Bruce Donaldson. Our point is that, although we understand
that the Government wants and that it is even practical for the Government to require
some exemptions, we believe the measure is far too broadly drawn and goes well beyond
anything that the Government might require to facilitate this transaction and any related
transactions involving dealing with government assets and the refinancing of those
government assets.
The Minister has asked us to trust him - he says that he has no bad intentions - and to
allow the measure to be passed. That is an incredibly primitive request. The Minister
might be the most honourable person in the world, but he could be knocked over by a bus
next week and replaced by someone not so honourable.
Hon Max Evans: This Minister or the Minister for Fair Trading?
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We do not know what intentions the Marquis de Foss has.
Fabulous as we know all Ministers are, they are certainly not immortal. One day, other
persons will occupy those leather lounges. Perhaps those people will have different
standards and will use the provisions - there is nothing that confines them - to effect
changes and grants of exemptions to the Hire-Purchase Act that were not contemplated
when the legislation was passed, and certainly not contemplated by the transactions about
which the Minister is talking.
It is important for the Minister to understand that law cannot be formulated upon a "you
must trust us" basis. The whole purpose of law makting is to introduce certainty and
regulation rather than leave matters simply to the discretion of those with power. That is
a fundamental tenet of the rule of law. The Minister's response to genuine concerns was
pathetic. However, to some extent we are reassured by the fact that at least there is now
some capacity for parliamentary scrutiny.
Hon Peter Foss: There always was.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We now know that there is some capacity for that scrutiny.
The Minister in the other place was not aware of it; it was never raised there. I thank
Hon Bruce Donaldson for bringing that matter to our attention.
What will be the mechanism for bringing the matter before the Legislative Council? Will
the order be laid on the Table? I am trying to work out what the process will be.
Hon MAX EVANS: Section 42 of the Interpretation Act, under the heading "Laying
regulations, rules and by-laws before Parliament, and disallowance", states -
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(1) All regulations shall be laid before each House of Parliament within 6 sitting
days of such House next following publication of the regulations in the Gazette.

I read out the order as it would appear in the Government Gazette. I had it drafted the
other day for that purpose. Subsection (2) states -

(2) Notwithstanding any provision in any Act to the contrary, if either House of
Parliament passes a resolution disallowing any regulations of which resolution
notice has been given within 14 sitting days of such House after such regulations
have been laid before it or if any regulations are not laid before both Houses of
Parliament in accordance with subsection (1), such regulations shall thereupon
cease to have effect, but without affecting the validity or curing the invalidity of
anything done or of the omission of anything in the meantime.

That fact is probably known better by Hon Bruce Donaldson and his committee. That is
how the order will come into the House for review.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have not in the past been a great student of the issues raised by
Hon Bruce Donaldson and my colleague Hon Tom Helm, but my sensitivities have been
awakened by listening to the debate so far, by reading the Bill and having another quick
glance at the second reading speech, and finding still no assurance from the Minister for
Finance as to what restrictions there are upon the Minister responsible for this legislation
or the Government to restrict their acts in accordance with the intent that was outlined in
the second reading speech - that is, to restrict the Minister's activities to hire-purchase
agreements in so far as they relate to the activities of government.
Surely the Minister could at least have countenanced an amendment to clause 3 to ensure
that the acts of the Minister - the Government - relate only to hire-purchase agreements
involving the Government itself and not allow the Minister to have the power to exempt
other hire-purchase agreements that he says are not countenanced by the Act.
Presumably, his advisers have constructed a case that says that the Crown is bound by the
Act as it stands.
Hon Peter Foss: It is not the Crown that is bound, it is the hire-purchaser. It is the
Crown as beneficiary.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: So now the Minister is positioning all hire-purchase agreements
to be the potential beneficiaries of the amendment when the amendment could be written
in such a way as to prescribe the valid acts.
Hon Peter Foss: We need Hon John Cowdell to tell us.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Would that not be a breach of the standing orders?

Hon Peter Foss: It would put us out of our misery.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: These days one never knows what the consequences would be
of a breach of the privileges of this Chamber with the lot opposite and their numbers.
Surely the arguments so cogently put to the Chamber by my colleagues and Hon Bruce
Donaldson have not been adequately addressed by the Minister, particularly inasmuch as
they pertain to the question. Surely the Minister has more explaining to do and will
quickly rise to his feet and say why he has not enshrined within this legislation a
proscription on the Minister in the field of hire-purchase agreements outside state
government activity.
Hon MAX EVANS: It is interesting that the member who has taken such a great interest
in the legislation in the last few minutes did not listen to me quoting from the Credit Act
introduced by the previous Government in 1984. The wording in the Bill is exactly the
same as that which is in the Credit Act. Is Hon Tom Stephens saying that is also wrong?
Having read from section 42 of the Act I see no problems.

Hon TOM HELM: I note the Minister's response. That is not the answer I wanted
concerning proposed subsection (4) under clause 3. Hon Alannah MacTiernan was
somewhat comforted by the words the Minister just repeated which are the same words
as in the Credit Act. However, I am a little concerned about proposed subsection (3). On
what grounds could a member disallow a regulation under that proposed subsection?
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Hon Peter Foss: That they did not like it would be sufficient. The Delegated Legislation
Committee is restricted on certain grounds, but members in this Chamber are not
restricted on any grounds.
Hon TOM HELM: I imagine if someone said he did not like a regulation and moved to
disallow he would expect to receive support from both sides of the Chamber.
Hon N.D. Grffiths: You need 17 people on one side of the Chamber and that is the way
they behave.
Hon TOM HELM: Will there be any possibility of any regulation published under
proposed section 2A being ultra vires?
Hon MAX EVANS: I cannot guarantee what another Government may do sonmc day.
The order here will relate to vehicles en masse under certain hire-purchase agreements.
If something arose under an order under the Hire-purchase Act which was not included in
this amendment which was an interpretation of the original legislation, the Joint Standing
Committee on Delegated Legislation or the House could disallow it. I cannot give a
guarantee that another Government might do the same thing.
Hon TOM HELM: The Delegated Legislation Committee could not consider a
regulation published under this proposed section unless it unduly trespassed on people's
rights according to proposed subsection (6). If a member were to say he believed a
person had been unduly disadvantaged because a regulation trespassed upon his rights,
would the Minister disallow it? What power would give members of Parliament the
ability to say there has been a mistake?
Hon Peter Foss: As Nick Griffiths said it would depend on how many members agreed
to disallow the regulation.
Hon TOM HELM: That is the point. If both sides of the Chamber allow the Executive -
they might all be angels -

Hon Peter Foss: It is the numbers.
Hon TOM HELM: I understand that; the Minister is saying in his cynical way that it
does not matter what we say or do.
Hon Peter Foss: You asked a question; I answered. The answer is 17, not 42.
Hon TOM H4ELM: That is clearly recorded in Hansard. This is not a highfaluting,
philosophical argument; it is just a matter of the Government's having 17 members.
Hon Peter Foss: You wanted to know what power you have to disallow it. I said, as with
any disallowance, irrespective of whether it was a Henry VIII clause, it would require
you to move to disallow the regulation and 17 people to support you.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister has been part of this issue in great depth where a
member, or someone on behalf of the Delegated Legislation Committee, has proved that
a regulation has been ultra vires because no provision was in an Act. The clause is not a
Henry VIII clause. A proposed subsection in this Bill will allow the Executive to do
what it wants. The Minister made the point - we do quite often to the Press when they
listen to us - that by the coalition having control of this place and the other place there is
no possibility of anyone ever reviewing any legislation or regulation that comes before us
because it has 17 members. He has thrust that in our face more times than enough. As
long as it is clearly enunciated that is the logic of his argument, that is the end of the
matter. However, there is no point in asking us to trust the Govemnment's reason for
bringing in regulations based on the second reading speech.
I accept the fact that proposed subsection (4) of clause 3 has a provision for the
regulation to be disallowed. However, I do not think it will matter if someone were
disadvantaged under proposed subsection (6) because the Government has the numbers
and needs no other reason to disallow something.
Hon MAX EVANS: This is one of the most simple pieces of legislation to have come
before this Chamber. The second reading speech clearly outlines the purpose of the
legislation, which is to expedite hire-purchase agreements en masse rather than one at a
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time. The legislation has similar provisions to those in the Credit Act which has been
well used many times. Members can refer to the Interpretation Act if they want to
interpret anything in the Bill.
Hon AJ.G. MacTLERNAN: I want to move an amendment. The last time the Minister
spoke he made me somewhat less comforted than I had been about subclause (4). 1
should have been aware of this: Although there may be a subsequent disallowance of the
regulation, any transactions that had been entered into in the interim - that is, between the
time when the order that is to be dealt with as a regulation is promulgated and when it is
disallowed; that could be some months -
Hon B.K. Donaldson: All regulations are the same in that way.
Hon A.M.. MacTIERNAN: I realise it is the same with all regulations. Having been
made conscious of that by the Minister, perhaps some of the difficulties we thought
might have been minimised by the insertion of subclause (4) could cause some profound
problems. The Minister says that it is so simple that the Government wants the
legislation to do only one little thing. If that is the case, I suggest that he should have had
the legislation drawn to do only that one little thing. Our objection is that the power
given to the Government is far in excess of doing the one little thing the Minister keeps
talking about.
Hon MAX EVANS: I will try to clarify the matter before the member moves the
amendment. The Parliament might have disallowed a number of other regulations that
may have created many problems. There may be a contract covering 500 contracts a
month, after 12 000 kilometres were completed and the vehicles were rolled over every
24 months. If, for* some obscure reason, it was disallowed because of the bulking
together -

Hon A.M.. MacTiernan: We would not be disallowing that; you don't seem to be getting
the point.
Hon MAX EVANS: - many new agreements could be written separately, rather than en
masse. The member is concerned that this has nothing to do with the Hire-Purchase Act
or with the Government or those other parties. What is her worry?
Hon A.J.. MacTIERNAN: The worry is that the provision here is in no way confined to
just one simple transaction. I am prepared to concede that the Government may want to
have - as was said during the Legislative Assembly debate - some broader discretion
about hire-purchase agreements when it comes to entering into finance arrangements
with companies for the provision of goods to government departments. The Government
might not simply want to confine it to this one transaction, one involving bulking
together of contracts, because it might want to enter into other financial arrangements
that might fail foul of other provisions within the legislation. I am prepared to concede it
might even be valid to draw the power of exemption broad enough to capture that class;
however, it has been drawn so broadly that it can catch any hire-purchase transaction that
has nothing to do with the provision of goods to the Government.
Never let it be said that the Government might have powerful and influential friends in
the finance industry who want to go through a series of transactions with punters who
avoid some of the disclosure provisions in the Hire-Purchase Act or some other
guarantees or warranties that are contained within this legislation. Rather than
refinancing government vehicles, this Bill would allow the Executive Council to direct
the Governor to put in place exemptions. With my amendment I want to take the
Government at face value; to say that we understand what it wants to do and why it wants
to do it, and that we are prepared to be a little generous by not confining the Government
to the transactions which are contemplated here but to allow a broader flexibility. I
move -

Page 3, after line 6 - To insert the following words -

provided that any such order may be made only in respect of hire purchase
transactions entered into for the purpose of providing the goods subject to
the transaction for the use of Government Agencies and departments
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That would not in any way restrict the Government from the exemption it is seeking to
put forward. It would not prevent the Government from making an exemption for any
transaction entered into for the purpose of providing goods to government agencies or
departments for their use. It would simply mean that anything not associated with the
Government's efforts of refinancing and restructuring the ownership of government
assets would be excluded from this exemption power. Given the very earnest and
frequent protestations from the Minister and his accomplice who was sitting beside him
on the leather bench, we presume the Government will have no difficulty with this
amendment. I gather from the statements that have been made either directly or by way
of interjection that neither the Minister for Finance nor the Minister for the Environment
will have difficulty with this proviso. It allows the Government to do everything it wants
to do, but at the same time it addresses the very real fears that have been expressed on
both sides of the Chamber. This limits the open-ended use of exemptions, but provides
the Government with the flexibility it says it needs to enter into creative financing
transactions for the provision of goods to government departments and agencies.
Hon MAX EVANS: My advice is that the amendment is not necessary because it is
already covered by the legislation, which is designed to do one thing.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Is the Minister saying that because he has declared in both
the second reading speech and the second reading debate that he wishes to use this
legislation for one purpose only, that will in some way result in the reading down of this
legislation? I do not believe that is a correct understanding of the provisions of the
Interpretation Act, which states that the capacity to resort to the second reading debate in
order to gather what may be the intention of legislation comes into play only when there
is uncertainty or ambiguity in the words of the legislation. There is no uncertainty or
ambiguity in the words of this Bill. It gives the Governor in Executive Council carte
blanche to make any exemption to any aspect of the Hire-Purchase Act that he wishes. I
cannot grasp the logic of what the Minister is saying. We are saying we have a problem
because the Government is seeking to give itself greater power than it says it needs, and
we have proposed an amendment that will address our concern about the breadth of that
power but not in any way constrain the Government from doing what it wants to do, yet
the Minister seems to have difficulty supporting it. The legislation as it stands gives the
Government the power to do everything that it wants to do, but the Minister says, "Don't
worry about that because all we want to do is this transaction and perhaps a few others."
We are saying let us make an amendment so that we will both be happy: The
Government will have the power it wants, and the Opposition will have the protection it
wants. If that is not fair and reasonable, I do not know what is.
Hon TOM HELM: It is all right for the Minister to sit there with his adviser and not
respond to what was said by Hon Alannah Maciernian, but the basis of the Minister's
argument is that this Bill will make it more convenient for the Government to do what it
wants to do. I suppose that is right, because this clause will give the Government the
power to do exactly what it wants to do when it wants to do it, without the need to come
to the Parliament, until such time as we get the majority of members in this Chamber.
The Minister sits back with a self-satisfied look on his face because, as his mate behind
him tells him, 17 is the go and that is what will happen. The Minister has been given an
opportunity to respond to the reasonable proposition put by Hon Alannah MacTiernan to
counter the cynical attitude of the Minister, because if we follow his argument to its
logical conclusion, every Act in this State could contain a clause such as this and the
Government would never have to come to this place again because it would have the
right to do whatever it wanted. If the Minister does not believe that is the case, he should
respond to what Hon Alannah MacTiernan said and not sit back and say nothing,
knowing that he has the numbers to get this clause through. The Minister must put
something on record to demonstrate that he is not being as cynical, self-satisfied and
arrogant as he appears.
Hon Max Evans: I was nodding. I support the amendment.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I find it difficult to support the amendment because it is
flawed. The amendment refers to government departments and agencies, but it does not
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mention government trading enterprises such as the Water Authority, so it is too
restrictive.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: I do not think that will come under the arrangement the
Government is proposing.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: The Water Authority will.
Hon Tom Stephens: Government departments, agencies and instrumentalities.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Is that the correct terminology for government trading
enterprises?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is worth listening to the advice of Hon Bruce Donaldson in
this case, and perhaps in every case, and in those circumstances I am sure a formi of
words will quickly emerge from my colleagues that will draw upon the advice of Hon
Bruce Donaldson.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister
for Finance).

NORTH WEST GAS DEVELOPMENT (WOODSIDE) AGREEMENT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Resumed from 5 September.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [10.29 pml: The Australian Labor Party
supports this Bill, which is necessary because of an unfortunate error in the North West
Gas Development (Woodside) Agreement Amendment Act 1994. The Bill proposes to
amend section 2 of that Act to provide for contracts entered into between 1 January 1995
and 4 February 1995 having no difficulty as contemplated by this House and the
Parliament as a whole when it considered that Act. The parties to the contracts entered
into them in good faith. The understanding of all concerned was that the clauses of the
North West Gas Development (Woodside) Agreement Act 1994 would be in operation.
At the time the contracts were entered into an error was made in good faith, which is
properly rectified by the passing of this Bill.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [10.31 pm]: I join with my colleague in
giving the support of the Labor Party to the general thrust of this Bill and to seeing that
this amendment Bill goes through. It is timely to bring to the attention of the House
some concerns being raised about this development, which is marvellous for this State,
and which has enjoyed a bipartisan approach in the north west because of the amount of
money that has been invested, the types of skills being used and the benefits flowing to
the State. The gas to be taken to Port Hedland will enable a new power station to be
operated. A new power station is being built at Newman. A gas pipeline will go from
Karratha, through Newman and down to Kalgoorlie. I and a number of other people
knew that eventually those benefits were bound to happen once we had the provision of
the capital to enable those projects to go forwardl.
I have some concerns. The Woodside joint venture partnership has a number of foreign
investors who have put money into it and are also taking money out of it. Some of the
joint venture partners and their shareholders are concerned that the return on their capital
is not as high as perhaps it could be. That does not really concern me a lot, as members
may imagine. However, there is a threat that the North West Shelf gas development,
along with the Gorgon field, will be taken over exclusively by foreign investors. We
need to be aware of that. Not only is the venture itself under threat, and perhaps it is a
commercial consideration that we should not have much concern about as it involves the
transfer of capital, but also, because of Woodside's drive to be economical and to defend
itself from foreign owned corporate raiders, it has had to shed quite a lot of labour and to
rationalise its production techniques. A number of my colleagues and I have been to the
rig and other rigs on the North West Shelf. Members will imagine the high technology
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service and the highly skilled people who work on the rig. Apprenticeship places in
Woodside axe being cut back. I accept there are training programs and encouragement
fr-om Woodside for people to develop the skills that will provide them with the
techniques and abilities to deal with new technologies being brought out on the North
West Shelf gas development.
I am always aware of the disaster of Piper Alpha in the North Sea. It was similar to the
Goodwyn and the Rankin platforms and in a similar way it harvested the gas and
condensate from the sea. I share the concerns and fear of a number of people who work
offshore that if the work force is reduced to a minimum and the consortium has people
flying in just on a temporary basis for shut down maintenance work and that type of
thing, the reduction in the efficiency of the platform might possibly be speeded up. One
of the reasons for the explosion on Piper Alpha, in which 167 souls were lost, was the
maintenance programs and the age of the rig. The lack of knowledge and the techniques
used brought about that disaster. I hope we are not going down the same track. I am
very conscious of the need to reduce costs in order to be competitive.
I share the pride of members and the people in the whole State who have had something
to do with that development. We all want to see it remain a success. Some massive
development is taking place with Goodwyn, Rankin, the Gorgon field and south and
north of the shelf. There is huge potential for going out into the Timor Sea. Let us hope
that the whole of Australia can benefit from that without any lost lives and that the
development of the skills we have seen as a result of the Woodside development is
maintained. Let us see to it that we keep those apprentices who were brought on by
Woodside. Let us see to it that job opportunities, economic development and
opportunities for the future are maintained. Gas and condensate enabling the provision of
cheap fuel for power will be a great boon and could enable the development of the whole
of the north west. However, I would not like to see it done at the expense of people's
lives, training, jobs and capital investment, which should be brought in from Australia
and exploited on behalf of Australia. We must see that Australian capital is enhanced,
and that we do the development, the downstream processing and all the other things. I
strongly support the Bill.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Mines) [ 10.39 pm]: I thank
Hon Nick Griffiths and Hon Tom Helm for their support of this Bill. Hon Nick Griffiths
has correctly identified the need for the amendment. He indicated that when the 1994
amendment Act was introduced and considered by this House, it contained a second
supplementary agreement which also varied the original agreement. In that
supplementary agreement was the need to insert a new clause 42 into the original
agreement. It was intended that the sale of gas to be entered into by the North West Shelf
gas joint venturers would be able to occur on or after 1 January 1995. The intention was
based on the belief that the Bill would receive assent prior to 30 December 1994. The
Bill was proclaimed on 4 February 1995 and we therefore had a gap between I January
1995 and the proclamation on 4 February 1995. The Bill seeks to correct that and to
establish the legal position which would have conformed to the original intention when
the 1994 Bill was introduced to the House.
Hon Tom Helm raised several issues in respect of Woodside and other operators in his
electorate. With regard to Woodside's obligations, it is true that Woodside has invested a
huge amount of money over a long period. Only very recently has the Woodside
consortium moved into a profit situation. The investors and shareholders have certainly
waited a very long time for a return on their money. Notwithstanding that, Woodside
recently announced that it intends to establish its head office in Perth. At the moment,
members will be aware that Woodside has an office in Adelaide Terrace on the old
Ozone Hotel site. It is now intended that the Eastern States staff of Woodside should
move to Perth. That in itself confirms that Woodside and other oil operators recognise
that Western Australia is the premier oil exploration State. More than that, we will soon
become the premier production State and overtake production from the Bass Strait. That
will be a feather in Western Australia's cap.
Hon Tom Helm also correctly identified the tremendous opportunities that exist in the oil
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industry in Western Australia. In recognising that opportunity, I also recognise the need
for an adequate safety regime. I have had the opportunity, as has Hon Tom Helm, of
visiting the consortium's platforms off the north west coast. When someone lands on one
of the consortium's rigs, the company ensures that that person enters a safety induction
program and is clearly advised about the safety requirements while that person remains
on the rig. I have always found Woodside to be very conscious of the need for an
adequate safety regime, bearing in mind the Piper Alpha tragedy which occurred some
time ago and which was referred to by Hon Tom Helm. The Department of Minerals and
Energy, in conjunction with the Commonwealth Government, is reviewing the safety
regime required on offshore platforms and facilities. In due course, I expect to introduce
a Bill which will confirm additional responsibilities which operators will be required to
carry out. I make that point because I am very conscious of the need for a proper safety
regime in the petroleum industry and throughout the mining industry.
Hon Tom Helm mentioned the new hot briquette iron proposal at Port Hedland. Last
Thursday and Friday I visited Barrow Island and saw the petroleum production and
exploration there. I also saw the environmental work that Western Australian Petroleum
Pty Ltd is carrying out there. On the Thursday afternoon, I travelled to Port Hedland and,
with 12 government backbenchers, was shown around the BHP facilities at Port Hedland.
In particular, BHP briefed us on the proposed HBI plant. As members are aware,
including infrastructure, that plant is likely to cost the company about $1.5b. It is a
tremendous boost to the town of Port Hedland. The company has agreed to spend about
$5m as a contribution towards the upgrading of South Hedland. That will be a great
boon to the area. More than that, it will provide additional employment opportunities
within the Port Hedland region. In terms of jobs, the petroleum industry is looking very
favourable with regard to exploration and general expansion. The mining industry, and
particularly BHP with its facilities at Port Hedland, is also taking advantage of
opportunities provided by the HBI project. As has been said, this is basically a technical
amendment to make good something that was intended in 1994. I thank Hon Nick
Griffiths and Hon Tom Helm for their positive comments about the Bill and for their
positive comments about the petroleum industry generally in Western Australia.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair, Hon George Cash
(Minister for Mines) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: In his response to my comments and those of Hon Tom Helm,
the Minister referred to new clause 42. Is the Government aware of any difficulties with
the Trade Practices Act being faced by any of the parties to date?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am not aware of any problems in that regard. However, as
Hon N.D. Griffiths has raised the matter, I will take it upon myself to obtain confirmation
of that and I will report to him in due course.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 4 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon George Cash (Minister for Mines), and passed.

House adjourned at 10.49 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - OFFICE ACCOMMODATION, LEASES
363. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) What was the total cost for the office accommodation leased for each
department or agency within the Premier's portfolio area for 1993-94?

(2) What are the estimates for costs associated with leased office
accommodation for those same departments or agencies for the current
financial year?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) $9219709.
(2) $11 503 192. Thbe figure for 1994-95 includes, for the first time, leases for

ministerial offices of approximately $2.9m. Prior to 1994-95, the
accommodation costs of ministerial offices were included in the budget of
the primary agency within each Minister's portfolio.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - PRIVATISATION OF FUNCTIONS
579. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the inister for Education:

With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department -

(1) What functions have been wholly or partly privatised since 16 December
1994?

(2) As a result of that, how many full time equivalents have left the public
sector?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable. The member is also referred to the answer provided to

question on notice 580.
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - PRIVATISATION OF FUNCTIONS

1061. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Education:
With respect to the Minister's department and each of the bodies administered
within that department -
(1) What functions are being considered for privatisation either partly or

wholly?
(2) What functions have been decided to be privatised either partly or wholly?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) None. The member is also referred to the answer provided to question on

notice 580.
AIR TRAVEL - SUPPLY COMMISSION CONTRACT 257A 1993, COST

2807. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister for
Works; Services:
(1) What was the cost of Government air travel for April 1995 under Supply

Commission contract 257A1993?
(2) Of the amount, how much was spent on -

(a) intrastate air travel;
(b) interstate air travel;
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(c) overseas air travel;
(d) Ansett Australia; and
(e) Qantas or Airlink?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The following reply has been provided by the Minister for Works; Services -

(1) $1737693.
(2) (a)-(b) Management reports provided by Ansett do not distinguish

intrastate travel from interstate travel. The total cost of domestic
travel for April 1995 booked through Ansett was $1 587 893.

(c) $149800.
(d) $1 513 153.
(e) $147712.
This information has been provided by the government contractors, Ansett
and Globetrotter.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENT OF TRAINING - INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING AND OUTSOURCING, INDUSTRIAL TRAINING ACT SECTION 17A

2985. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
With respect to question without notice 328 of 23 May 1995 regarding advice to
the Western Australian Department of Training relating to industrial training and
outsourcing, will the Minister advise whether section 17A of the Industrial
Training Act was specifically taken into consideration in the legal advice
provided?)
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
Section 17A was not specifically referred to in the Crown Solicitor's advice
because it is not relevant to what is being proposed. However, the member has
been previously assured that, in accordance with the Crown Solicitor's advice, thedepartment's proposals are consistent with all the legislative provisions of the
Industrial Training Act 1975 because express duties are not being contracted out;
the department will retain capacity to inquire and monitor, and the contracting is
contained to support services.

AUDITOR GENERAL - FIRST GENERAL REPORT
Agency's Purchases in Contravention of State Supply Commission Policy

3044. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
With reference to the report of the Auditor General, report No 3 - May 1995, First
General Report 1995, at page 20, which is the agency referred to as making a
number of purchases in excess of $1 000 using local purchase orders in
contravention of State Supply Commission policy?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -
The agency referred to in this instance was the Kimberley Development
Commission.
BROOME - STATE PROPERTY PORTFOLIO, PRD REALTY REPORT

3145. Hon TOM STEPH-ENS to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:
Further to question on notice 2811 of 23 May 1995, will the Premier advise me
when the PRD Realty report is completed and received by the Government?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -
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The completed record was received by the Government Property office on
22 June 1995 and is currently being considered.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STOPWORK MEETINGS, STAFF
ATTENDANCE

3337. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Education:
(1) How many Education Department of Western Australia staff attended stop

work meetings on 31 May 1995?
(2) How many staff had their pay reduced because they attended the stop

work meetings?
(3) Were school principals and section heads directed by the Education

Department to record the time employees left work and the time they
returned to work?

(4) Will the Minister table that directive?
(5) How many workplaces recorded the exact length of time employees were

absent to attend the stop work meeting?
(6) How many staff had their salaries reduced commensurate with the amount

of time they were absent to attend the stop work meeting?
(7) How many staff had their salary reduced by a flat 0.5 of the day's pay?
(8) How many staff had their pay reduced by another amount?
(9) With reference to (8), what was the amount?
(10) How did the Education Department calculate the amount it reduced each

employee's pay?
(11) Will the Minister instruct the Education Department to reimburse those

teachers who had their pay reduced by a larger proportion than the time
they were absent for the stop work meeting?

(12) What was the total amount of salaries saved by the Education Department
due to the stop work meetings?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) 9 974 teachers did not attend school during the period of the stop work

meetings on 31 May 1995.
(2) As at 28 August 1995, 9 974 Education Department staff have had their

pay reduced because of industrial action on 31 May 1995.
(3) Principals were requested to record the period of the strike and indicate

the total number of minutes teachers were absent.
(4) Yes. [See tabled paper No 614.]
(5) Virtually all schools.
(6) All staff who participated in industrial action on 31 May 1995 had their

pay reduced by 0.5 of the day's pay.
(7) As at 28 August 1995, 9 974 Education Department staff have had their

pay reduced by 0.5 of one day's pay.
(8) A small number of part time staff had a proportionate deduction made for

the time they would have otherwise been on duty.
(9) This amount would vary according to the individual teacher's part time

rate of pay.
(10) Each employee who participated in industrial action on 31 May 1995 had

their pay reduced by 0.5 of one day's pay.
(11) No.
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(12) As at 28 August 1995, $726 049.67 has been deducted from teachers'
salaries due to industrial action on 31 May 1995.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL - GOVERNMENT
FUNDING

3374. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister
for Works:
(1) What Government funds have been allocated to the Research and

Development Advisory Council?
(2) What research is currently being undertaken, considered or funded by the

council?
(3) In view of the particular expertise and understanding of the building

industry possessed by many officials of construction unions, why was no
appointment made from that source?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The following reply has been provided by the Minister for Works -
(1) The Research and Development Advisory Council has not had any

government funds allocated to it.
(2) No research is currently being directly undertaken, considered or funded

by the council. However, the council is considering an appropriate
research and development framework for the building and construction
industry.

(3) Appointment to the council was based on members' reputations for
forward thinking and not because of particular industry or organisational
affiliations.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - ASTHMA; HAY FEVER, STATISTICS
3394. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment representing the Minister

for Health:
(1) Has the percentage of adults suffering from asthma in Western Australia

risen at any time in the years 1985 through to 1995?
(2) If yes, in what years, at what percentage increases, and how were studies

revealing these statistics carried out?
(3) Has the percentage of adults suffering from hay fever in Western Australia

risen at any time in the years 1985 through to 1995?
(4) If yes, in what years, at what percentage increases, and how were studies

revealing these statistics carried out?
(5) How does the Health Department account for these increases, and what

planning strategies have they implemented to reduce the incidence of
these respiratory illnesses?

(6) If no statistics are available, why not and will the Health Department be
implementing studies which investigate these respiratory illnesses?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1)-(4) The Health Department of Western Australia does not currently hold

prevalence data for asthma and hay fever in Western Australia. However,
the 1995 WA health survey has gathered data on asthma and hay fever -
see (6). Data on asthma-related hospitalisation of adults - 20 or more
years of age - for the years 1988 to 1993 inclusively shows that there has
been a very slight decrease in the yearly admission rates for both males
and females. Two recent reports have examined the prevalence of both
asthma and hay fever in Tasmanian adults and of asthma in adults of the
Busselton area of WA.
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The WA report based on the Busselton population used serial cross-
sectional studies to estimate whether the prevalence of asthma in adults
had increased over a nine year interval, between 1981 and 1990. The WA
report had the advantage of both subjective - respiratory symptoms as
measured by self-administered questionnaire - and objective - bronchial
responsiveness measured by bronchial challenge with histamine -
assessment of the prevalence of asthma. The study reported that recent
wheeze had increased from 17.5 per cent to 28.8 per cent and diagnosed
asthma increased from 9 per cent to 16.3 per cent. This increase was most
apparent in adults 18 to 30 years of age. The prevalence of shortness of
breath at rest - 11.2 per cent - and hay fever - 24.8 per cent - increased
significantly, but prevalence of shortness of breath on exertion, chronic
cough, bronchial hyperresponsiveness - current asthma - defined as recent
wheeze plus bronchial hyperresponsiveness, 5.4 per cent against 6.3 per
cent - and allergy did not increase. Overall, diagnosed asthma and the
reporting of symptoms related to allergy increased significantly among
young adults, but not the prevalence of current asthma.

(5) The findings of the Busselton study suggest that there is an increased
awareness of asthma in the community, and a change in treatment
patterns. Increased exposure to allergens is also likely. Through its 1994
task force on state health goals and targets, the HDWA identified the
reduction of morbidity and mortality from asthma as one of the priority
areas. The task force documented specific strategies for the reduction of
exposure to respiratory irritants among asthmatics; goals for reducing
morbidity and mortality from asthma; and targets in service capacity,
service access, service quality, and service outcomes. Funding -
$352 000 - to the Asthma Foundation for the implementation of asthma
management projects in all metropolitan health regions and one country
region has been made under the clinical goals and targets implementation
program by the HDWA.

(6) While there is no prior data on the prevalence of asthma in WA, the
HDWA has recently conducted the first of a series of proposed annual
statewide surveys, which includes the collection of data on the prevalence
of asthma and hay fever and questions specifically aimed at gathering data
on relevant points pertinent to strategies as recommended by the task force
on state health goals and targets. Since mid-1994, the Busselton health
survey has been interviewing past participants and respiratory illness is
again being investigated. The project has substantial funding from
Healthway, with some additional HDWA support.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - GOOD START PROGRAM
3447. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

With reference to the Good Start program -

(1) Will all kindergarten and preprimary programs be staffed with qualified
early childhood teachers?

(2) Will each district have its own early childhood support service to support
schools in the implementation and maintenance of quality Good Start
programs?

(3) Will central office have experienced early childhood consultants in each
curriculum area to safeguard early childhood principles and assist in the
adoption of national student outcome statements and documentation of the
Good Start program?

(4) Will the current child care/staff ratios for four and five year olds be
maintained in the adoption of the Good Start program?
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(5) How will all children be placed in kindergarten and preprimary programs
where -

(a) existing sessional preprimary programs are full; and
(b) existing primary schools have no spare land for buildings?

(6) What physical standards will be adhered to for young children's programs
in the provision of buildings for Good Start programs?

(7) Can the Minister give an assurance that the Good Start programs will be
properly resourced, given that they will be catering for a larger range of
ages?

(8) If yes to (7), how will the Minister better resource the Good Start program
than those already existing?

(9) What early childhood personnel will be made available to ensure the
developmental appropriateness of reporting the kindergarten and
preprimary programs?

(10) As family centres are purpose built early childhood centres, why will they
not be utilised for four year old programs?

(11) How long will community preschool centres continue to provide sessional
five year old and four year old programs?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Education Department policy is to provide early childhood education

trained teachers for kindergarten and preprimary classes where possible.
(2) School districts set their own priorities in regard to their staffing profile.

Within each district there is an officer with responsibility for supporting
early childhood education.

(3) The tr-ial of student outcome statements and the documentation of Good
Start programs will be supported by experienced early childhood
consultancy services. This will ensure that they embrace sound early
childhood education principles. However, there is no move to
appointments being made within each curriculum area.

(4) Current student-teacher ratios for four and five year olds will be
maintained under the Good Start program.

(5) (a) Where existing sessional preprimary programs are full additional
accommodation for preprimary and kindergarten classes will be
provided in existing off-site centres and preschools; new buildings
for full time five year old programs; utilising the 'fifth day'; and
redirection to another school.

(b) Where site difficulties exist each case will be examined
individually and appropriate solutions will be devised at local
school level.

(6) Good Start classrooms will be purpose built to meet preprimary
curriculum requirements. They will contain heating, cooling, storage,
kitchen, toilets, verandahs, outdoor storage and fences where required.

(7) Yes.
(8) Good Start will be resourced to ensure approximately 350 new preprimary

buildings are provided to allow for universal access to full time
preprimary in government schools by 1998; 18 000 kindergarten places by
1999; 450 additional teachers and teachers' aides to be employed by 1999
to ensure that all kindergarten programs are under the direction of trained
teachers; and the provision of quality early education through a review of
current programs.
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(9) Reporting is deemed to be an integral component of the teaching and
learning process and as such receives the attention of all early childhood
personnel developing the kindergarten and preprimary programs. Account
has also been taken of the kindergarten and preprimary years within the
Reporting to Parents project.

(10) Programs for four year olds are currently operated from family centre
buildings. These centres will continue to be used for four year old
programs until the transfer of programs from FCS to the Education
Department is undertaken. While the transfer of programs is taking place
account will be taken of all appropriate building facilities.

(11) Indefinitely.
EDUCATION DEPARTMIENT - TOMLINSON REPORT, COST

3448. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
With reference to the Tomlinson report -
(1) What was the cost of -

(a) printing;
(b) production; and
(c) distribution of the document?

(2) What were the salary costs, including -

(a) the executive officer;
(b) staff/members; and
(c) other?

(3) Who were the research people involved in the compilation of the report?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) (a)-(b) Printing and production - $23 018.

(c) Distribution was undertaken as part of the Education Department's'
day to day mailing and costs incurred are not available separately.

(2) Salary costs - $24 130.
(3) The report was compiled by the Ministerial Review Committee under the

chair of Hon Derrick Tomlinson MLC. Professor John Hattie undertook
data analysis and prepared a critical commentary used as the basis for a
section of the report.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - HOFFMAN REPORT, COST
3449. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

With reference to the Hoffman report -

(1) What was the cost of -
(a) printing;
(b) production; and
(c) distribution of the document?

(2) What were the salary costs, including -
(a) the executive officer,
(b) staff/members; and
(c) other?

(3) Who were the research people involved in the compilation of the report?
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Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) (a)-(b) $29 323.

(c) $1 248.65.
(2) (a) $24 090.

(b) Not applicable.
(c) None.

(3) All research involved in the compilation of the report was conducted
either by the chairman, the committee members or the executive officer.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SHEAN REPORT, COST

3450. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
With reference to the Shean report -

(1) What was the cost of -
(a) printing;
(b) production; and
(c) distribution of the document?

(2) What were the saary costs, including -

(a) the executive officer,
(b) staff/members; and
(c) other?

(3) Who were the research people involved in the compilation of the report?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) (a) The cost of printing was $11 134.27.

(b) Production costs were approximately $8 000.
(c) The report was distributed to schools and district offices through

the Education Department's courier and Mail West systems. The
State Library distributed copies to all libraries through its
distribution system. Others were posted through bulk mail at
minimal cost to the taxpayer. It is not possible to extract costs of
distribution.

(2) (a) The executive officer spent 0.2 FTE time on this task between
December 1992 to June 1993; salary $7 749.

(b) A principal school psychologist worked full time between
December 1992 and August 1993; salary $37 500. A consultant
from the social justice branch worked 0.5 FT7E between March and
June 1993; salary $8 333. One FTE school psychologist was
employed between February and June 1993; salary $11 666.

(c) A temporary word processor operator costing approximately
$8 000.

(3) Precision Information Services Pty Ltd (Dr P. Deschamp), and members
of the task force committee, chaired by Dr Ruth Shean.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - HOUSE REPORT, COST

3453. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
With reference to the House report -

(1) What was the cost of -
(a) printing;
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(b) production; and
(c) distribution of the document?

(2) What were the salary costs, including -

(a) the executive officer
(b) staff/members; and
(c) other?

(3) Who were the research people involved in the compilation of the report?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) (a)-(b) $2 460; a later reprint of additional copies cost $5 300.

(c) The reports were distributed through the Education Department's
bulk courier system to schools, via Mail West and through
Australia Post. The distribution cost of the report was incurred as
part of the day to day mail expenses of the ministerial office and
an individual costing is not available.

(2) The report was prepared by Mr Les House with clerical support provided
by the ministerial office and the former Office of Education and Training.

(3) The report was compiled by Mr Les House.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SCHOOL RESOURCE ALLOCATION MADE

ON BASIS OF DIFFERENTIAL FUNDING FORMULA
3455. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has a single resource allocation (not including capital for school
improvement and maintenance) comprising two components, staffing and
other, been made to each Government school on the basis of a differential
funding formula, in the Minister's term of government?

(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this be done?

(3) If yes, when was this done?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) Government schools are currently resourced through a number of sources

to address the special, or different needs of their students or situations. In
some cases these funds are from the Commonwealth Government and
have specific guidelines. A single - that is, the same - differential
resourcing may not be applicable to staffing and other areas. The
Education Department is researching the impact of the current resourcing
of schools and considering alternative models. A discussion paper is
being prepared and will be released for public comment at a suitable time.

(3) Not applicable.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SCHOOL RESOURCE ALLOCATION

FORMULA BASED ON SCHOOL AND STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
3456. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has a formula for school resource allocation based on school and student
characteristics been devised, in the Minister's term of government?

(2) If not -

- (a) why not; and
(b) when will the formula be devised?
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(3) If yes -
(a) when was the formula devised;
(b) what is the formula for schools resource allocation; and
(c) does the formula comprise -

(i) a base grant to be distributed across all schools;
(ii) a school characteristics element;
(iii) a student characteristics element;
(iv) a site characteristics element; or
(v) an educational programs element?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(04-2) The Education Department has considered a number of options for

equitable resourcing of schools. A formula based on school and student
characteristics may not meet all requirements under consideration. A
single formula may not address the complex and competing needs of
schools. A school resourcing discussion paper is being prepared and will
be released for public comment at the appropriate time.

(3) Not applicable.
SCHOOLS - PRINCIPALS

Selection
3457. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Does selection of principals match the demonstrated qualities of
individual applicants with the characteristics of schools and their
communities?

(2) If not, why not?
(3) If yes, how is this achieved?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(2) The selection of principals is based on generic position descriptions and

selection criteria. Schools and their communities do not currently have
published school profiles.

(3) Not applicable.

SCHOOLS - PRINCIPALS
Professional Development

3459. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Have increased resources, based on individual, school and system needs,

been allocated for the professional development of school principals, in
the Minister's term of government?

(2) If not, why not?
(3) If yes, what has been the increase in resources?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Since February 1993 funds have been allocated for the professional

development of school priniupals through centrally funded, district funded
and school funded initiatives. The following programs have continued to
be funded from central resources - the school leadership program,
induction programs and a leadership placement program. In addition a
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new occupational health and safety management course for principals
commenced in 1995. In addition funding has been provided to principals'
associations for the conduct of professional development activities.
Significant individual and group professional development has been
undertaken at a district level via funds allocated to superintendents during
this period. Increases to the school grant have permitted local professional
development needs to be addressed, including those involved in the
leadership of the school. For this reason, it is not possible to calculate the
specific increase in resources allocated to professional development for
school principals.

SCHOOLS - ADMINISTRATORS, SALARY PACKAGES
3460. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Have school administrators been paid salary packages according to a
differential index linked to the funding criteria applied to their schools, in
the Minister's term of government?

(2) If not, why not?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(2) The Education Department of Western Australia is willing to discuss

salary packaging for leadership groups, but not in respect of the funding
criteria for their school.

SCHOOLS - PRINCIPALS
Incentive Packages, Appointments for Five Years

3461. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Have incentive packages on individual school bases to encourage

principals to accept appointments for optimum periods of five years been
explored, in the Minister's term of government?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur;
(b) what came out of the exploration of these incentives packages;
(c) do the incentive packages include features such as -

(i) negotiated opportunities for sabbatical and study leave;
(ii) opportunities for career development through preferred

placement in relevant private or public sector enterprises;
(iii) opportunities for priority transfer to districts of choices;

and
(iv) accommodation and travel allowances for the principal and

family after qualifying periods;
(d) do these packages encourage tenure in schools for optimum periods

while preserving mobility within the system as an incentive for
principals to accept rural and remote postings to the least preferred
locations; and

(e) when will the Department act on the findings?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) This is an issue which the Education Department of Western Australia is
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considering exploring jointly with professional associations in the context
of ongoing workplace agreement negotiations.

(3) Not applicable.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - DISTRICT EDUCATION OFFICES

Organisational Structure and Resourcing Evaluation
3462. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has the organisational structure and resowvcing of district education
offices been evaluated, in the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when is it proposed that this will occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) what evaluation has been done in the Minister's term of

government;
(b) as part of this evaluation, has the requirement of schools been

surveyed and the effectiveness of service provision through district
offices been assessed;

(c) through the evaluations, was it shown that a redistribution of
resources from district offices to schools could afford improvements
in professional development, student support services and
educational accountability; and

(d) how will these evaluations be acted upon?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) A restructure of the services offered to schools through district

offices began in 1994. A further stage of the restructure is
currently in process in the metropolitan area.

(b) One result of the 1994 restructure is that the evaluation of school
requirements and the effectiveness of the services are now a
continuous process. This is done by district management groups,
which are made up of the school principals of each district. In
addition, the services requested by schools and provided or offered
by district personnel are linked to service agreements.

(c) As indicated in the previous response, resources are distributed
according to the specific requirements of each district as
determined by each district management group. Some services are
more effective when presented closer to the school, while others
are more effectively presented across the schools by district
personnel. This changes according to what schools require.

(d) Once again, these evaluations are a continuing process within
districts and the actions parallel this.

SCHOOLS - STAFFING FORMULA REVIEW
3463. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the inister for Education:

(1) Has the staffing formula been revised to give schools greater flexibility in
determining the teaching role for principals, in the Minister's tenin of
government?

(2) If not -
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(a) why not; and
(b) when is it intended that this will happen?

(3) Ifyes -
(a) how has the staffing formula been revised; and
(b) have the provisions for administrative relief increased by 50 per

cent?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(l)-(3) The current staffing formulae are being revised to give principals more

flexibility to allocate resources according to specific school needs. The
revision is scheduled to be in place for 1997.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING BACKGROUND
STUDENTS

New Arrivals in Geraldton Survey; Intensive Language Centre Establishment
3472. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Education:

Will the Minister instruct the Education Department to -
(1) Undertake a detailed survey, in conjunction with the Department of

Immigration and Ethnic Affairs and the Australian Bureau of Statistics, of
non-English speaking background new arrivals of school age (5 to 18) in
the Geraldton area?

(2) Immediately undertake the planning process to establish an intensive
language centre for new arrivals for non-English speaking background
children and youth at -
(a) primary level; and
(b) secondary level?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) The Education Department undertakes a statewide, twice yearly survey of

all new arrival, non-English speaking background school students enrolled
in government schools. The records of this survey reveal that in 1994
there were only three new arrival NESB students enrolled in the Geraldton
area. In the first survey.of 1995 a further three new arrivals were enrolled.
These students were primary age students.

(2) Given such low numbers of new arrival students the establishment of an
intensive language centre is not educationally or economically
appropriate. New arrival NESB students in such situations are supported
through specialist teacher allocations to the schools where they enrol,
English as a second language education officer advice and assistance and
the provision of resources to support English language acquisition.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS IN RURAL SCHOOLS,
INTRNSHIP

3497. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has consideration been given to the development of an internship in rural

schools as part of a four-year award in the Minister's term of office?
(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur, and
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(b) has an internship been developed in rural schools as part of a four-
year award?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(2)

A remote teaching service has been established to attract and retain
teachers in very remote rural school locations.

(3) Not applicable.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS IN RURAL SCHOOLS,
INDUCTION PROGRAM

3498. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has each Education District and rural or remote school developed an

explicit policy and program for the induction necessary for all teachers, in
the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will the policy and program be developed?

(3) Ifyes -
(a) when was the policy and program developed;
(b) do the induction programs include teacher educators, schools and

their communities;
(c) do the developed policy and program provide for teachers who are

appointed to schools -

(i) a specific induction program to be implemented by the
school; and

(ii) schools to be provided with adequate resources to carry out
the program;

(d) please provide details of the policy and program?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Policies and programs for teacher induction have been in place for many

years at central, district and school levels. These policies and programs
are designed for new appointees and experienced teachers with special
programs for those in remote locations.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) See (1)above.

(b) Yes. Individuals and organisations are encouraged to become
involved where their contribution will be beneficial.

(c) (i) Schools, including rural and remote schools, have
processes in place to introduce new teachers to the specific
environment of their school and to particular teaching
programs.

(ii) Schools access a variety of funding sources to support
these activities.

(d) Approaches differ from district to district and from school to
school, ranging from large scale courses to individual information
packages and ongoing mentoring and training, according to the
needs and size of the incoming groups and their locations across
the district.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS IN RURAL SCHOOLS,
ADJUSTMENT TO RURAL LIVING STRATEGIES

3499. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Hae coperaie strategies been developed to involve rural communities

in helping teahers to adjust to rural living, in the Minister's term of
office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) Ifyes -
(a) when did this occur,
(b) do the strategies provide for local community organisations to be

encouraged to make every effort to welcome teachers' spouses to
retain teachers in country service as long as possible; and

(c) please provide details of the developed strategies to involve rural
communities to help teachers to adjust to rural living?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Strategies to involve rural communities in helping teachers to adjust to

rural living have been in place for many years.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) See (1)above.

(b)-(c) There is a well established tradition of communities helping
teachers adjust to rural living in this State. Community
organisations deploy a variety of means, both formal and informal,
of welcoming newcomers including the spouses of newly arrived
teachers into rural communities. Some of the more formal
strategies involve direct liaison with the school, the establishment
of housing committees and networks, the identification of mentors,
the provision of detailed information packages and induction
programs on arrival, and regular social functions. The parents and
citizens associations form one very visible group of community
organisations which encourage effective assimilation through their
liaison with the schools.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SCHOOL PRINCIPALS, PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

3500. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Have increased resources, based on individual, school and system needs,

been allocated for the professional development of school principals, in the
Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when is it expected that this will occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur, and
(b) what was the increase in resources?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
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(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) Since February 1993 funds have been allocated for the professional

development of school principals through centrally funded, district
funded and school funded initiatives. The following programs
have continued to be funded from central resources - the school
leadership program, induction programs and a leadership
placement program. In addition a new occupational health and
safety management course for principals commenced in 1995. In
addition funding has been provided to principals' associations for
the conduct of professional development activities. Individual and
group professional development has been undertaken at a district
level via funds allocated to superintendents during this period.
Increases to the school grant have permitted local professional
development needs to be addressed, including those involved in
the leadership of the school.

(b) A significant proportion of professional development activity takes
place at school and district level to meet local management
development needs. For this reason, it is not possible to calculate
the specific increase in resources allocated to professional
development for school principals.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS, SALARY PACKAGES
3501. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Are teachers paid salary packages according to a differential index linked
to the funding criteria applied to their schools?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes, when did this start?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) The Education Department of Western Australia does not consider such

salary arrangements to be in the best interests of either teachers or the
department.

(3) Not applicable.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - CAPITAL PROGRAM

3503. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the inister for Education:
(1) Has a capital program which gives considerable weighting to upgrade,

replacement and new stock, been put in place, in the Minister's term of
office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur; and
(b) please provide details?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
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(3) Amounts of $69.524m and $60.657m were expended on the provision of
school facilities including new schools, additions at schools with rapidly
increasing enrolments and major upgrades at a number of existing schools
in 1993-94 and 1994-95 respectively. Additionally, an amount of
$86.938m was appropriated in the recent state Budget for the provision of
school facilities in 1995-96. Details relating to specific projects are
printed in Budget paper No 3 for the 1994-95 and 1995-96 financial years.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS IN REMOTE SCHOOLS,
PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN ABOUT CHALLENGES AND REWARDS

3504. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has an active promotional campaign been conducted to inform teachers

about the challenges and rewards or rural and remote teaching, in the
Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur; and
(b) please provide details of the campaign?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) Throughout the year as part of undergraduate employment talks.

(b) An annual ongoing activity as part of the Education Department's
undergraduate recruitment program which commences in May and
concludes in September. The format for the activity comprises a
two hour comprehensive talk which includes information about the
challenges and rewards of rural and remote teaching.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - DISTANCE EDUCATION CENTRE
Courseware Development Unit

3506. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has a courseware development unit been attached to the Distance Education

Centre to refine the educational application of technological developments,
in the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur, and
(b) how much did the unit cost?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) A separate education technology unit has been incorporated into the

School of Isolated and Distance Education to refine the educational
application of technology developments.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) 1995.
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(b) There is a capital works program of $5m for the School of Isolated
and Distance Education Leederville site which includes facilities
for the education technology unit.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - DISTANCE EDUCATION
Staffing Allocations

3507. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the inister for Education:
(1) Has greater flexibility been extended in staffing allocations for schools

operating with mixed mode programs, so that there can be appropriate
supervision of students' distance education lessons, in the Minister's term
of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur,
(b) please provide details of how this occurred?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) The staffing allocation for schools operating mixed mode programs is

directly linked to the staffing formula and student enrolments. The
staffing formula has not changed, but is undergoing revision and is
scheduled to be in place for 1997.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SATELLITE RECEIVERS FOR RURAL AND
REMOTE SCHOOLS

3508. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the inister for Education:
(1) Have all rural and remote schools been supplied with, or assisted with the

purchase of, satellite receivers, in the inister's term of office?
(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -

(a) when did this occur,
(b) will the Minister provide details of the contribution of each school

and the contribution of the Government to the satellite receivers;
and

(c) has a loan scheme for satellite receivers been instituted for low
income families?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) A program of providing satellite receivers to schools, including some rural

and remote schools, free of charge to access Westlink programs is
ongoing.

(2) (a) Although a recommendation of the Tomlinson report, advice has
been received that a change to digital delivery system is imminent
and it has been recommended that expenditure should be withheld
until this change occurs. To proceed prior to the change would
require a further $0.5m to change decoders.

(b) The change to digital is planned for July 1996.
(3) Not applicable.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - MONITORING STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
PROGRAM, ELECTRONIC MARKING

3509. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has the monitoring standards in education program been expanded to

include the preparation of tests that can be marked and scored
electronically, in the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) Ifyes -
(a) when did this occur, and
(b) have the services for the processing of such data been made

available to schools?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) (a) This program is being considered as part of an ongoing analysis of

the effectiveness of the monitoring standards in education
program-

(b) It has not yet been decided if it will occur.
(3) Not applicable.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TECHNOLOGY USED FOR CURRICULUM
DELIVERY, STAFF TRAINING AND SCHOOL ADMINSTRATION STUDY

3511. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has a study been undertaken of the use of technology for curriculum

delivery, staff training and school administration, in the Minister's term of
office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur,
(b) will the Minister provide details of the outcomes of the study; and
(c) as a cost/benefit analysis been undertaken, on the basis of the

information from the study, to determine the effectiveness of using
technology and to guide subsequent investments in this area?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) A number of studies have taken place regarding the use of technology to

improve the delivery of education. These include preparation of a
technology infrastructure strategy; a telecommunications infrastructure
strategy; a strategic information systems plan; and evaluation of
Telematics.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) The technology infrastructure strategy was published in March

1993. The telecommunications infrastructure strategy was
published in September 1993. The strategic information systems
plan was published in May 1994. The evaluation of Telematics
was published in June 1994.
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(b) As a follow-up to the strategies and plans specific projects have
taken place. These include: Preparation of a set of technical
standards for school computers; analysis of schools' information
systems needs; analysis of schools' IT support requirements;
establishment of a leasing scheme to assist schools to acquire
computers; completion of a network functional trial in the
Geraldton district and implementation of a fist phase of a
statewide network - EdNet; development of a human resource
management system for schools (Personnel 2000), utilising EdNet;
establishment of the education technology unit; planning for
telecommunication in an education training facility both for
curriculum delivery and administrative uses of
telecommunications; and extension of Telematics to all district
high schools by the end of 1995.

(c) Cost benefit analyses are conducted on each specific project or
proposal and a business case established for the use of technology.
Benefits will be qualitative as well as quantitative.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - DISTANCE EDUCATION
Com~puters Purchased by Isolated Secondary School Students Assistance

3512. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Have isolated secondary age students enrolled in distance education courses

been offered subsidies towards the purchase of computers necessary for the
completion of their studies, in the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur, and
(b) what was the cost of this?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) Where a student has no access, computers are supplied to students

studying secondary computer courses. Typewriters are also supplied for
keyboarding units.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - DISTANCE EDUCATION CENTRE
Copyright Releases of Materials

3513. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the inister for Education:
(1) Has the provision for copyright releases of Distance Education Centre

current and future materials been established by the Education Department,
in the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes, when did this occur?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes. Every effort is being made to ensure any new materials have

copyright releases for materials to become more widely available. Current
materials with copyright release are available through State Supply.
Materials with copyright clearances for the use of isolated students only
are restricted.
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(2) Not applicable.
(3) Since the establishment of a materials production centre within the School

of Isolated and Distance Education in 1995.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION
AND SCHOOLS OF THE AIR, SELECTION CRITERIA

3514. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Have teachers for distance education and Schools of the Air been selected

on criteria which recognise their commitment to, and their suitability for,
distance teaching, in the Mnister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this start occurring?

(3) If yes -

(a) when did this start occurring; and
(b) how has this been achieved?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) A process of merit selection was used in 1994 to appoint teachers to the

Distance Education Centre in 1995. Merit selection was used to identify
and appoint the best teachers available to fill the vacant positions. A
similar process of advertisement and merit selection will be used in 1995
to appoint teachers to School of the Air vacancies that become available
for 1996.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - ISOLATED STUDENTS, SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

3515. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has special provision for the social development of isolated students been

given high priority through the funding of schools camps and musters, in
the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this start occurring?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this start occurring; and
(b) how has this been achieved?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Yes. School camps and musters are an integral component in the social

development of students. One of the main objectives of such exercises is
to address social and cultural disadvantage due to isolation.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) School camps and musters have been incorporated in planning by

schools in isolated communities for at least the last decade.
(b) Funding sources include the school grant, the Priority Country

Areas program and the Priority Schools program. T7he decision to
conduct a camp or muster is* taken by the school when it is
considered that such enrichment will be beneficial.
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TAFE - CENTRE FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
Presenters Training, Telecommunications Support Unit Negotiations

3526. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has the centre for excellence in teaching established international

subscriber dialling network links with the Leederville centre and ongoing
negotiations with the telecommunications support unit with regard to the
training of presenters or provider of professional developmental programs,
in the Minister's term of office?

(2) If not -
(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes, when did this occur?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) A site location has not been finalised nor have plans of the centre

functions and activities been completed. When negotiations for a site
have been completed, consideration will then be given to communication
strategies.

(3) Not applicable.
SCHOOLS - DECISION-MAKING GROUPS

Renamed School Councils Decision
3540. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Are school decision making groups now known as school councils?
(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this occur, and
(b) do the school councils have the same functions, powers and

membership structure?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) There has been no decision taken to rename school decision making

groups. The possibility was raised in the Hoffman report which is under
consideration.

(3) Not applicable.
SCHOOLS - COUNCILS, SCHOOL BOARDS DECISION

3541. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Can a school council now become a school board?
(2) If not -

(a) why not; and
(b) when will this start occurring?

(3) If yes -
(a) when did this start occurring; and
(b) does the school board gain access to the powers and

responsibilities described in recommendation 4 of the Hoffman
report,-
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(i) a stronger involvement in the selection of the school
principal and other promotional staff;

(ii) the responsibility for reporting annually to the school
community the school's performance in relation to he
performance measures in the school development plan; and

(iii) the responsibility for coordinating the school's submission
to any external reviews, and the school's response to the
reports of such reviews?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(3) Reference to school councils and school boards is made in the Hoffman

report which is under consideration.
SCHOOLS - BOARDS, SIZE; MEMBERSHIP

3542. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
With regard to school boards -

(1) Is the size between six and 15 people, one of which is the principal of the
school?

(2) Do parent/community representation, nominated and elected by the
parents of the school, constitute a majority of the total size of the board?

(3) Do elected community members have the power to co-opt additional
community members?

(4) Is the chair of the board elected by the board from among the elected
community members?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(4) The concept of school boards is explored in the Hoffman report. No

decision has been taken yet with regard to matters raised in that report.
EMPLOYMENT, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPARTMENT

OF - NAME CHANGE COST
3651. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Education:

What was the total cost involved in changing DEVET to the Department of
Training?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
On 1 December 1993 the Department of Employment, Vocational Education and
Training was amalgamated with the State Employment and Skills Development
Authority to form the Westemn Australian Department of Training. The total cost
involved is estimated to be $19 000. This included the design of the corporate
identity, and production of signage and nameplates. Old departmental stationery
stocks were allowed to run down, thus the cost of printing new stationery was the
same as would normally have been incurred.

TAFE - BENTLEY CAMPUS
Child Care Centre Construction; Private Management

3660. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Can the Minister confirm that $650 000 is being spent to upgrade the child

care facilities at TAFE Bentley?
(2) Are expressions of interests being sought for private management of this

facility?
(3) If yes to (2), will the private operator be contributing to the upgrade from

which they will benefit?
(4) If not, why not?
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Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) There is no existing facility. A new child care facility is being constructed

at Bentley TAFE.
(2) At present, the Department of Training is assessing the feasibility of

transferring the responsibility for TAFE child care centres to a community
based model. Where this is not appropriate or feasible, expressions of
interest will be invited from private providers.

(3)-(4) Not applicable.
FOREIGN LAND OWNERSHIP - REGISTER; MONITORING

3664. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Does the Western Australian Government monitor foreign land

acquisitions in this State?
(2) Does the Western Australian Government keep a register of foreign land

ownership?
(3) If no, what is the Government's view of establishing a foreign ownership

register?
(4) Does the Government have concerns about the level of foreign

ownership of land in Western Australia?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(2) No.
(3)-(4) The Foreign Investment Review Board which reports to the

commonwealth Treasurer has a responsibility to make decisions on what
proposed acquisitions or investments by foreign persons or companies are
in the best interests of Australia. As a consequence the aim of a foreign
ownership register, if proceeded with, would be to gather statistical
information of foreign ownership, rather than as a mechanism of control
of foreign investment. The costs of establishing and maintaining a foreign
ownership register and the cost and inconvenience of requiring all foreign
persons making investments in the State to prepare and lodge additional
documentation for statistical purposes would require considerable further
deliberation. At this time it is considered that there is a more urgent need
to give attention and resources to improve the principles and procedures
relating to lands matters, such as a new land administration Act,
amendments to the Transfer of Land Act, the Strata Tidles Act and the
Licensed Surveyors Act. The State Government takes an active role in
monitoring foreign investment in this State through referrals from the
Commonwealth's Foreign Investment Review Board in regard to
applications by overseas interests for investment in Western Australia. In
this way applications not in the State's interests can be opposed. I am
advised that during 1993-94 there were some 13 such referrals and in
1994-95 there were 20.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

NATIVE ITL1E CLAIMS LAND FOR NEW KALBARRI AIRPRT
664. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Will the Minister publicly retract his false statement made on ABC
regional radio on Wednesday, 13 September, that a native title claim has
been made on land identified for the new Kalbarri Airport?

(2) Did the Minister believe at the time that such a claim existed?
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(3) If so, how did he form that belief?
(4) Was the false statement made for no other reason than to divide the local

community and score a cheap political point at the expense of the Kalbarri
community?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1)-(4) The member is obviously not up to date with his own party's federal

Native Title Act. As a consequence of that Act the Federal Government
has native title on all land including that currently defined for the Kalbarri
Airport. Until such time as native title is extinguished it exists by virtue
of that native title legislation. Although no individual Aboriginal group
has lodged a claim for that area of land, native title has still to be
extinguished.
I said on ABC regional radio that the process of making that land an
airport cannot be implemented until the native title issue has been
resolved. Mr Bill Mallard phoned and said, "We haven't put a claim on
that land." I said, "That's very good. I welcome that." Two points need
to be made: Firstly, his comment does not mean that a claim cannot be
put on the land in the future by some other Aboriginal group until the
native title procedures are extinguished; secondly, before that land can be
defined and developed as an airport it has to be processed. This can be
done in a number of ways.
A couple of weeks ago a member asked whether an application for a non-
claimant title was being pursued.- I answered that it was not. The reason
is that on two occasions, as I understand it, where that process has been
put in place, another group of Aboriginal people has made a claim on the
land. As a consequence, we do not intend to pursue that process for this
land; in other words, there will not be an application for a non-claimant
process, because once a claim is made it could be 18 months or two years
before the area of land could be utilised.

Hon Kim Chance: Twenty weeks, Minister.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No, I said it could be. The same applies to the land at
Kununurra in Hon Tom Helm's electorate.
Hon Kim Chance: The native title tribunal told me it was three months plus two
months.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It could be a number of things. When we pass the other
appropriate legislation that compensates for native title legislation through
amendments to the Public Works Act, that will streamline the procedure for
identifying the area of land that will be used for the airport. The whole area now
is excised from the national park. We intend to proceed that way rather than use
the other option, which could lead to additional hold-ups. Rather than saying that
what I said was wrong and withdrawing the statement, it is absolutely right that
there is a hold-up with the land that has been identified for the airport in Kalbarri.
Hon Kim Chance: You said there was a native title claim on it.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: There is a native title claim on it - not by a group of
Aboriginal people but by the federal legislation.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: This shows the stupidity of members opposite who say
there is no native title claim on the land when native title has to be extinguished
before use can be made of land that forms part of that scenario. A number of
procedures must be followed in accordance with the native title legislation.
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EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - GALLAGHER, PAUL, ACCESS TO
DOCUMENTS IN MINISTER'S OFFICE

665. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Did one Paul Gallagher have access to any files or documents in the

Minister's office or department relating to Brian Mahon Easton during the
period October 1993 to March 1994 or at any other time?

(2) If yes -

(a) who authorised that access;
(b) who supervised that access;
(c) was Mr Gallagher permitted to or did he take the files and

documents out of the Minister's office; and
(d) was Mr Gallagher denied further access when he took the files and

documents from the Minister's office?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The notice of the question I had referred to Mr Peter Gallagher. I have no idea
who Mr Peter Gallagher is. I will take the question as a question of which no
notice has been given.
(l)-(2) No, he did not have access to files and documents. Mr Gallagher provided

documents to our office rather than having access to documents in our
office; therefore the reverse is the case.

PORT KENNEDY AGREEMENT - STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT
REFERRED TO PORT KENNEDY MANAGEMENT BOARD

666. Hon J.A. SCOTIT to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:
I refer to question without notice 430 of 15 June 1995.
(1) Can the Minister confirm that the Standing Comittee on Constitutional

Affairs and Statutes Revision report on the Port Kennedy agreement has
been referred to the Port Kennedy management board for advice, as the
Minister informed the House it would be?

(2) On what date was it referred to the board?
(3) What was its advice?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I ask that the question be put on notice.
The PRESIDENT: I ask that all honourable members stop their audible
conversations while members are attempting to ask questions.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - CLEANERS AND GARDENERS
Redundancies Expenditure

667. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) How much was spent in the Education Department for redundancy

payouts for cleaners and gardeners in 1994-95?
(2) What is the estimated expenditure for redundancies for cleaners and

gardeners in the Education Department in 1995-96?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) $3078000.
(2) It is estimated that $5.8m would be required from the Education

Department's 1995-96 budget in the event that the Government proceeds
with the contracting out of these services.
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AIR TRANSPORT - CAMP KURLI MURRI
668. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister representing the Minister for Services:

In reference to the call for tenders for air transport between Perth and the Kurli
Murri work camp -

(1) Where were details of this tender advertised prior to the tender being let?
(2) Does the State Supply Commission take the opportunity of advising

companies that may have an interest in tendering of a specific contract
coming up for tender?

(3) In view of advice that up to six companies would have tendered for this
contract if they had known about it, and that only two tenders were
received, does the Minister agree that a better result for taxpayers would
have been achieved if more effort had been made to draw details of the
contract to the attention of companies with a likely interest in it?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Services
has provided the following answer -

(1) It was advertised publicly in the tenders section of The West Australian on
Saturday, 21 January 1995.

(2) The State Supply Commission does not maintain extensive mailing lists
for each product or service it procures. In this case, six companies were
forwarded tender documents in response to the public advertisement.

(3) It is understood that the prices obtained by the tender process were
competitive for the requirements of this charter.

EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - SMIThI, KARRY, ATIENDING OFFICES OF
PARKER & PARKER

669. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Did Mrs Karry Smith, a member of the Minister's staff, attend the offices

of The West Australian newspaper solicitors, Parker and Parker, on
18 February 1994 to discuss evidence in relation to Brian Mahon Easton?

(2) If the answer to (1) is yes, did the Minister authorise such attendance?
(3) If the answer to (1) is no, did any other member of the Minister's staff

attend the offices of Parker and Parker on 18 February 1994 to discuss
evidence in relation to Brian Mahon Easton?

(4) If the answer to (3) is yes, who was that member of staff, and had the
Minister authorised such evidence?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
The member keeps asking double-barrelled questions, one of which assumes the
basis of another. However, I will answer the question and make it clear.
(1) Mrs Smith was asked to attend the offices of Messrs Parker and Parker

and on arrival she was asked to make documents available to them and she
declined until the matter was referred to me.

(2) After the meeting, Mrs Smith informed me that she had been asked for
documents and had declined and I confirmed her action.

(3) No.
(4) Not applicable.
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EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - SMITH, KARRY, ATITENDING OFFICES OF
PARKER & PARKER

670. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for the Environment:
By whom was Mrs Smith requested to attend the offices of Parker and Parker?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
Mr Richard Elliott.

FRUIT INDUSTRY - INQUIRY
671. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister representing the Minister for Primary

Industry:
(1) Following a meeting with a fruit industry delegation in June 1994, and the

subsequent referral of the issues raised at that meeting to the Public
Service Commissioner, has the Minister received one or two reports from
the Public Service Commidssioner or the Public Sector Standards
Commissioner?

(2) If only one report was received, what was the date of its completion?
(3) If two reports were received, what were the dates of their completion?
(4) Were both reports referred to the Commissioner of Police?
(5) Was the advice from the Commissioner of Police, to the effect that the

matters investigated did not reveal any evidence of crimdial conduct,
given after the police had had the opportunity of studying both reports?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Primary
Industry has provided the following reply -

(1)-(5) I understand that the member had a full and detailed briefing only this
morning on the fruit industry inquiry. He would know that, as part of a
proper process, the Minister received only one report on 18 November
1994. This report was referred to the Commissioner of Police who
subsequently advised that no evidence of criminal conduct was revealed.

EASTON, BRIAN MAHON - COMPLAINTS AGAINST RECEIVED BY
MINISTER'S OFFICE

672. Hon A.J.. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for the Environment:
Further to question without notice 659 -

(a) When were complaints against Brian Mahon Easton received by the
Minister's office?

(b) When was the matter referred to the Premier's Department?
(c) What investigations took place in the interim?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(a) Complaints were made continually over a long period by a number of

people.
(b) Independently of complaints made to me, there were complaints, often by

the same people, to the Premier's Department. I indicated to the Premier's
Department that I would not respond to certain of the complaints as I
regarded it as being more appropriate for his office to respond.

(c) The complaints were in documentary form. The documents were collated
and some of the facts were reverified, but it would not be appropriate to
describe that as investigations although the honourable member may
choose to do so.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS PAY OFFER, COST
673. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

I refer to the Government's recently announced 7.5 per cent plus 7.5 per cent pay
offer to teachers and ask -
(a) What is the anticipated cost of that pay offer in the 1995-96 and 1996-97

financial years?
(b) Where will the money come from to fund this pay offer?
Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question.
(a) 1995-96: $33.3m

1996-97: $72.6m
(b) This pay offer will be jointly funded by the productivity savings from

within the Education Department's budget and through the Government's
global budget provision to supplement productivity improvements in
public sector agencies.

PORT KENNEDY DEVELOPMENT - RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
AREA NEGOTIATIONS

674. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:
Are the developers of the Port Kennedy resort negotiating an agreement with the
Minister for Planning to be allowed to set aside an area of stage 2 of the Port
Kennedy Development Agreement Act area for the purpose of residential
development?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
No.

TRAVEL - MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
Perth-Marble Bar with Senator Noel Crichton-Browne

675. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Will the Minister confirm that he travelled to Marble Bar the weekend

before last with Senator Noel Crichton-Browne to attend a Liberal Party
branch meeting?

(2) Who paid for the plane flight and/or charter?
(3) What was the total cost of the flight and the trip?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Using my electorate air charter and car hire allowance towards my share

of the flight costs, I travelled from Perth to Marble Bar on 9 September,
then from Marble Bar to Carnarvon and from Carnarvon to Perth on
10 September. Senator Crichton-Browne travelled with me on the Perth to
Marble Bar leg.

(2) The cost of the charter was shared by Senators Crichton-Browne and
Ellison and me. My share was paid from my electorate air charter and car
hire allowance.

(3) The account submitted for payment from my electorate air charter and car
hire allowance for my share of the costs of the flight is $3 159, comprising
50 per cent of the Perth-Marble Bar cost and the full cost of the Marble
Bar-Carnarvon leg. The air charter company has submitted separate
accounts to Senators Crichton-Browne and Ellison for payment from their
respective electorate allowances.
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WESTRAIL - MIDLAND WORKSHOPS CLOSURE; WORKSHOP
FACILITIES, RELOCATION COST

676. Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Was the cost of relocation of workshop facilities to depots considered

when the decision was made to close the Westrail Midland Workshops?
(2) Was an estimate of the cost arrved at prior to the decision to close the

Westrail Midland Workshops?
(3) If no, when was the estimate made?
(4) When was the current estimate of $9.622m arrved at?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1)-(4) If the member wants a detailed answer, I recommend he put the question

on notice. The decision referred to in the first part of the question was
made on the basis of the overall savings that would accrue. That has been
stated on numerous occasions. With regard to the transfer of works to
Forrestfield as a consequence of that decision, that was incorporated in the
original decision.
I recommend also that the member put the latter part of his question on
notice. I should add that that pales into insignificance in comparison with
the total modernisation of Westrail. There will be a benefit of almost
$50m to the people of Western Australia as a consequence of the further
modernisation changes.

WESTRAIL - WORKSHOP FACILITIES, RELOCATION COST
677. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport:

Why is there no reference in the 1993-94 Budget papers to the cost of the
relocation of workshop facilities to depots?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I will have to obtain the specific details for that answer. However, when a range
of changes are made in Westrail, single items never form part of an annual report

CONSULTANTS - ENGAGED BY GOVERNMIENT REPORT
Environmental Protection Authority, Department of Environmental Protection Records

678. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Minister for the Environment:
I refer the Minister to the Government's report on consultancies for the six month
period ending December 1994 which contained no record of any Environmental
Protection Authority or Department of Environmental Protection consultancies.
(1) Were any consultants employed during this period by the Department of

Environmental Protection or by the Environmental Protection Authority?
(2) Were any consultants paid during that period?
(3) If any were employed, who were they and how much and when were they

individually paid?
(4) What was the role of those consultants and what were their periods of

employment?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I know it must be a. source of enormous disappointment to the Opposition if
Department of Environmental Protection and the Environmental Protection
Authority did not take out any consultancies; I know they are keen for us to spend
money on consultants. Unfortunately, I will have to take the question on notice.
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SCHOOLS - GIBB STREET PRIMARY
Land Sale

679. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) What is the area of the land on which Gibb Street Primary School is

located?
(2) Is it correct that a portion of the school is to be sold off, or has been?
(3) What is the size of the land to be sold?
(4) Was the school comimunity and nearby community consulted about this

asset sell-off?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) 4.5251 hectares.
(2) The possibility of disposal of portion of the site by sale was raised by the

school some time ago. Finality has not yet been reached on the matter.
(3) Approximately 2 300 square metres.
(4) The staff and the school community have been involved in the.

consultation process.
PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOUR RELATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF -

FREEHOLL HOLLINGDALE & PAGE, PAYMENTS
680. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Labour

Relations:
(1) How much were Freehill, Hollingdale and Page paid in the 1994-95

financial year to provide legal services to the Department of Productivity
and Labour Relations?

(2) Are Freehill, Hollingdale and Page currently under contract to provide
further legal services to the Department of Productivity and Labour
Relations? If yes, what is the nature of the services contracted?

(3) What selection or tendering processes were adopted in respect of the
award of the contract for services referred to in questions (1) and (2)
above?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Nothing.
(2) No.
(3) Not applicable.

WYNDHAM-EAST KIMBERLEY SHIRE - TRANSFER OF LAND AT OLD
PRISON SITE, GOVERNMENT FEE

68 1. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Lands:
(1) On what basis has the Shire of Wyndham-East Kimberley been required to

pay the State Government $30 000 for the transfer of land at the old prison
site to the shire?

(2) Did the Minister receive representations from the shire to waive that fee
and on what basis did the Minister reject that representation?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(2) I would have to check the files.
Hon Tom Stephens: Some notice was given.
Hon GEORGE CASH: If notice was given, I have not received the question. I
will have to check my files to ascertain whether the Shire of Wyndham has made
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representations in respect of that matter and I will provide the member with an
answer in due course.

HILMER COMPETITION POLICY - STATUTORY MARKETING
AUTHORITIES, LEGISLATIVE CHANGES; MILK QUOTAS

682. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister representing the Minister for Primiary
Industry:
(I) In its response to the Hilmer competition policy initiatives, does the

Government intend to introduce legislative changes to statutory marketing
authorities established under Western Australian legislation?

(2) If so, will these changes remove the single desk status of authorities such
as the Grain Pool of Western Australia and the Dairy Industry Authority?

(3) If so, will the changes affect -

(a) the export functions of the authority; or
(b) the domestic marketing functions; or
(c) both export and domestic marketing functions?

(4) Will the present system of whole milk quotas be retained after the
implementation of the competition policy reforms?

(5) If legislative changes altering market monopolies are introduced, will this
be as a result of the State's adopting the principle of competition policy or
as a result of commonwealth legislation?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Primary
Industry has provided the following reply -

(1)-(5) There are a number of reasons why changes to statutory marketing
authorities may occur, for example, as an outcome of a statutory review or
the introduction of new expertise to a statutory marketing authority board.
In all cases, the process of change will involve wide consultation.

WHITBY FALLS HOSTEL - PATIENTS IN RESIDENCE; PSYCHIATRIC
SERVICES

683. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:
(1) How many patients are in residence at the Whitby Falls psychiatric

facility?
(2) How many hours of psychiatric service are provided in that facility and in

the Armadale Clinic each week?
(3) Is it intended to increase the number of psychiatric services at each of

these clinics?
(4) If so, by how many hours and when?
(5) Will any of the eight psychiatrists who have been recruited recently from

overseas and interstate be assigned either to the Armadale Clinic or
*Whitby Falls?

(6) If yes, when will the appointments take effect?
(7) If no, why not?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for the clarity of her question. Being a lawyer she knows how
important it is to ask clear and simple questions and not questions which beg the
question, which are known to be unfair and which I would have thought a lawyer
would never ask. She has certainly done well with this.
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Hon John Halden: The Minister must have missed the four years when he was
asking them.
Hon PETER FOSS: I always asked very careful questions - one always gets
answers that way.
(1) Forty-nine.
(2) Whitby Falls Hostel - I11 hours per week; Armadale Clinic - 77.5 hours

per week.
(3) Whitby Falls Hostel - no; Armadale Clinc - yes.
(4) Armadale Clinic - one FTE for 37.5 hours as soon as possible.
(5) No; however, intense recruitment efforts are continuing.
(6) Not applicable.
(7) They have accepted appointments at Graylands, Fremantle and Bentley

Hospitals.
FIREARMS - LICENCE FEES

684. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Police:
How many firearm licence holders pay an ordinary $21 licence fee to cover -

(a) one firearm;
(b) two to five furarms;
(c) six to nine firearms; and
(d) 10 or more firearms?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for Police has
provided the following reply -

The Cqmmissioner of Police has advised as follows -

An annual licence fee of $20 is payable for any number of firearms on any given
licence. The number of licence holders in Western Australia is 113 453. The
information as to the number of firearms in each of the categories as requested is
not readily available and would require many hours of manual searching of the
records. The Minister for Police has indicated that he is not prepared to require
the police service to devote precious police resources to such a manual search.

EDUCATION ACT - NEW ACT; VOCATIONAL, EDUCATION AND TRAINING
BILL, DRAFT

685. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
When will the Government table or produce for public comment its long-awaited
drafts of the new Education Act and the new Vocation, Education and
Employment Bill?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I agree that the Education Act review is long awaited. In fact, it started in 1928.
Hon John Halden: The Minister is probably right, but he has promised it in
numerous speeches.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I have set in train a process of rewriting the Education Act,
which is a mammoth task. A reference group has been looking at a range of
issues that have arisen as a result of the rewriting. A small team is rewriting the
Act itself. I hope that a draft will be available some time this year for public
comment. There is no intention to rush this because, as the member would be
aware, the Education Act is a very important piece of legislation for Western
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Australia and we want to ensure that when we bring it to Parliament it is a
reflection of what the community wants in relation to education and the various
issues attached thereto.
We will take as long as is necessary to produce a draft that we believe is
appropriate to bring to Parliament. I hope that the first draft will be ready some
time this year and that Parliament may be in a position to contemplate its passage
next year. However, because it has taken such a long time for anyone to go down
this path, I believe that we should take as long as is necessary to get it right. Any
contribution the member would like to make on behalf of his party would be
welcome.
Hon John Halden: When we get a copy of the first draft I will be only too happy
to contribute.
Hon N.F. MOORE: If the member has any ideas now he should make them
known.
Hon Tom Stephens: One useful amendment would be to prevent Hon Norman
Moore being Minister of the department.
Hon N.F. MOORE: That, coming from the longest serving Minister in this House
and the highest spending Minister -

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon N.F. MOORE: Because education is such an important area in which to
legislate, the Opposition is most welcome to put forward any ideas it has as partof the rewrite. This is not a Liberal or a Labor piece of legislation: It is
legislation of this Parliament. If the member has some ideas he should be assured
that if he puts them forward they will be very welcome. The drafting of thevocational, education and training Bill has been virtually completed. I hope the
legislation will pass through this Parliament this year and be operative from
1 January 1996. Fundamental to the new VET Act is the idea of autonomous
colleges. The Government hopes that those colleges, which will be autonomous
colleges, will operate as such next year.

TAFE - NORTH METROPOLITAN COLLEGE
Mortar and Render used in Metropolitan Homes Reports

686. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Employment and Training:
Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Will the Minister confirm that the North Metropolitan College of TAFE

commissioned reports in 1993 and 1995 on the standard of mortar and
render used in Perth metropolitan homes?

(2) Will the Minister table the reports?
(3) If not, why not?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
I do not appear to have the answer to that question. I ask the member to put it on
notice and I will provide an answer.
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